Letter from the Editors

It is an honor to take up the reins as editors of *Qualitative and Multi-Method Research*. For 12 years, this newsletter has offered incisive discussion and spirited debate of the logic and practice of qualitative and multi-method research. It has been a venue for critical reflection on major new publications and for the presentation of novel arguments, long before they hit the journals and the bookshelves. Among the newsletter’s most important hallmarks has been the inclusion of—and, often, dialogue across—the wide range of scholarly perspectives encompassed by our intellectually diverse section. We are grateful to our predecessors John Gerring, Gary Goertz, and Robert Adcock for building this newsletter into a distinguished outlet, and delighted to have the opportunity to extend its tradition of broad and vigorous scholarly engagement.

In this issue, we present a symposium on an issue that has been a central topic of ongoing conversation within the profession: research transparency. The symposium seeks to advance this conversation by unpacking the meaning of transparency for a wide range of qualitative and multi-method research traditions, uncovering both considerable common ground and important tensions across scholarly perspectives.

We also present here the first installment of our new Journal Scan, based on a systematic search of nearly fifty journals for recent methodological contributions to the literature on quantitative and multi-method research. Building on the “Article Notes” that have occasionally appeared in previous issues, the Journal Scan is intended to become a regular element of QMMR. We look forward to hearing your thoughts about this newsletter issue and your ideas for future symposia.

Tim Büthe and Alan M. Jacobs
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Research transparency has become a prominent issue across the social as well as the natural sciences. To us transparency means, fundamentally, providing a clear and reliable account of the sources and content of the ideas and information on which a scholar has drawn in conducting her research, as well as a clear and explicit account of how she has gone about the analysis to arrive at the inferences and conclusions presented—and supplying this account as part of (or directly linked to) any scholarly research publication.

Transparency so understood is central to the integrity and interpretability of academic research and something of a “meta-standard.” As Elman and Kapiszewski suggest, transparency in social science is much like “fair play” in sports—a general principle, the specific instantiation of which will depend on the particular activity in question.1 As we will discuss in greater detail in our concluding essay, research transparency in the broadest sense also begins well before gathering and analyzing empirical information, the research tasks that have been the focus of most discussions of openness in Political Science.

As a consequence of a number of developments2—
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1 Elman and Kapiszewski 2014, 46n3.

2 To better understand the broader context of the calls for greater transparency in Political Science, we have examined recent debates over research transparency and integrity in disciplines ranging from Life Sciences (medicine and associated natural sciences, as “hard” sciences that nonetheless gather and analyze empirical data in a number of ways, including interviews, the analysis of texts, and case studies, while facing ethical and legal requirements for confidentiality and generally the protection of human subjects) to History (as a discipline on the borderline between the social sciences and the humanities, with a long tradition of dealing with uncertainty and potential bias in sources, though usually without having to deal with concerns about human subjects protection). While a detailed discussion of developments in those other disciplines is beyond the scope of this symposium, we have found the consideration of developments in other fields helpful for putting developments in Political Science in perspective. We were struck, in particular, by how common calls for greater research transparency have been across many disciplines in recent years—and by similarities in many (though not all) of the concerns motivating these demands.

3 APSA 2012, 9f. We refer to changes to the “Principles for Individual Researchers” section (under III.A.). Specifically, sections III.A.5 and III.A.6 were changed. Our understanding of the DA-RT Initiative and the 2012 revision of the Ethics Guide has benefited from a wealth of background information, kindly provided by current and past members of the the APSA staff, APSA Council, and APSA’s Committee on Professional Ethics, Rights, and Freedoms, and on this point especially by a phone interview with Richard Johnston, ethics committee chair from 2009 to 2012, on 20 July 2015. These interviews were
In the remainder of this introductory essay, we first contextualize the symposium by presenting the rationales underlying, and key principles to emerge from, the recent push for transparency in Political Science. We then set out the questions motivating the symposium and briefly introduce the contributions that follow.

The Call for Greater Transparency: Rationales and Principles

The most prominent push for greater transparency in Political Science has emerged from the DA-RT initiative.4 Scholars associated with this initiative have provided the most detailed conceptualization and justification of research transparency in the discipline. The DA-RT framework has also served as an important reference point for discussions and debates in the discipline and in this symposium, including for authors who take issue with elements of that framework. We therefore summarize here the central components of the DA-RT case for research transparency.

DA-RT’s case for greater transparency in the discipline has been grounded in an understanding of science as a process premised on openness. As Lupia and Elman write in their introductory essay to a January 2014 symposium in *PS: Political Science and Politics*:

What distinguishes scientific claims from others is the extent to which scholars attach to their claims publicly available information about the steps that they took to convert information from the past into conclusions about the past, present, or future. The credibility of scientific claims comes, in part, from the fact that their meaning is, at a minimum, available for other scholars to rigorously evaluate.5

Research openness, understood in this way, promises numerous benefits. Transparency about how findings have been generated allows those claims to be properly interpreted. Clarity about procedures, further, facilitates the transmission of insights across research communities unfamiliar with one another’s methods. For scholars, transparency is essential to the critical assessment of claims, while it also makes social scientific research more useful to practitioners and policy-makers, who will often want to understand the foundations of findings that may inform their decisions.6

Transparency can be understood as a commitment to addressing, comprehensively, three kinds of evaluative and interpretive questions, corresponding to the three principal forms of transparency as identified in the APSA Ethics Guide: production transparency, analytic transparency, and data access.7 First: How has the evidence been gathered? There are always multiple ways of empirically engaging with a given research topic: different ways of immersing oneself in a research context, of searching for and selecting cases and evidentiary sources, of constructing measures. Moreover, different processes of empirical engagement will frequently yield different collections of observations. Alternative ways of engaging with or gathering information about a particular case or context could yield differing observations of, or experiences with, that case. And, for research that seeks to generalize beyond the instances examined, different ways of choosing cases and research contexts may yield different kinds of cases/contexts and, in turn, different population-level inferences. DA-RT advocates argue that understanding and evaluating scholarly claims thus requires a consideration of how the particular interactions, observations, and measures upon which a piece of research rests might have been shaped by the way in which empirical information was sought or gathered.8 Readers can only make such an assessment, moreover, in the presence of what the revised APSA ethics guidelines call “production transparency,” defined as “a full account of the procedures used to collect or generate the data.”9 One might more broadly conceive of production transparency as a detailed account of the process of empirical engagement—whether this engagement is more immersive (in the mode of ethnography) or extractive (in the mode, e.g., of survey research or document-collection).

Second: How do conclusions or interpretations follow from the empirical information considered? What are the analytic or interpretive steps that lead from data or empirical engagement to findings and understandings? And what are the analytic assumptions or choices on which a scholar’s conclusions depend? Greater “analytic transparency” is intended to allow research audiences to answer these questions, central to both the assessment and interpretation of evidence-based knowledge claims.10 In the quantitative tradition, analytic transparency is typically equated with the provision of a file containing a list of the commands issued in a statistical software package to arrive at the reported statistical findings, which in principle allows for a precise specification and replication of the analytic steps that researchers claim to have undertaken. In the qualitative tradition, analytic transparency typically means making verbally explicit the logical steps or interpretive processes linking observations to conclusions or understandings. In process tracing, for instance, this might include an explicit discussion of the compatibility or incompatibility of individual pieces of evidence with the alternative hypotheses.

---

4 The initiative was launched in 2010 under the leadership of Arthur Lupia and Colin Elman and has *inter alia* resulted in the 2012 revision of the APSA Ethics Guide and the October 2014 “DA-RT Statement,” which by now has gathered the support of the editors of 26 journals, who have committed to imposing upon authors three specific requirements: to provide for data access, to specify the “analytic procedures upon which their published claims rely,” and to provide references to/for all pre-existing datasets used (see DA-RT 2014).


6 Lupia and Elman 2014, 22.

7 Our discussion here draws partly on Lupia and Elman 2014 and Elman and Kapiszewski 2014.

8 Lupia and Alter 2014, 57.

9 APSA 2012, 10.

10 See, e.g., APSA 2012, 10; Lupia and Alter 2014, 57; Lupia and Elman 2014, 21f.
under examination.\footnote{Elman and Kapiszewski 2014, 44–46. For a substantive example of an especially analytically explicit form of process tracing, see the appendix to Fairchild 2013. For a quantitative representation of the analytic steps involved in process tracing, employing Bayesian logic, see Bennett 2015 and Humphreys and Jacobs forthcoming.}

Third: What is the relationship between the empirical information presented in the research output and the broad evidentiary record? One question here concerns the faithful representation of the evidence gathered by the researcher: Does or did the source (i.e., the document, informant, interviewee, etc.) say what the researcher claims that it says? A second, more difficult question is whether the empirical information employed in the analysis or presented in the writeup is representative of the full set of relevant empirical information that the researcher gathered, consulted, or otherwise had readily available.\footnote{APSA 2012, 9f; Lupia and Elman 2014, 21f; Elman and Kapiszewski 2014, 45; Moravcsik 2014.} “Data access” is intended to address these questions by giving readers direct access to a broad evidentiary record. Data access also allows other researchers to replicate and evaluate analytic procedures using the original evidence. Data access might include, for instance, making available full copies of, or extended excerpts from, the primary documents examined, the transcripts of interviews conducted, or the quantitative dataset that was analyzed.\footnote{Transparency Deficits and their Importance to QMM Research}

The most prominent concern motivating the push for transparency in many of the natural sciences has been outright research misconduct—specifically the fabrication of data or other source information or the falsification of findings.\footnote{For an overview, see LaFollette 1996. The U.S. National Science Foundation defines research misconduct as (one or more of) fabrication, falsification, plagiarism. See NSF final rule of 17 March 2002, revising its misconduct in science and engineering regulations, promulgated via the Federal Register vol. 67, no 5 of 18 March 2002 (45 Code of Federal Regulations, section 689.1).} A 2011 study by Fang and Casadevall, for instance, showed that the annual number of retractions of articles indexed in PubMed has over the past 25 years increased at a much faster rate than the number of new PubMed entries;\footnote{Fang and Casadevall 2011.} and the share of those retractions attributed to research misconduct has been large and growing.\footnote{Fang, Steen, and Casadevall 2012; Steen 2011. The frequency with which retractions are attributable to research misconduct have been shown to be a substantial undercount: Of 119 papers where a research ethics investigation resulted in a finding of misconduct and subsequent retraction of the publication, 70 (58.8%) of the retractions made no mention of misconduct or research ethics as a reason for the retraction (see Resnik 2015).} In History, the more prominent problem appears to be plagiarism,\footnote{Hoffer 2004; Wiener 2004; DeSantis 2015.} though this field has been rocked by its own fabrication scandals.\footnote{Most notably S. Walter Poulshock’s (1965) fabrication of large numbers of passages in his book Two Parties and the Tariff in the 1880s and serious irregularities in the references and descriptive statistics in Michael Bellesiles’ 2001 Bancroft-prize-winning book about the origins of U.S. gun culture, Arming America, leading to the author’s resignation from his tenure position at Emory and the revocation of the Prize. On the latter, see Columbia University 2002; Emory University 2002; Katz et al 2002.} Such developments have contributed to the push for greater research transparency in these fields.

While in Political Science there appear to have been no instances prior to the recent LaCour scandal\footnote{The article involved, which had appeared in Science, was LaCour and Green 2014; the problems were first revealed in Broockman, Kalla and Aranow 2014. See also Singal 2015.} of a journal, university, press, or other third-party publicly and definitively establishing (or an author confessing to) fabrication or falsification,\footnote{Even disclosed cases of plagiarism are rare. A clear case is the article by Papadouris (2005), which was retracted by the editors of the Journal of Common Market Studies for undue similarities to Spanou (1998); see Rollo and Paterson 2005. For an account of another case, see Lanegran 2004.} there are no apparent reasons why research misconduct ought to be assumed to be a non-issue in our discipline. There is, likewise, no cause to think that Political Science is any less afflicted by “lesser” forms of questionable research practice, including, most significantly, the selective interpretation and reporting of evidence and results in favor of stronger or more striking findings. Transparency can help research communities identify and minimize such problematic practices, as well as entirely unintentional or unconscious sources of bias or error.

A related, important motivation for the push to establish transparency rules (and to make compliance a prerequisite for publication) in Political Science is the widespread sense that there are serious shortcomings in current practices of empirical documentation. For example, despite some long-standing appeals to provide comprehensive information about analytical procedures and access to the empirical information used,\footnote{20 Even disclosed cases of plagiarism are rare. A clear case is the article by Papadouris (2005), which was retracted by the editors of the Journal of Common Market Studies for undue similarities to Spanou (1998); see Rollo and Paterson 2005. For an account of another case, see Lanegran 2004.} the availability of replication datasets and code for quantitative work remains poor where it is not a meaningfully enforced requirement for publication.\footnote{See, e.g., King 1995.} And although published replication studies are very rare (even in other disciplines with a more uniformly neopositivist orientation\footnote{23 Reported frequencies of publications including replication range from a low of 0.0013 (0.13%) in education research (Makel and Plucker 2013) to a high of just over 0.0107 (1.07%) in psychology (Makel, Plucker, and Hegarty 2012, 538f).})
the authors. Unfortunately, none of these issues are limited to quantitative research. The sharing or depositing of qualitative evidence is still relatively rare—though the technological and institutional opportunities for doing so have recently expanded (as we discuss further in our concluding essay). And when scholars have on their own attempted to track down the original sources underlying another scholar’s published qualitative work, they have sometimes reported difficulty in confirming that sources support the claims for which they are cited; confirming that the cited sources are a fair representation of the known, pertinent sources; or confirming the existence of the cited sources, given the information provided in the original publication.

To give another example: Based on a review of public opinion research published in the top journals in Political Science and Sociology, as well as the top specialty journals, from 1998 to 2001, Smith found that only 11.5% of articles reported a response rate along with “at least some” information on how it had been calculated. While here, too, substantial strides toward greater transparency have been made in recent years in the form of a refinement of the American Association for Public Opinion Research standard (and the development of a free online calculator that implements that standard), technological developments in this field are ironically undercutting attempts to raise transparency, with increasingly popular online opt-in surveys lacking an agreed response metric. Here again, the problem does not appear to be unique to quantitative research.

For recent findings of such problems in political science/political economy, see Bermeo 2016 and Büthe and Morgan 2015; see also Lupia and Alter 2014, 57 and the “Political Science Replication” blog. For an illustration of the difficulty of overcoming the problem, long recognized in Economics, compare Dewald, Thursby, and Anderson (1986) with McCullough, McGeary, and Harrison (2008) and Krawczyk and Reuben (2012).

Finally, there is little reason to believe that qualitative research might not be subject to certain problems that transparency is supposed to address. The convention of considering quantitative results “statistically significant” only when the estimated coefficient’s $p$-value falls below 0.05, for instance, appears to create incentives to selectively report model specifications that yield, for the variable(s) favored by the authors, $p$-values below this threshold. To the extent that qualitative scholarship is more acceptant of complex empirical accounts and open to the role of contingency in shaping outcomes, it should be less subject to this particular misalignment of incentives. And to the extent that qualitative researchers are expected to point to specific events, statements, sequences, and other details of process within a case, the manipulation of empirical results might require a more conscious and direct misrepresentation of the empirical record—and might be easier for other scholars with deep knowledge of the case to detect—which, in turn, might reduce the likelihood of this form of distortion in some types of case-oriented research. Also, a number of the incentive problems that transparency is intended to address are arguably primarily problems of positivist hypothesis-testing, and would operate with less force in work that is openly inductive or interpretive in character.

At a more fundamental level, however, it is likely that many of the problems that have been observed in other disciplines and in other research traditions also apply to many forms of qualitative scholarship in Political Science. Even for qualitative work, political science editors and reviewers seem to have a preference for relatively simple explanations and tidy, theory-consistent empirical patterns—and probably especially so at the most competitive and prestigious journals, as Saey reports for the Life Sciences. Such journal preferences may create unwelcome incentives for case-study researchers to select and interpret evidence in ways consistent with elegant causal accounts. Moreover, the general cognitive tendency to disproportionately search for information that confirms one’s prior beliefs and to interpret information in ways favorable to those beliefs—known as confirmation bias—is likely to operate as powerfully for qualitative as for quantitative researchers. Finally, there is little reason to believe that qualitative scholars

---

24 For recent findings of such problems in political science/political economy, see Bermeo 2016 and Büthe and Morgan 2015; see also Lupia and Alter 2014, 57 and the “Political Science Replication” blog. For an illustration of the difficulty of overcoming the problem, long recognized in Economics, compare Dewald, Thursby, and Anderson (1986) with McCullough, McGeary, and Harrison (2008) and Krawczyk and Reuben (2012).

25 E.g., Lieshout, Segers, and van der Vleuten (2004) report having been unable to locate several of the sources invoked by Moravcsik (1998) in a key section of his book; from the sources that they did find, they provide numerous examples of quotes that they allege either do not support or contradict the claim for which those sources were originally cited. (Moravcsik’s reply to the critique is still forthcoming.) Lieshout (2012) takes Rosato (2011) to task for “gross misrepresentations of what really happened” due to “selective quoting” from the few documents and statements from the “grabbag of history” that support his argument and “ignoring unwelcome counter-evidence” even when his list of references suggests he must have been familiar with that counterevidence. Moravcsik (2013, 774, 790), also reviewing Rosato (2011), alleges pervasive “overtly biased” use of evidence, including “a striking number of outright misquotations, in which well-known primary and secondary sources are cited to show the diametrical opposite of their unambiguous meaning [to the point that it] should disqualify this work from influencing the debate on the fundamental causes of European integration.” For the author’s reply, see Rosato 2013.

26 Smith 2002, 470.


28 Callegaro and DiSogra 2008.

29 See Bleich and Pekkanen’s essay in this symposium for a detailed discussion of these issues.

30 Elman and Kapiszewski 2014, 44.

31 Gerber and Malhotra 2008.


33 See, e.g., Jervis 1976, esp. 128ff, 143ff, 382ff; Tetlock 2005.
amassing and assessing vast amounts of empirical information from disparate sources are any less prone to making basic, unintentional errors than are scholars working with quantitative datasets. Transparency promises to help reduce and detect these systematic and unsystematic forms of error, in addition to facilitating understanding, interpretation, assessment, and learning.

The Symposium

Advocates of greater research transparency have brought important issues to the top of the disciplinary agenda, opening a timely conversation about the meaning, benefits, and limitations of research transparency in political inquiry. Among the central challenges confronting the push for greater transparency is the tremendous diversity in research methodologies and intellectual orientations within the discipline, even just among scholars using “qualitative” methods of empirical inquiry.

This symposium is an effort to engage scholars from a wide variety of qualitative and multi-method research traditions in a broad examination of the meaning of transparency, in line with Elman and Kapiszewski’s call for “scholars from diverse research communities [to] participate and . . . identify the levels and types of transparency with which they are comfortable and that are consistent with their modes of analysis.”34 As a starting point for analysis, we asked contributors to this symposium to address the following questions:

- What do scholars in your research tradition most need to be transparent about? How can they best convey the most pertinent information about the procedures used to collect or generate empirical information (“data”) and/or the analytic procedures used to draw conclusions from the data?
- For the type of research that you do, what materials can and should be made available (to publication outlets and ultimately to readers)?
- For the kind of work that you do, what do you see as the benefits or goals of research transparency? Is potential replicability an important goal? Is transparency primarily a means of allowing readers to understand and assess the work? Are there other benefits?
- What are the biggest challenges to realizing transparency and data access for the kind of work that you do? Are there important drawbacks or limitations?

We also asked authors to provide specific examples that illustrate the possibilities of achieving transparency and key challenges or limitations, inviting them to draw on their own work as well as other examples from their respective research traditions.

The resulting symposium presents a broad-ranging conversation about how to conceptualize and operationalize research transparency across diverse forms of scholarship. The essays that follow consider, in part, how the principles of openness embedded in the APSA Ethics Guide and the DA-RT Statement should be put into practice in specific research traditions. Yet, the symposium also explores the appropriateness of these standards for diverse forms of scholarship. Some authors examine, for instance, the ontological and epistemological assumptions implicit in a conceptualization of empirical inquiry as the extraction of information from the social world.35 Others make the case for an even more ambitious transparency agenda: one that attends, for instance, to the role of researcher positionality and subjectivity in shaping the research process. Contributors, further, grapple with the intellectual and ethical tradeoffs involved in the pursuit of transparency, especially as they arise for case-study and field researchers. They highlight possible costs ranging from losses in the interpretability of findings to physical risks to human subjects.

We have organized the contributions that follow into three broad sections. The first is comprised of two essays that address the application of transparency standards to the use of common forms of qualitative evidence. Erik Bleich and Robert Pekkanen consider transparency in the use of interview data, while Marc Trachtenberg focuses on issues of transparency that arise particularly prominently when using primary and secondary written sources.

The articles in the second group examine research transparency in the context of differing field-research approaches and settings. Katherine Cramer investigates the meaning of transparency in the ethnographic study of public opinion; Victor Shih explores the distinctive challenges of openness confronting fieldwork in repressive, non-democratic settings; Sarah Elizabeth Parkinson and Elisabeth Jean Wood discuss the demands and dilemmas of transparency facing researchers working in contexts of political violence; and Timothy Pachirat interrogates the meaning of transparency from the general perspective of interpretive ethnography.

Our third cluster of essays is organized around specific analytic methods. David Romney, Brandon Stewart, and Dustin Tingley seek to operationalize DA-RT principles for computer-assisted text analysis; Claudius Wagemann and Carsten Schneider discuss transparency guidelines for Qualitative Comparative Analysis; Andrew Davison probes the meaning of transparency for hermeneutics; and Tasha Fairfield considers approaches to making the logic of process tracing more analytically transparent.

In our concluding essay, we seek to make sense of the variety of perspectives presented across the ten essays—mapping out considerable common ground as well as key disagreements over the meaning of research transparency and the appropriate means of achieving it. We also contemplate potential ways forward for the pursuit of greater research transparency in political science. We see the push for greater transparency as a very important development within our profession—with tremendous potential to enhance the integrity and public relevance of political science scholarship. Yet, we are also struck by—and have learned much from our contributors about—the
serious tensions and dilemmas that this endeavor confronts. In our concluding piece, we thus consider a number of ways in which the causes of transparency, intellectual pluralism, and ethical research practice might be jointly advanced. These include the development of explicitly differentiated openness standards, adjustments to DA-RT language, and reforms to graduate education and editorial practices that would broadly advance the cause of scholarly integrity.
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Transparency About Qualitative Evidence

Data Access, Research Transparency, and Interviews: The Interview Methods Appendix
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Interviews provide a valuable source of evidence, but are often neglected or mistrusted because of limited data access for other scholars or inadequate transparency in research production or analysis. This incomplete transparency creates uncertainty about the data and leads to a “credibility gap” on interview data that has nothing to do with the integrity of the researcher. We argue that addressing transparency concerns head-on through the creation of common reporting standards on interview data will diminish this uncertainty, and thus benefit researchers who use interviews, as well as their readers and the scholarly enterprise as a whole. As a concrete step, we specifically advocate the adoption of an “Interview Methods Appendix” as a reporting standard. Data access can involve difficult ethical issues such as interviewee confidentiality, but we argue that the more data access interviewers can provide, the better. The guiding principles of the Statement on Data Access and Research Transparency (DA-RT) will also enhance scholarship that utilizes interviews.

A flexible and important method, interviews can be employed for preliminary research, as a central source for their study, or as one part of a multi-method research design.1 While interviewing in the preliminary research stage can provide a very efficient way to generate research questions and hypotheses;2 our focus here will be on how research transparency can increase the value of interviews used in the main study or as one leg of a multi-methods research design. Some types of interviews, whether interstitial or simply preliminary, are not as essential to report. However, when interviews are a core part of the research, transparency in production and analysis is critical. Although our arguments apply to a variety of sampling strategies, as discussed below, we think they are especially germane to purposive- or snowball-sampled interviews in a main study.3

The recent uptick in interest in qualitative methods has drawn more attention to interviews as a method. However, the benefits of emerging advances in interview methodology will only be fully realized once scholars agree on common reporting standards for data access and research transparency.

1 Lynch 2013, esp. 34–38.
2 Lynch 2013, 34f; Gallagher 2013, 183–185. For a more general discussion of the importance of using the empirical record to develop research questions and hypotheses, see Gerring 2007, esp. 39–43.
3 See Lynch (2013) for a lucid discussion of random, purposive, convenience, snowball and interstitial interviewing.
Main Issues with Interviews and Proposed Solutions

The use and acceptance of interviews as evidence is limited by concerns about three distinct empirical challenges: how to define and to sample the population of relevant interviewees (sampling); whether the interviews produce valid information (validity); and whether the information gathered is reliable (reliability).

We argue that research transparency and data access standards can mitigate these concerns and unlock an important source of evidence for qualitative researchers. We discuss examples of an Interview Methods Appendix and an Interview Methods Table here as a way to convey substantial information that helps to overcome these concerns. At the same time, we recognize that standards for reporting information will be subject to some variation depending on the nature of the research project and will evolve over time as scholars engage with these discussions. For us, the central goal is the self-conscious development of shared standards about what “essential” information should be reported to increase transparency. Our Interview Methods Appendix and Interview Methods Table are meant as a concrete starting point for this discussion.

In this context, it is useful to consider briefly the differences between surveys and interviews. Surveys are widely deployed as evidence by scholars from a variety of disciplines. Like interviews, surveys rely on information and responses gained from human informants. There are many well-understood complications involved in gathering and assessing survey data. Survey researchers respond to these challenges by reporting their methods in a manner that enables others to judge how much faith to place in the results. We believe that if similar criteria for reporting interview data were established, then interviews would become a more widely trusted and used source of evidence. After all, surveys can be thought of as a collection of short (sometimes not so short) interviews. Surveys and interviews thus fall on a continuum, with trade-offs between large-n and small-n studies. Just as scholars stress the value of both types of studies, depending on the goal of the researchers,

both highly structured survey research and semi- or unstructured “small-n” interviews, such as elite interviews, should have their place in the rigorous scholar’s toolkit.

Qualitative social scientists can benefit from a common set of standards for reporting their data so that readers and reviewers can judge the value of their evidence. As with quantitative work, it will be impossible for qualitative researchers to achieve perfection in their methods, and interview-based work should not be held to an unrealistic standard. But producers and consumers of qualitative scholarship profit from being more conscious about the methodology of interviewing and from being explicit about reporting uncertainty. Below, we discuss how transparent reporting works for researchers engaged in purposive sampling and for those using snowballing techniques.

Sampling: Purposive Sampling Frames and Snowball Additions

It is often possible for the researcher to identify a purposive, theoretically motivated set of target interviewees prior to going into the field. We believe that doing this in advance of the interviews, and then reporting interviews successfully obtained, requests refused, and requests to which the target interviewee never responded, has many benefits. For one, this kind of self-conscious attention to the sampling frame will allow researchers to hone their research designs before they enter the field. After identifying the relevant population of actors involved in a process, researchers can focus on different classes of actors within that population—such as politicians, their aides, civil servants from the relevant bureaucracies, NGOs, knowledgeable scholars and journalists, etc.—different types within the classes—progressive and conservative politicians, umbrella and activist NGOs, etc.—and/or actors involved in different key time periods in a historical process—key players in the 1980, 1992, and 2000 elections, etc. Drawing on all classes and types of actors relevant to the research project helps ensure that researchers receive balanced information from a wide variety of perspectives. When researchers populate a sampling frame from a list created by others, the source should be reported—whether that list is of sitting parliamentarians or business leaders (perhaps drawn from a professional association membership) or some other roster of a given population of individuals.

Often used as a supplement to purposive sampling, “snowball” sampling refers to the process of seeking additional contacts from one’s interviewees. For populations from which interviews can be hard to elicit (say, U.S. Senators), the technique has an obvious attraction. Important actors approached with a referral in hand are more likely to agree to an interview request than those targeted through “cold-calls.” In addition, if the original interviewee is a good source, then she is likely to refer the researcher to another knowledgeable person. This snowball sampling technique can effectively reveal networks or key actors previously unknown to the researcher, thereby expanding the sampling frame. All in all, snowballing has much to commend it as a technique, and we do not argue against its use. However, we do contend that the researcher should report interviewee-list expansion to readers and adjust the sampling frame accordingly if necessary to maintain a balanced set...
of sources.

Non-Response Rates and Saturation

Reporting the sampling frame is a vital first step, but it is equally important to report the number of interviews sought within the sampling frame, the number obtained, and the number declined or unavailable. Drawing a parallel with large-n studies, survey researchers are generally advised to report response rates, because the higher the response rate, the more valid the survey results are generally perceived to be. Such non-response bias might also skew results in the interviewing process. In a set of interviews about attitudes towards the government, for example, those who decline to participate might do so because of a trait that would lead them to give a particular type of response to the interviewer’s questions, either systematically positive or negative. If so, then we would be drawing inferences from our conducted interviews that would be inaccurate, because we would be excluding a set of interviewees that mattered a great deal to the validity of our findings. Under current reporting practices, we have no way to assess response rates or possible non-response bias in interviews. At present, the standard process involves reporting who was interviewed (and some of what was said), but not whom the author failed to reach, or who declined an interview.

In addition, to allow the reader to gauge the validity of the inferences drawn from interviews, it is crucial for the researcher to report whether she has reached the point of saturation. At saturation, each new interview within and across networks reveals no new information about a political or policymaking process. 7 If respondents are describing the same causal process as previous interviewees, if there is agreement across networks (or predictable disagreement), and if their recommendations for further interviewees mirror the list of people the researcher has already interviewed, then researchers have reached the point of saturation. Researchers must report whether they reached saturation to help convey to readers the relative certainty or uncertainty of any inferences drawn from the interviews.

In practice, this may involve framing the interview reporting in a number of different ways. For simplicity’s sake, our hypothetical Interview Methods Table below shows how to report saturation within a set of purposively sampled interviewees. However, it may be more meaningful to report saturation with respect to a particular micro- or meso-level research question. To give an example related to the current research of one of us, the interview methods appendix may be organized around questions such as “Do the Left-Right political ideologies of judges affect their rulings in hate speech cases?” (high saturation), and “Were judges’ hate speech decisions motivated by sentiments that racism was a pressing social problem in the period 1972-1983?” (low saturation). Reporting low saturation does not mean that research inferences drawn from the responses are invalid, only that the uncertainty around those inferences is higher, and that the author could increase confidence in her conclusions by seeking information from non-interview-based sources. Reporting levels of confidence in and uncertainty about findings are critical to research transparency.

Data Access

Once researchers have conveyed to readers that they have drawn on a valid sample, they face the task of convincing observers that the inferences drawn from those responses are similar to those that would be drawn by other researchers looking at the same data. In many ways, the ideal solution to this dilemma is to post full interview transcripts on a web site so that the curious and the intrepid can verify the data themselves. This standard of qualitative data archiving should be the discipline’s goal, and we are not alone in arguing that it should move in this direction.8 At the same time, we fully recognize that it will be impractical and even impossible in many cases. Even setting aside resource constraints, interviews are often granted based on assurances of confidentiality or are subject to conditions imposed by human subject research, raising not only practical, but also legal and ethical issues.9 Whether it is possible to provide full transcripts, redacted summaries of interviews, or no direct information at all due to ethical constraints, we think it is vital for researchers to communicate the accuracy of reported interview data in a rigorous manner. In many scenarios, the researcher aims to convey that the vast majority of interviewees agree on a particular point. Environmental lobbyists may judge a conservative government unsympathetic to their aims, or actors from across the political spectrum may agree on the importance of civil society groups in contributing to neighborhood policing. Rather than simply reporting this general and vague sentiment, in most instances it is possible to summarize the number of lobbyists expressing this position as a percentage of the total lobbyists interviewed and as a percentage of the lobbyists specifically asked or who spontaneously volunteered their opinion on the government’s policy. Similarly, how many policymakers and politicians were interviewed, and what percentage expressed their enthusiasm for civil society groups? This is easiest to convey if the researcher has gone through the process of coding interviews that is common in some fields. It is more difficult to assess if scholars have not systematically coded their interviews, but in these circumstances it is all the more important to convey a sense of the representativeness and reliability of the information cited or quoted. Alternatively, if the researcher’s analysis relies heavily on information provided in one or two interviews, it is incumbent upon the author to explain the basis upon which she trusts those sources more than others. Perhaps an interviewee has provided information that runs counter to his interests and is thus judged more likely to be truthful than his counterparts, or an actor in a critical historical juncture was at the center of a network of policymakers while others were more peripheral.

8 See Elman, Kapiszewski, and Vinuela 2010; Moravcsik 2010, 31.
9 Parry and Mauthner 2004; Brooks 2013; MacLean 2013. See also Mosley 2013a, 14–18.

7 Guest, Bunce, and Johnson 2006.
Beyond reporting the basis for trusting some interviews over others, it is useful to remember that very few studies rely exclusively on interview data for their conclusions. While other types of sources have their own weaknesses, when interview evidence is ambiguous or not dispositive, scholars can fruitfully triangulate with other sources to resolve ambiguities in the record in order to gauge and to confirm the reliability and validity of the information gathered. Perhaps no method of summary reporting will fully convince skeptics about the accuracy of information gathered through interviews. But strategies such as those suggested here will make even-handed readers more certain about the reliability of the inferences when judging the rigor of the scholarship and the persuasiveness of the argument.

To the extent that researchers are able to provide transcripts of their interviews in online appendices or qualitative data archives—perhaps following an initial embargo period standard among quantitative researchers for newly-developed datasets, or for archivists protecting sensitive personal information—there are potentially exponential gains to be made to the research community as a whole. Not only will this practice assure readers that information sought, obtained, and reported accurately conveys the reality of the political or policy-making process in question, but it will also allow researchers in years to come access to the reflections of key practitioners in their own words, which would otherwise be lost to history. Imagine if in forty years a scholar could reexamine a pressing question not only in light of the written historical record, but also with your unique interview transcripts at hand. Carefully documenting interviewing processes and evidence will enhance our confidence that we truly understand political events in the present day and for decades to come.

### How and What to Report: The Interview Methods Appendix and the Interview Methods Table

How can researchers quickly and efficiently communicate that they have done their utmost to engage in methodologically rigorous interviewing techniques? We propose the inclusion of an “Interview Methods Appendix” in any significant research product that relies heavily on interviews. The Interview Methods Appendix can contain a brief discussion of key methodological issues, such as: how the sample frame was constructed; response rate to interview requests and type of interview conducted (in person, phone, email, etc.); additional and snowball interviews that go beyond the initial sample frame; level of saturation among interview categories or research questions; format and length of interview (structured, semi-structured, etc.); recording method; response rates and consistency of reported opinions; and, confidence levels and compensation strategies.\(^{11}\)

It is possible to include a brief discussion of these issues in an appendix of a book with portions summarized in the general methodology section, or as an online, hyperlinked addendum to an article where space constraints are typically more severe.\(^{12}\) In addition, large amounts of relevant methodological information can be summarized in an Interview Methods Table. We provide an example of a table here to demonstrate its usefulness in communicating core information. This table is based on hypothetical research into the German state’s management of far right political parties in the early 2000s, and thus conveys a purposive sample among non-far right politicians, far right politicians, constitutional court judges, German state bureaucrats, and anti-racist NGOs. Setting up a table in this way allows readers to understand key elements related to

### Table 1: Hypothetical Interview Methods Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Saturation</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Recording</th>
<th>Transcript</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDU politician</td>
<td>Conducted in person 4/22/2004</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Semi-structured</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
<td>Concurrent notes &amp; supplementary notes w/i 1 hr</td>
<td>Confidentiality requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPD politician Hart</td>
<td>Conducted in person 4/22/2004</td>
<td>Sample frame &amp; referred by CDU politician</td>
<td>Semi-structured</td>
<td>1 hr</td>
<td>Audio recording</td>
<td>transcript posted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green politician</td>
<td>Conducted in person 4/23/2004</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>Semi-structured</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
<td>Concurrent notes &amp; supplementary notes w/i 1 hr</td>
<td>Confidentiality requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDP politician Weiss</td>
<td>Refused 2/18/2004</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>Confidentiality requested</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die Linke politician</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>Confidentiality required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPD politician’s aide</td>
<td>Conducted in person 4/26/2004</td>
<td>Referred by SPD politician Hart</td>
<td>Semi-structured</td>
<td>1 hr 15 mins</td>
<td>Audio recording</td>
<td>Confidentiality required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^{11}\) Bleich and Pekkanen 2013, esp. 95–105.  
\(^{12}\) Moravcsik 2010, 31f.
Table 1 (cont.): Hypothetical Interview Methods Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Saturation</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Recording</th>
<th>Transcript</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REP politician</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVU politician</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPD politician</td>
<td>Accepted 3/16/2004; then declined 4/20/2004</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPD lawyer</td>
<td>Declined 4/20/2004</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constitutional Court judge 1</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constitutional Court judge 2</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td>Substitute in sample frame</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category 4</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Ministry bureaucrat 1</td>
<td>Conducted in person 4/24/2004</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>Semi-structured</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
<td>Concurrent notes &amp; supplementary notes w/ 1 hr</td>
<td>Confidentiality required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Ministry bureaucrat 2</td>
<td>Conducted in person 4/24/2004</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>Semi-structured</td>
<td>45 mins</td>
<td>Concurrent notes &amp; supplementary notes w/ 1 hr</td>
<td>Confidentiality required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice Ministry bureaucrat</td>
<td>Conducted via email 4/30/2004</td>
<td>Referred by Interior Ministry bureaucrat 2</td>
<td>Structured</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Email transcript</td>
<td>Confidentiality required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category 5</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-fascist NGO leader Korn</td>
<td>Conducted in person 4/22/2004</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>Semi-structured</td>
<td>1 hr 10 mins</td>
<td>Audio recording</td>
<td>Redacted transcript posted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-fascist NGO leader Knoblauch</td>
<td>Conducted in person 4/25/2004</td>
<td>Sample frame</td>
<td>Semi-structured</td>
<td>50 mins</td>
<td>Audio recording</td>
<td>Redacted transcript posted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-fascist NGO leader 3</td>
<td>Not sought</td>
<td>Referred by Anti-Fascist NGO leader Korn</td>
<td>Structured</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Email transcript</td>
<td>Confidentiality required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-discrimination NGO leader Spitz</td>
<td>Conducted in person 4/29/2004</td>
<td>Referred by Anti-Fascist NGO leader Korn and by Far Right scholar Meyer</td>
<td>Semi-structured</td>
<td>1 hr 30 mins</td>
<td>Audio recording</td>
<td>Transcript posted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Sample Methods Table for a hypothetical research project (see text). All names and the URL are imaginary.
sampling and to the validity and reliability of inferences. It therefore conveys the comprehensiveness of the inquiry and the confidence level related to multiple aspects of the interview component of any given research project.

We recognize that legitimate constraints imposed by Institutional Review Boards, by informants themselves, or by professional ethics may force researchers to keep some details of the interview confidential and anonymous. In certain cases, the Interview Methods Table might contain “confidentiality requested” and “confidentiality required” for every single interview. We do not seek to change prevailing practices that serve to protect informants. However, we believe that even in such circumstances, the interviewer can safely report many elements in an Interview Methods Appendix and Interview Methods Table—to the benefit of researcher and reader alike. A consistent set of expectations for reporting will give readers more confidence in research based on interview data, which in turn will liberate researchers to employ this methodology more often and with more rigor.
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Transparency in Practice: Using Written Sources

Marc Trachtenberg

University of California, Los Angeles

Individual researchers, according to the revised set of guidelines adopted by the American Political Science Association two years ago, “have an ethical obligation to facilitate the evaluation of their evidence-based knowledge claims” not just by providing access to their data, but also by explaining how they assembled that data and how they drew “analytic conclusions” from it. The assumption was that research transparency is of fundamental importance for the discipline as a whole, and that by holding the bar higher in this area, the rigor and richness of scholarly work in political science could be substantially improved.

Few would argue with the point that transparency is in principle a good idea. But various problems arise when one tries to figure out what all this means in practice. I would like to discuss some of them here and present some modest proposals about what might be done in this area. While the issues that I raise here have broad implications for transparency in political research, I will be concerned here mainly with the use of a particular form of evidence: primary and secondary written sources.

Let me begin by talking about the first of the three points in the APSA guidelines, the one having to do with access to data. The basic notion here is that scholars should provide clear references to the sources they use to support their claims—and that it should be easy for anyone who wants to check those claims to find the sources in question. Of the three points, this strikes me as the least problematic. There’s a real problem here that needs to be addressed, and there are some simple measures we can take to deal with it. So if it were up to me this would be the first thing I would focus on.

What should be done in this area? One of the first things I was struck by when I started reading the political science literature was the way a scholar would back up a point by citing, in parentheses in the text, a long list of books and articles, without including particular page numbers in those texts that a reader could go to see whether they provided real support for the point in question. Historians like me didn’t do this kind of thing, and this practice struck me as rather bizarre. Did those authors really expect their readers to plow through those books and articles in their entirety in the hope of finding the particular passages that related to the specific claims being made? Obviously not. It seemed that the real goal was to establish the author’s scholarly credentials by providing such a list. The
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whole practice did not facilitate the checking of sources; in fact, the inclusion of so much material would deter most readers from even bothering to check sources. It was amazing to me that editors would tolerate, and perhaps even encourage, this practice. But it is not unreasonable today to ask them to insist on precise page-specific references when such references are appropriate. The more general principle here is that citing sources should not be viewed as a way for an author to flex his or her academic muscles; the basic aim should be to allow readers to see, with a minimum of trouble on their part, what sort of basis there is for the claim being made. This is something journal editors should insist on: the whole process should be a lot more reader-friendly than it presently is.

A second easily-remediable problem has to do with the “scientific” system of citation that journals like the American Political Science Review use. With this system, references are given in parentheses in the text; those references break the flow of the text and make it harder to read. This problem is particularly serious when primary, and especially archival, sources are cited. The fact that this method makes the text less comprehensible, however, was no problem for those who adopted this system: the goal was not to make the argument as easy to understand as possible, but rather to mimic the style of the hard sciences. (When the APSR switched to the new system in June 1978, it noted that that system was the one “used by most scientific journals.”) It was obviously more important to appear “scientific” than to make sure that the text was as clear as possible. One suspects, in fact, that the assumption is that real science should be hard to understand, and thus that a degree of incomprehensibility is a desirable badge of “scientific” status. Such attitudes are very hard to change, but it is not inconceivable that journal editors who believe in transparency would at least permit authors to use the traditional system of citing sources in footnotes. It seems, in fact, that some journals in our field do allow authors to use the traditional system for that very reason.

The third thing that editors should insist on is that citations include whatever information is needed to allow a reader to find a source without too much difficulty. With archival material especially, the references given are often absurdly inadequate. One scholar, for example, gave the following as the source for a document he was paraphrasing: “Minutes of the Committee of Three, 6 November 1945, NARA, RG 59.” I remember thinking: “try going to the National Archives and putting in a call slip for that!” To say that this particular document was in RG59, the Record Group for the records of the State Department, at NARA—the National Archives and Records Administration—was not very helpful. RG59, as anyone who has worked in that source knows, is absolutely enormous. To get the Archives to pull the box with this document in it, you need to provide more detailed information. You need to tell them which collection within RG59 it’s in, and you need to give them information that would allow them to pull the right box in that collection. As it turns out, this particular document is in the State Department Central (or Decimal) Files, and if you gave them the decimal citation for this document—which in this case happens to be 740.00119 EW/11-645—they would know which box to pull. How was I able to find that information? Just by luck: at one point, this scholar had provided a two-sentence quotation from this document; I searched for one of those sentences in the online version of the State Department’s Foreign Relations of the United States series, and sure enough, an extract from that document containing those sentences had been published in that collection and was available online. That extract gave the full archival reference. But a reader shouldn’t have to go through that much trouble to find the source for a claim.

How would it be possible to get scholars to respect rules of this sort? To a certain extent, simply pointing out, in methodological discussions like the one we’re having now, how important this kind of thing is might have a positive effect, especially if people reading what we’re saying here are convinced that these rules make sense. They might then make sure their students cite sources the right way. And beyond that people who do not respect those rules can be held accountable in book reviews, online roundtables, and so on. That’s how norms of this sort tend to take hold.

Finally, let me note a fourth change that can be readily made. Scholars often set up their analyses by talking about what other scholars have claimed. But it is quite common to find people attributing views to other scholars that go well beyond what those scholars have actually said. Scholars, in fact, often complain about how other people have mis paraphrased their arguments. It seems to me that we could deal with this problem quite easily by having a norm to the effect that whenever someone else’s argument is being paraphrased, quotations should be provided showing that that scholar has actually argued along those lines. This would go a long way, I think, toward minimizing this problem.

Those are the sorts of changes that can be made using traditional methods. But it is important to note that this new concern with transparency is rooted, in large measure, in an appreciation for the kinds of things that are now possible as a result of the dramatic changes in information technology that have taken place over the past twenty-five years or so. All kinds of sources—both secondary and primary sources—are now readily available online, and can be linked directly to references in footnotes. When this is done, anyone who wants to check a source need only click a link in an electronic version of a book or article to see the actual source being cited. In about ten or twenty years, I imagine, we will all be required to provide electronic versions of things we publish, with hypertext links to the sources we cite. A number of us have already begun to...
move in that direction: I myself now regularly post on my website electronic versions of articles I write with direct links to the sources I have cited in the footnotes. For the scholarly community as a whole, perhaps the most important thing here is to make sure that we have a single, unified set of standards that would govern how we adjust to, and take advantage of, the digital revolution. A possible next step for the Data Access and Research Transparency project would be to draft guidelines for book publishers and journal editors that might give them some sense for how they should proceed so that whatever norms do emerge do not take shape in a purely haphazard way.

But what about the two other forms of transparency called for in the guidelines? Individual researchers, the APSA Guide says, “should offer a full account of the procedures used to collect or generate” their data, and they “should provide a full account of how they draw their analytic conclusions from the data, i.e., clearly explicate the links connecting data to conclusions.” What are we to make of those precepts?

Let’s begin with the first one—with what the guidelines call “production transparency,” the idea that researchers “should offer a full account of the procedures used to collect or generate the data.” The goal here was to try to counteract the bias that results from people’s tendency to give greater weight to evidence that supports their argument than to that which does not. And it is certainly true that this problem of “cherry-picking,” as it is called, deserves to be taken very seriously. But I doubt whether this guideline is an effective way of dealing with it. People will always say that their sources were selected in an academically respectable way, no matter how good, or how bad, the process really is. Forcing people to explain in detail how they have collected their data will, I’m afraid, do little to improve the situation.

To show what I mean, let me talk about an article I did a few years ago dealing with audience costs theory—that is, with the claim that the ability of a government to create a situation in which it would pay a big domestic political price for backing down in a crisis plays a key role in determining how international crises run their course. I identified a whole series of crises in which one might expect the audience costs mechanism to have played a role. I then looked at some historical sources relating to each of those cases to see whether that mechanism did in fact play a significant role in that particular case; my conclusion was that it did not play a major role in any of those cases. If I had been asked to explain how I collected my data, I would have said “I looked at all the major historical sources—important books and articles plus easily available collections of diplomatic documents—to see what I could find that related to the issue at hand.” That I was using that method should already have been clear to the reader—all he or she would have had to do was look at my footnotes—so including an explanation of that sort would contribute little. But maybe I would be expected to go further and explain in detail the process I used to decide which sources were important and which were not. What would this entail? I could explain that I searched in JSTOR for a number of specific search terms; that after identifying articles that appeared in what I knew were well-regarded journals, I searched for those articles in the Web of Science to see how often they were cited and to identify yet further articles; that I supplemented this by looking at various bibliographies which I identified in various ways; and that having identified a large set of studies, I then looked at them with the aim of seeing how good and how useful they were for my purposes. I could go further still and present a detailed analysis of the intellectual quality of all those secondary works, including works I had decided not to use. That sort of analysis would have been very long—much longer, in fact, than the article itself—but even if I did it, what would it prove? The works I liked, a reader might well think, were the works I happened to find congenial, because they supported the argument I was making. And even if the reader agreed that the studies I selected were the best scholarly works in the area, how could he or she possibly know that I had taken into account all of the relevant information found in that material, regardless of whether it supported my argument? I have my own ways of judging scholarly work, and I doubt whether my judgment would be much improved if authors were required to lay out their methods in great detail.

I also wonder about how useful the third guideline, about “analytic transparency,” will be in practice. The idea here is that researchers “should provide a full account of how they draw their analytic conclusions from the data”—that is, that they should “clearly explicate the links connecting data to conclusions.” It sometimes seems that the authors of the guidelines think they are asking scholars to do something new—to provide a statement about method that would be a kind of supplement to the book or article in question. But my basic feeling is that scholarly work, if it is any good at all, should already do this. And it is not just that a scholarly work should “explicate the links connecting data to conclusions,” as though it is just one of a number of things that it should do. My main point here is that this is what a scholarly work is, or at least what it should be. The whole aim of a scholarly article, for example, should be to show how conclusions are drawn from the evidence.

It is for that reason that a work of scholarship should have a certain formal quality. The goal is not to describe the actual process (involving both research and thinking) that led to a set of conclusions. It is instead to develop an argument (necessarily drawing on a set of assumptions of a theoretical nature) that shows how those conclusions follow from, or at least are supported by, a certain body of evidence. It is certainly possible to explain in detail how in practice one reached those conclusions—I spend a whole chapter in my methods

---

1 I have now posted five such articles: Trachtenberg 2005; 2011; 2013a; 2013b; and 2013c. I generally include a note in the published version giving the location of the electronic version and noting that it contains links to the materials cited. The texts themselves, in both versions, are linked to the corresponding listing in my c.v. [http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/polisci/faculty/trachtenberg/cv/cv.html]
2 Moravcsik 2014, 49.
3 Trachtenberg 2012.
book showing how in practice one does this kind of work—but normally this is not what a work of scholarship does. It is
normally much leaner, and has a very different, and more formal, structure. One never talks about everything one has looked at; one tries instead to distill off the essence of what one has found and to present it as a lean and well-reasoned argument.

Nine-tenths of the iceberg will—and indeed should—lie below the surface; it is important to avoid clutter and to make sure that the argument is developed clearly and systematically; the logic of the argument should be as tight as possible.

So a lot of what one does when one is analyzing a problem is bound to be missing from the final text, and it is quite proper that it should not be included. Let me again use that audience costs paper as an example. After it came out, Security Studies did a forum on it, and one of the criticisms that was made there had to do with what could be inferred from the historical evidence. The fact that one could not find much evidence that political leaders in a particular crisis deliberately exploited the audience costs mechanism, Erik Gartzke and Yonatan Lupu argued, does not prove much, because there is no reason to suppose that intentions would be revealed by the documentary record; absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.

The answer here is that one can in certain circumstances infer a great deal from the “absence of evidence.” What one can infer depends on the kind of material we now have access to—on the quality of the documentation, on what it shows about how freely political leaders express themselves when they were talking about these issues in private to each other at the time. One can often reach certain conclusions about what their intentions were in choosing to react the way they did on the basis of that material. Those conclusions might not be absolutely rock-sold—one never knows for sure what is in other people’s minds—but one can often say more than zero, and sometimes a lot more than zero, about these questions. But should that point have been explained in the original paper? It would be okay to deal with it if one was writing a piece on historical methodology, but these methodological points should not have to be explained every time one is dealing with a substantive issue. For it is important to realize that you always pay a price in terms of loss of focus for dealing with ancillary matters and drifting away from the issue that is the real focus of the analysis.

My point here is that a good deal more goes into an assessment of what one is to make of the evidence than can be summed up in the sort of statement this third guideline seems to call for. Philosophers of science point out that in reaching conclusions “logical rules” are less important than “the mature sensibility of the trained scientist.” In our field this basic point applies with particular force. In making these judgments about the meaning of evidence, one brings a whole sensibility to bear—a sense one develops over the years about how the political system works, about how honest political leaders are when talking about basic issues in private, about what rings true and what is being said for tactical purposes.

So I doubt very much the second and third guidelines will be of any great value, and I can easily imagine them being counter-productive. This does not mean, of course, that we don’t have to worry about the problems that the authors of these guidelines were concerned with. How then should those problems be dealt with? How, in particular, should the problem of cherry-picking be dealt with?

To begin with, we should consider how the current system works. We maintain standards basically by encouraging scholarly debate. People often criticize each others’ arguments; those debates help determine the prevailing view. It is not as though we are like trial lawyers, using every trick in the book to win an argument. We use a more restrained version of the adversarial process, where a common interest in getting things right can actually play a major role in shaping outcomes.

This is all pretty standard, but there is one area here where I think a change in norms would be appropriate. This has to do with the prevailing bias against purely negative arguments, and with the prevailing assumption that an author should test his or her own theories.

It is very common in the political science literature to see an author lay out his or her own theory, present one or two alternatives to it, and then look at one or more historical cases to see which approach holds up best. And, lo and behold, the author’s own theory always seems to come out on top. We’re all supposed to pretend that the author’s obvious interest in reaching that conclusion did not color the analysis in any way. But that pose of objectivity is bound to be somewhat forced: true objectivity is simply not possible in such a case. I personally would prefer it if the author just presented the theory, making as strong a case for it as possible, and did not pretend that he or she was “testing” it against its competitors. I would then leave it to others to do the “testing”—and that means that others should be allowed to produce purely negative arguments. If the “test” shows that the theory does not stand up, the analyst should be allowed to stop there. He or she should not be told (as critics often are) that a substitute theory needs to be produced. So if I were coming up with a list of rules for journal editors, I would be sure to include this one.
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Across the course of my career, transparency has been a professional necessity. My methods are rather unusual in the field of public opinion research, so the burden is on me to explain how people perceive or attribute meaning to their worlds. I have had to be transparent about the fact that my goal is to help us understand how people understand, or interpret, politics. For that reason, much of my work involves listening to people talk with others with whom they normally spend time. When I listen to the way they sort out issues together, I am able to observe what they perceive to be important, the narratives they use to understand their world, the identities that are central to these understandings, and other important ingredients of public opinion.

My work is therefore primarily qualitative, and usually interpretivist. By interpretivist, I mean that I am trying to capture how people perceive or attribute meaning to their worlds. I treat that effort as a necessary part of trying to understand why they express the opinions that they do.
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when their objective interests might suggest otherwise. I had to take several paragraphs to contrast what I was doing against the more familiar positivist approaches. I wrote:

My purpose in investigating what people say in the groups they normally inhabit in a particular set of communities within one state is to better explain how the perspectives people use to interpret the world lead them to see certain stances as natural and right for people like themselves (Soss 2006, 316). It is motivated by the interpretivist goal of providing a “coherent account of [individuals’] under-standings as a prerequisite for adequate explanation” (Soss 2006, 319; see also Adcock 2003). In other words, to explain why people oppose the opinions that they do, we need to examine and describe how they perceive the world. In this article I explain the contours of the rural consciousness I observed and then specify its particularity by contrasting it with conversations among urban and suburban groups. That is, this is a constitutive analysis (an examination of what this thing, rural consciousness, consists of and how it works) versus a causal analysis (e.g., an examination of whether living in a rural place predicts rural consciousness—McCann 1996; Taylor 1971; Wendt 1998). The point is not to argue that we see consciousness in rural areas but not in other places, nor to estimate how often it appears among rural residents, nor to describe what a population of people thinks. Instead, the purpose here is to examine what this particular rural consciousness is and what it does: how it helps to organize and integrate considerations of the distribution of resources, decision-making authority, and values into a coherent narrative that people use to make sense of the world. This is not a study of Wisconsin; it is a study of political understanding and group consciousness that is conducted in Wisconsin (Geertz 1973, 22).

To clarify the stakes, contributions, and implications of this study, allow me to contrast it with positivist approaches. I examine here how people weave together place and class identities and their orientations to government and how they use the resulting perspectives to think about politics. A positivist study of this topic might measure identities and orientations to government, and then include them as independent variables in a multivariate analysis in which the dependent variable is a policy or candidate preference. Such an approach is problematic in this case in the following ways. The positivist model specification assumes that values on one independent variable move independent of the other. Or if using an interaction term, it assumes that people with particular combinations of these terms exhibit a significantly different level of the dependent variable. However, the object of study, or my dependent variable in positivist terms, is not the position on an attitude scale. It is instead the perspectives that people use to arrive at that position. My object is not to understand the independent effects of identities and attitudes such as trust, or how people with different combinations of these compare to others, but to understand how people themselves combine them—how they constitute perceptions of themselves and use these to make sense of politics.

I include this excerpt to underscore that transparency in the sense of explaining in detail my data collection and analysis procedures, as well as my epistemological approach, has been a professional necessity for me. Without providing extensive detail on my research approach, many readers and reviewers would not recognize the value of my work. Indeed, on one occasion in which I did not take the space to provide such detail, one exceptionally uncharitable reviewer wrote, “I found this chapter very disappointing. This perhaps reflects my bias as a researcher who does formal models and quantitative analysis of data. Briefly, I, too, can talk to taxi drivers or my mother’s bridge crowd.” There were just 3 additional sentences to this person’s review.

Transparency has also been important for me for another reason. In interpretive work, we make evidence more valuable and useful the more context we provide. As we describe and examine the meaning that people are making out of their lives, we better equip our readers to understand and judge our claims the more information we provide about what leads to our interpretations. Positivist work has the burden of providing evidence that a given sample is representative of a broader population. Interpretivists must provide enough context that our interpretations are “embedded in, rather than abstracted from, the settings of the actors studied.” Transparency is an integral part of the presentation of our results. For example, in a forthcoming book based on the study I describe above,

I explain the physical nature of the settings in which I met with rural residents, the lush green fields and blue skies of the communities in which they resided, what they wore, and how they responded to me as a smiley city girl arriving to their gas stations, etc., in my Volkswagen Jetta to convey in part the complexity of the perspectives with which the people I spent time with viewed the world. They were deeply proud of their communities and their groups of regulars, and at the same time resentful of the economic situations in which they found themselves.

In those respects, I value transparency. But in another respect, I do not. In particular, I do not consider making my field notes publicly available to be a professional duty or necessity. I am troubled by the recent push in our discipline to make available the transcripts of the conversations I observe and my fieldnotes about them to anyone and what it means for my future research. I have three specific concerns.

First, asking me to make my data publicly available assumes that any scholar could use it in the form it exists on my computer. That is, the assumption is that if I provide the tran-
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scripts of the conversations, and a key providing an explanation of important characteristics of each speaker, any scholar would be able to treat those words as representations of the conversation. I am just not confident that is possible. My fieldnotes are pretty detailed, but I do not note the tone or inflection of every sentence. I do not include every detail of the town or the venue in which I visit with people. I record details about what people are wearing, how the coffee tasted, and the pitch of some folks’ voices, but when I re-read a transcript, a thousand images, sounds, and smells enter my mind to round out the impression of the messages people were conveying to me and to each other. For this reason, I do not send assistants to gather data for me. I need to be there. I need to experience the conversation in all its fullness to get the best possible picture of where people are coming from.

Could a scholar still get something useful from my transcripts? Perhaps—the frequency of the use of some words, the general frames in which certain issues are talked about—all of that would be available in my transcripts. But my sense is that this push for transparency is not about broadening the pool of available data for people. It is about the assumption that making data publicly available will enable replication and the ability to more easily assess the validity of an argument. It is driven by the assumptions that the best social science is social science that is replicable and consists of conclusions that another scholar, given the same data, would arrive at independently. But I do not agree that the transcripts that I or my transcribers have typed out, and the accompanying memos that I have written would allow replication, nor would I expect another scholar to necessarily reach the same conclusions based on re-reading my transcripts.

Let me put it another way. The field of political behavior is pretty well convinced that Americans are idiots when it comes to politics. When you read the transcripts of the conversations I observe, it is not difficult to come away with the conclusion that those exchanges support that general conclusion. The words people have said, typed out on a page, do seem ignorant according to conventional standards. However, when the conversational data is combined with the many intangible things of an interaction—the manner in which people treat each other, the physical conditions in which they live—their words take on meaning and reasonableness that is not evident from the transcription of their words alone.

Let me reiterate that the purpose of my work is not to estimate coefficients. There is not a singular way to summarize the manner in which variables relate to one another in my data. Instead, what I do is try to characterize in as rich a manner possible how people are creating contexts of meaning together. Should I enable other scholars to look at my data to see if they would reach the same conclusion? I do not think it is possible to remove me from the analysis. In my most recent project, conversations about the University of Wisconsin-Madison became a key way for me to examine attitudes about government and public education. I work at that institution. I have a thick Wisconsin accent. My presence became a part of the data. Another scholar would not have all of the relevant data needed for replication unless he or she is me.

I am against this push for making transcripts and fieldnotes publicly available for another reason. Ethically, I would have a very difficult time inviting myself into conversations with people if I knew that not only would I be poring over their words in detail time and time again, but that an indeterminate number of other scholars would be doing so as well, in perpetuity. How do we justify that kind of invasion? You might say that survey research does this all the time—survey respondents are giving the permission for an indeterminate number of people to analyze their opinions for many years to come. But we tell respondents their views will be analyzed in the aggregate. Also, collecting conversational data, in person, in the spaces that people normally inhabit, with the people they choose of their own volition to do so, is not the same as collecting responses in a public opinion poll, even if that poll is conducted in person. When you are an interviewer for a public opinion poll, you are trained to be civil, but basically nondescript—as interchangeable with other interviewers as possible. That is just about the opposite of the approach needed in the kind of research I conduct. I have to walk into a group as my authentic self when I ask if I can join their coffee klatch and take up some other regular’s barstool or chair. I am able to do the kind of work I do because I am willing to put myself out there and connect with people on a human level. And I am able to gather the data that I do because I can tell people verbally and through my behavior that what they see is what they get. If the people I studied knew that in fact they were not just connecting with me, but with thousands of anonymous others, I would feel like a phony, and frankly would not be able to justify doing this work.

My main worry with this push for transparency is that it is shooting our profession in the foot. I am concerned in particular about the push for replicability. Does the future of political science rest on replicability? I have a hard time seeing that. Perhaps because I work at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, in which tenure and public higher education are currently under fire, when I think about the future of our profession, I think about the future of higher education in general. It seems to me that our profession is more likely to persist if we more consciously consider our relevance to the public and how our institutions might better connect with the public. I am not saying that we should relax scientific standards in order to appease public will. I am saying that we should recognize as a discipline that there are multiple ways of understanding political phenomena and that some ways of doing so put us in direct connection with the public and would be endangered by demanding that we post our transcripts online. Why should we endanger forms of data collection that put us in the role of ambassadors of the universities and colleges at which we work, that put us in the role of listening to human beings beyond our campus boundaries? It is not impossible to do this work while making the transcripts and field notes publicly available, but it makes it much less likely that any of us will pursue it.

I do not think outlawing fieldwork or ethnography is the point of the data access initiative, but I fear it would be an
unintended consequence resulting from a lack of understanding of interpretive work—the kind of misunderstanding that leads some political scientists to believe that all we are up to is talking with taxi drivers.

My interpretive work seeks to complement and be in dialogue with positivist studies of public opinion and political behavior. Its purpose is to illuminate the meaning people give to their worlds so that we can better understand the political preferences and actions that result. Understanding public opinion requires listening to the public. Transparency in this work is essential to make my methods clear to other scholars in my field who typically are unfamiliar with this approach, so that they can understand and judge my arguments. But I do not think that mandated transparency should extend to providing my transcripts and fieldnotes. My transcripts and fieldnotes are not raw data. The raw data exist in the act of spending time with and listening to people. That cannot be archived. The expectation for interpretive work should be that scholars thoroughly communicate their methods of data collection and analysis and provide rich contextual detail, including substantial quoting of the dialogue observed. There are many excellent models of such transparency in interpretive ethnographic work already in political science, which we can all aspire to replicate.5
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Research in Authoritarian Regimes: Transparency Tradeoffs and Solutions

Victor Shih
University of California, San Diego

Conducting research in authoritarian regimes, especially ones with politicized courts, bureaucracy, and academia, entails many risks not encountered in research in advanced democracies. These risks affect numerous aspects of research, both qualitative and quantitative, with important implications for research transparency. In this brief essay, I focus on the key risk of conducting research in established authoritarian regimes: namely, physical risks to one’s local informants and collaborators. Minimizing these risks will entail trading off ideal practices of transparency and replicability. However, scholars of authoritarian regimes can and should provide information on how they have tailored their research due to constraints imposed by the regime and their inability to provide complete information about interviewees and informants. Such transparency at least would allow readers to make better judgments about the quality of the data, if not to replicate the research. Also, scholars of authoritarian regimes can increasingly make use of nonhuman data sources that allow for a higher degree of transparency. Thus, a multi-method approach, employing data from multiple sources, is especially advisable for researching authoritarian regimes.

First and foremost, conducting research in authoritarian countries can entail considerable physical risks to one’s research subjects and collaborators who reside in those countries. To the extent that authorities impose punitive measures on a research project, they are often inflicted on in-country research subjects and collaborators because citizens in authoritarian countries often do not have legal recourse. Thus a regime’s costs of punishing its own citizens are on average low relative to punishing a foreigner. At the same time, the deterrence effect can be just as potent. Thus, above all else, researchers must protect subjects and collaborators as much as possible when conducting research in authoritarian regimes, often to the detriment of other research objectives.

For example, academics who conduct surveys in China often exclude politically sensitive questions in order to protect collaborators. The local collaborators, for their part, are careful and often have some idea of where the “red line” of unacceptable topics is. Beyond the judgment of the local collaborators,
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however, a foreign academic additionally should pay attention to the latest policy trends. When necessary, the foreign academic should use an additional degree of caution, especially when the authorities have signaled heightened vigilance against “hostile Western forces,” as China has done recently. This degree of caution will necessarily exclude certain topics from one’s research agenda, which is detrimental to academic integrity. It is an open secret in the China studies community that China’s authoritarian censors have a deep impact on the choice of research topics by China scholars located in the United States and other democracies. Researchers who work on certain “red line” topics will not and should not collaborate with mainland Chinese academics, and often time, they are barred from entering China. Even when one is working on an “acceptable” topic, instead of asking sensitive political questions in a survey, for example, academics must ask proxy questions that are highly correlated with the sensitive questions. This is often done at the advice of the local collaborators, who are indispensable for conducting survey research in China. Prioritizing the safety of one’s collaborator will inevitably sacrifice some aspects of the research such as excluding certain topics and avoiding certain wordings in a questionnaire.

In current scholarly practice, such tactical avoidance of topics and wording in one’s research is kept implicit in the final product. At the most, one would mention such limitations during a talk when someone asks a direct question. It would be a welcome step toward greater research transparency if researchers who have had to, for example, change the wording of questions in a survey due to fear of censure would outline in footnotes what the ideal wordings may have been, as well as the reason for changing the wording. We now have access to several leaked documents from the Chinese Communist Party specifying exactly the type of “hostile” Western arguments that are being watched carefully by the regime. Such official documents provide a perfectly legitimate reason for researchers not to trespass certain “red lines” topic in their works. Making explicit the distortions caused by fear of punishment from the regime also helps the readers adjudicate the validity and limitations of the results. And such disclosures may even motivate other scholars to find ways to overcome these distortions with new methods and data.

Because political processes in authoritarian regimes often remain hidden, interviews continue to be a key step in researching these regimes. Interviews are especially important in the hypothesis-generating stage because the incentives facing political actors in various positions in the regime are often quite complex. Thus, extended conversations with informants are the best way to obtain some clarity about the world in which they live. However, foreign academics must take an even more cautious approach with interviews than with large-sample surveys because even grassroots informants can get in trouble for revealing certain information to foreign academics. In China, for example, local officials are evaluated by their ability to “maintain stability.” Thus, foreign researchers conducting research on collective action may deeply alarm the local authorities. At the same time, arresting or detaining a foreign researcher may draw Beijing’s attention to local problems, which would be detrimental to local officials. Therefore, local authorities’ best response is to mete out punishment on local informants. Such a scenario must be avoided as much as possible.

In conducting interview research in authoritarian regimes, the setting in which one conducts interviews may greatly affect the quality of the interview. An introduction through mutual friends is the best way to meet an informant. Randomly talking to people on the street, while necessary at times, may quickly draw the attention of the authorities. Again, using China as an example, nearly all urban residential communities have guards and residential committee members who watch over the flow of visitors. Similarly, guards and informants are common in one’s workplace. Instead of barging into the informant’s abode or workplace, which can draw the attention of residential or workplace monitors, a mutual friend can arrange for a casual coffee or dinner somewhere else. The informant will often be at ease in this setting, and there is less of a chance for the residential monitors to sound the alarm. An introduction by friends is equally useful for elite interviews for similar reasons. Because the circumstances of the interviews can greatly affect the subject’s ease of conversation and the quality of the information, researchers in an authoritarian regime may want to provide readers with information on interview settings. At the same time, they may not be able to live up to standards of disclosure that are taken for granted for research conducted in Western democracies: The more a researcher relies upon mutual friends and other personal connections, the greater the caution a researcher needs to take not to disclose information that would put not only the informant at risk but also the person who put the researcher in touch with the informant.

As a consequence, when academics are citing interview notes in their writing, they must obfuscate or even exclude key details about the informants such as their geographic location, the date of the interviews, and specific positions in an organization. Under most circumstances, I would even advise against sharing field notes with other researchers or depositing them in a data archive.

This said, one should take meticulous notes when interviewing informants in authoritarian countries. In the interest of research transparency, researchers should provide extensive information and discuss to what extent informants in various positions are able to provide unique insights that help the hypothesis generation or testing processes. As discussed below, the reporting of the informants’ positions should leave out potentially identifying information, but should nonetheless be sufficiently informative to allow readers to judge whether such a person may be in a position to provide credible information to the researcher. For example, one can report “planning
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official in X county, which is near a major urban center” or “academic with economics specialization at a top 50 university”…etc. Although this level of disclosure is far from perfect, it at least provides readers with some sense about the qualification of the informant in a given topic area.

Special care to protect subjects’ identities also must be taken during the research process and in the final products. For one, to the extent that the researcher is keeping a list of informants, that list should be stored separately from the interview notes. Both the list of informants and the interview notes should be stored in a password-protected setting, perhaps in two secure clouds outside of the authoritarian country. At the extreme, the researcher may—while in the country—need to keep only a mental list of informants and only noting the rough positions of the informants in written notes. In China, for example, foreign academics have reported incidents of the Chinese authorities breaking into their hotel rooms to install viruses and spyware on their computers. Thus, having a password-protected laptop is far from sufficient. When academics are citing interview notes in their writing, they must obfuscate or even exclude key details about the informants such as their geographic location, the date of the interviews, and specific positions in an organization.

To be sure, these rules of thumb go against the spirit of data access and research transparency. They also make pure replication of qualitative interview data-collection impossible. At most, other scholars may be able to interview informants in similar positions but likely in different geographical locations, and subsequent interviews may yield totally different conclusions. However, this is a tradeoff that researchers of authoritarian regimes must accept without any leeway. Because informants in authoritarian regimes can face a wide range of physical and financial harm, their safety must come first before other research criteria.

Although researchers of authoritarian regimes cannot provide complete transparency in their interview data, they can compensate with a multi-method, multi-data approach that provides a high degree of transparency for other non-human sources of data. Increasingly, researchers who glean some key insights from interviews are also testing the same hypotheses using nonhuman quantitative data such as remote-sensing data, economic and financial data, textual data, and elite biographical data. These datasets are typically collected from publicly available sources such as the Internet or satellite imagery and made widely available to other researchers for replication purposes. Instead of only relying on somewhat secretive interview data, researchers of authoritarian regimes can increasingly make full use of other data sources to show the robustness of their inferences. This does not mean that interviews are no longer needed because nothing can quite replace interviews in the initial hypothesis generation stage. It does mean that hypothesis-testing has become much less “black boxy” for empirical research of authoritarian regimes.
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Transparency in Intensive Research on Violence: Ethical Dilemmas and Unforeseen Consequences
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Scholars who engage in intensive fieldwork have an obligation to protect research subjects and communities from repercussions stemming from that research. Acting on that duty
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not only paves the way towards ethical research but also, as we argue below, facilitates deeper understanding of people’s lived experiences of politics. For scholars who study topics such as violence, mobilization, or illicit behavior, developing and maintaining their subjects’ trust constitutes the ethical and methodological foundation of their ability to generate scholarly insight. Without these commitments, work on these topics would not only be impossible; it would be unethical.

As scholars with extensive fieldwork experience, we agree with the principle of research transparency—as others have noted, no one is against transparency. However, we find current efforts in the discipline to define and broadly institutionalize particular practices of transparency and data access, embodied in the DA-RT statement, both too narrow in their understanding of “transparency” and too broad in their prescriptions about data access.

In this essay, we advance four arguments. First, there are meanings of “transparency” at the core of many field-based approaches that the initiative does not consider. Second, standards governing access to other kinds of data should not in practice and could not in principle apply to projects based on intensive fieldwork: “should not in principle” in order to protect human subjects; “could not in principle” because of the nature of the material gathered in such research. Third, while we support the aim of researcher accountability, a frequently advocated approach—reproducibility—while central to some research methods, is inappropriate for scholarship based on intensive fieldwork, where accountability rests on other principles. Fourth, the implementation of a disciplinary norm of data access would undermine ethical research practices, endanger research participants, and discourage research on important but challenging topics such as violence.

We illustrate the issues from the perspective of research on or in the context of violence (hereafter “violence research”). Our emphasis on ethics, our views on empirical evidence and its public availability, and our concerns regarding emergent conflicts of interest and problematic incentive structures are relevant to scholars working in an array of sub-fields and topics, from race to healthcare.

**Transparency in Research Production and Analysis**

We agree with the general principles of production and analytic transparency: authors should clearly convey the research procedures that generate evidence and the analytical processes that produce arguments. Those conducting violence research necessarily situate these principles within broader discussions of trust, confidentiality, and ethics. When field researchers think about transparency, they think first of their relationships with, disclosures to, and obligations towards participants and their communities.

The values of beneficence, integrity, justice, and respect that form the cornerstones of what is broadly referred to as “human subjects research” are put into practice partially, though not exclusively, via the principles of informed consent and “do no harm.” Informed consent is fundamentally a form of transparency, one that DA-RT does not address. In its simplest form, informed consent involves discussing the goals, procedures, risks, and benefits of research with potential participants. Because the possible effects of human subjects research include what institutional review boards (IRBs) rather clinically term “adverse events” such as (re)traumatization, unwanted public exposure, and retaliation, responsible researchers spend a considerable amount of time contemplating how to protect their subjects and themselves from physical and psychological harm. Most take precautions such as not recording interviews, encrypting field notes, using pseudonyms for both participants and field sites, embarking research findings, and designing secure procedures to back up their data. In the kind of research settings discussed here, where research subjects may literally face torture, rape, or death, such concerns must be the first commitment of transparency, undergirding and conditioning all other considerations.

Transparency is closely related to trust. Those conducting intensive fieldwork understand trust as constructed through interaction, practice, and mutual (re)evaluation over time. Trust is not a binary state (e.g., “no trust” versus “complete trust”) but a complex, contingent, and evolving relationships. Part of building trust often involves ongoing discussions of risk mitigation with research subjects. For example, during field work for a project on militant organizations, Parkinson’s Palestinian interlocutors in Lebanon taught her to remove her battery from her mobile phone when conducting certain interviews, to maintain an unregistered number, and to buy her handsets using cash. They widely understood mobile phones to be potential listening and tracking devices. The physical demonstration of removing a mobile battery in front of her interlocutors showed that she understood the degree of vulnerability her participants felt, respected their concerns, and would not seek to covertly record interviews. Over time, as Parkinson’s interlocutors observed her research practices through repeated interactions, experienced no adverse events, read her work, and felt that their confidentiality had been respected, they became increasingly willing to share more sensitive knowledge.

We and other scholars of violence have found that participants come to trust the researcher not just to protect their identities, but also to use her judgment to protect them as unforeseen contingencies arise. While having one’s name or organization visible in one context may provide some measure
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1 Pachirat 2015; Isaac 2015.
2 DA-RT 2014.
3 DA-RT 2014, Appendix C.
4 Parkinson 2013a.
5 Parkinson 2013b.
of protection or status, in others it may present significant risk. And “context” here may change rapidly. For example, scholars working on the Arab Uprisings have noted that activists who initially and proudly gave researchers permission to quote them by name were later hesitant to speak with the same scholars due to regime changes and shifts in overall political environment.10 There is often no way to know whether an activist who judges herself to be safe one day will be criminalized tomorrow, next month, or in five years. Those in this position may not be able to telephone or email a researcher in order to remove their name from a book or online database; they may not know until it is too late.

In the more general realm of “production transparency,” field-intensive research traditions broadly parallel many other methodologies. The best work explains why and how field sites, populations, interview methods, etc. fit within the research design in order for the reader to evaluate its arguments. Many of these field-based methods (e.g., participant observation) also require researchers to evaluate how elements of their background and status in the field affect their interactions with participants and their analysis. Reflexivity and positionality, as these techniques are termed, thus fundamentally constitute forms of transparency.11

Thus we suggest that the principle of production transparency should be informed both by human subject concerns—particularly in the case of violence research—and by the nature of the evidence that intensive fieldwork generates.

Turning to analytic transparency, we agree: an author should convey the criteria and procedures whereby she constructed her argument from the evidence gathered. For research based on extensive fieldwork this might mean, for example, being explicit about why she weighed some narratives more heavily than others in light of the level of detail corroborated by other sources, the length of the researcher’s relationship to the participant, or the role of meta-data. Furthermore, the author should be clear about the relationship between the field research and the explanation: did the scholar go to the field to evaluate alternative well-developed hypotheses? To construct a new theory over the course of the research? Or did the research design allow for both, with later research evaluating explicit hypotheses that emerged from a theory drawing on initial data?

Data Access

The values of beneficence, integrity, justice, and respect imply not only that participants give informed consent but also that their privacy be protected. For some types of research, maintaining subject confidentiality may be easily addressed by posting only fully de-identified datasets. But in the case of intensive field research, “data” can often not be made available for methodological reasons, and in the case of violence research, it should almost always not be made accessible for ethical reasons.

The very nature of such empirical evidence challenges the principle of data access. Evidence generated through participant observation, in-depth interviews, community mapping, and focus groups is deeply relational, that is, constructed through the research process by the scholar and her interlocutors in a specific context. As other authors in this newsletter underscore,13 these materials do not constitute “raw data.” Rather, they are recordings of intersubjective experiences that have been interpreted by the researcher.

We add that the idea of writing field notes or conducting interviews with the anticipation of making sensitive materials available would fundamentally change the nature of interaction with subjects and therefore data collection. Among other problems, it would introduce components of self-censorship that would be counterproductive to the generation of detailed and complete representations of interactions and events. Under requirements of public disclosure, violence scholars would have to avoid essential interactions that inform the core of their scholarship. A responsible researcher would not, for example, visit a hidden safe house to conduct an interview with rebel commanders or attend a meeting regarding an opposition party’s protest logistics. Any representation of such interactions, if they were to be ethically compiled, would also be unusably thin. More broadly, to imply that all field experiences can and should be recorded in writing and transmitted to others is to deny the importance of participation in intensive fieldwork: taking risks, developing trust, gaining consent, making mistakes, sharing lived experiences, and comprehending the privilege of being able to leave.

In some settings, even if researchers remove identifiers—often impossible without rendering materials useless—posting the data would nonetheless do harm to the community and perhaps enable witch hunts. For example, although field site identities are sometimes masked with pseudonyms, they are sometimes very clear to residents and relevant elites. If field notes and interviews are easily accessible, some research participants may fear that others may consequently seek to retaliate against those whom they believe shared information. Whether that belief is correct or not, the damage may be harmful, even lethal, and may “ruin” the site for future research precisely because the so-called “raw” data were made accessible. Posting such data may undermine perceptions of confidentiality, and thereby indirectly cause harm.

Nonetheless, on some topics and for some settings, some material can and should be shared. For example, if a scholar records oral histories with subjects who participate with the clear understanding that those interviews will be made public (and with a well-defined understanding about the degree of confidentiality possible, given the setting), the scholar should
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10 Parkinson’s confidential conversations with Middle East politics scholars, May and June 2015. These conversations are confidential given that several of these researchers are continuing work on their field sites.


12 Fuji 2010.

13 See, e.g., Cramer 2015; Pachirat 2015.
in general make those materials available. The Holocaust testimonies available through the Yale University Fortunoff Video Archive for Holocaust Testimonies (HVT) and the University of Southern California Shoah Foundation Institute for Visual History provide good examples and have been innovatively employed by political scientists. Even when consent has been granted, however, the scholar should use her own judgment: if posting some sort of transcript might result in harm to the subject, the researcher should consider not making the transcript available, even though she had permission to do so.

The Goals of Research Transparency in Intensive Field Research

As social scientists, field researchers are committed to advancing scholarly understanding of the world. This commitment does not, however, imply that researchers using these approaches thereby endorse a norm of accountability—replicability—appropriate to other methods. What would “replicability” mean in light of the nature of intensive, field-based research?

“Replicability” is often taken to mean “running the same analyses on the same data to get the same result.” For some projects on political violence, it is conceivable that this could be done once the data had been codified. For example, presumably a scholar could take the database that Scott Straus built from his interviews with Rwandan *genocidaires* and replicate his analysis. But could she take his transcripts and interview notes and build an identical database? Without time in the field and the experience of conducting the interviews, it is very unlikely that she would make the same analytical decisions. In general, one cannot replicate intensive fieldwork by reading a scholar’s interview or field notes because her interpretation of evidence is grounded in her situated interactions with participants and other field experiences.

Without access to data (in fact and in principle), on what grounds do we judge studies based on intensive fieldwork? We cannot fully address the issue here but note that—as is the case with all social science methods—field-intensive approaches such as ethnography are better suited to some types of understanding and inference than others. Scholars in these traditions evaluate research and judge accountability in ways other than replication. The degree of internal validity, the depth of knowledge, the careful analysis of research procedures, the opportunities and limitations presented by the researcher’s identity, the scholarly presentation of uncertainties (and perhaps mistakes): all contribute to the judgment of field-intensive work as credible and rigorous.

scholars in these traditions expect that the over-arching findings derived from good fieldwork in similar settings on the same topic should converge significantly. Indeed, scholars are increasingly exploring productive opportunities for comparison and collaboration in ethnographic research.

However, divergence of findings across space or time may be as informative as convergence would be. Failure to “exactly replicate” the findings of another study can productively inform scholarly understanding of politics. Revisits, for example, involve a scholar returning to a prior research site to evaluate the claims of a previous study. The tensions and contradictions that projects such as revisits generate—for example, a female researcher visiting a male researcher’s former field site—provide key opportunities for analysis. Divergence in fieldwork outcomes should not necessarily be dismissed as a “problem,” but should be evaluated instead as potentially raising important questions to be theorized.

Unforeseen Consequences of DA-RT’s Implementation

In addition to the above concerns, we worry that DA-RT’s implementation by political science journals may make field research focused on human subjects unworkable. Consider the provision for human subjects research in the first tenet of DA-RT:

If cited data are restricted (e.g., classified, require confidentiality protections, were obtained under a non-disclosure agreement, or have inherent logistical constraints), authors must notify the editor at the time of submission. The editor shall have full discretion to follow their journal’s policy on restricted data, including declining to review the manuscript or granting an exemption with or without conditions. The editor shall inform the author of that decision prior to review.

We are not reassured by the stipulation that it is at the editors’ discretion to exempt some scholarship “with or without conditions.” There are at least two reasons why it is highly problematic that exemption is granted at the discretion of editors rather than as a rule.

First, confidentiality is an enshrined principle of human subjects research in the social sciences as is evident in the Federal “Common Rule” that governs research on human subjects and relevant documents. To treat confidentiality as necessitating “exemption” thus undermines the foundational principles of human subjects research and would unintentionally constrict important fields of inquiry. The idea that political scientists wishing to publish in DA-RT-compliant journals would either have to incorporate a full public disclosure agreement into their consent procedures (thus potentially hamstring-
ing the research they wish to conduct) or have to risk later rejection by editors who deny the necessary exemption places fieldworkers in a double bind. Interviewing only those who agree to the resulting transcript’s posting to a public archive will restrict the range of topics that can be discussed and the type of people who will participate, thereby fundamentally undermining research on sensitive topics including, but not limited to, political violence.

Moreover, chillingly, this statement places the researcher’s incentives and norms at odds with those of her interlocutors. Due to the risk of non-publication, the researcher has a conflict of interest; the reward of publication is available unambiguously only to those who convince interlocutors to agree to digital deposit regardless of the topic of inquiry. But how could the Middle Eastern activists referenced above give informed consent for a researcher to publicly deposit interview transcripts, given that they could not possibly know in 2011 that they would be targeted by a future regime in 2015? The answer is that when it comes to some topics, there is really no way to provide such consent given that it is unknown and unknowable what will happen in five years. Moreover, even if they did consent, can the researcher be sure that the interview was fully anonymized? The ethical response for a researcher is to publish research on sensitive topics in journals that do not subscribe to DA-RT principles and in books. However, 25 of the major disciplinary journals have affirmed the DA-RT statement. (One leading APSA journal, Perspectives on Politics, has refused to endorse it; others such as World Politics, International Studies Quarterly, and Politics and Society have yet to decide.) The result will be that junior scholars who need publications in major journals will have fewer publication venues—and may abandon topics such as violence for ones that would be easier to place.

These are not abstract concerns. A number of young violence scholars pursuing publication in major disciplinary journals have been asked during the review process to submit confidential human subjects material for verification or replication purposes. Editors and reviewers may be unaware that human subjects ethics and regulations, as well as agreements between researchers and their IRBs, protect the confidentiality of such empirical evidence. To the extent that journal editors and reviewers widely endorse the DA-RT principles, early career scholars face a kind of Sophie’s choice between following long-institutionalized best practices designed to protect their subjects (thereby sacrificing their own professional advancement), or compromising those practices in order to get published in leading journals. We trust that journals will come to comprehend that endorsing a narrow understanding of transparency over one informed by the challenges and opportunities of distinct methodological approaches limits the topics that can be ethically published, treats some methods as inadmissible, and forces wrenching professional dilemmas on researchers. But by that time, significant damage may have been done to important lines of research, to academic careers, and to intellectual debate.

Second, the discretion to decide which research projects earn an editor’s exemption opens scholars to uninformed decisions by editors and opens authors, reviewers, and editors to moral quandaries. How can we, as a discipline, ask journal editors who come from a broad range of research backgrounds to adjudicate claims regarding the degree of risk and personal danger to research subjects (and to researchers) in a host of diverse local situations? How can a scholar researching a seemingly innocuous social movement guarantee that field notes posted online, won’t later become the basis for a regime’s crackdown? What if a journal editor accepts reviewers’ demands that fieldnotes be shared, pressures a junior scholar who needs a publication into posting them, and learns five years down the line that said notes were used to sentence protestors to death? The journal editor’s smart choice is not to publish the research in the first place, thus contracting a vibrant field of inquiry.

The ethical default in these situations should be caution and confidentiality rather than “exemption” from mandatory disclosure. The discipline should not construct reward structures that fundamentally contradict confidentiality protections and decontextualize risk assessments.

Conclusion

While DA-RT articulates one vision of transparency in research, it neglects key aspects of transparency and ethics that are crucial to intensive field research and especially to studies of political violence. If applied to intensive field research, blanket transparency prescriptions would undermine the nature of long-established methods of inquiry and institutionalize incentives promoting ethically and methodologically inappropriate research practices. In these settings, DA-RT’s requirements may make consent improbable, inadvisable, or impossible; undermine scholarly integrity; and limit the grounded insight often only available via field-intensive methodologies. The stakes are more than academic. In violence research, it is the physical safety, job security, and community status of our research participants that is also at risk.
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In these dark rooms where I live out empty days
I wander round and round
trying to find the windows.
It will be a great relief when a window opens.
But the windows aren’t there to be found—or at least I can’t find them. And perhaps it’s better if I don’t find them.
Perhaps the light will prove another tyranny.
Who knows what new things it will expose?

—Constantine Cavafy

“celebrate opacity, secretiveness, and obstruction!” proclaims no one, ever, in the social sciences.

As with “love” and “democracy,” merely uttering the words transparency and openness generates a Pavlovian stream of linguistically induced serotonin. Who, really, would want to come out on record as a transparency-basher, an openness-hater?

But as with love and democracy, it is the specific details of what is meant by transparency and openness, rather than their undeniable power and appeal as social science ideals, that most matter. This, to me, is the single most important point to be made about the DA-RT1 initiative that has provoked this QMMR symposium:

DA-RT does not equal transparency, and transparency does not equal DA-RT.

Rather, DA-RT is a particular instantiation, and—if its proponents have their way—an increasingly institutionalized and “incentivized”2 interpretation of transparency and openness, one which draws its strength from a specific, and contestable, vision of what political science has been—and, equally important—what it should become.

DA-RT proponents argue that they are simply reinforcing a key universal value—transparency—and that they are not doing so in any way that troubles, challenges, reorders, or

1 Data Access and Research Transparency.

2 Translation: rewards and punishments can and will be applied for compliance and noncompliance.
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imposes an explicit or implicit hierarchy of worth on the ontological and epistemic diversity of existing research communities and traditions within the discipline. DA-RT, in this view, is a strictly neutral vessel, at its core an a-political or depoliticized set of guidelines which scholars from every research tradition should then take and decide for themselves how to best implement and enforce. To wit:

“…a critical attribute of DA-RT is that it does not impose a uniform set of standards on political scientists.”

“…openness requires everyone to show their work, but what they show and how they show it varies. These differences are grounded in epistemic commitments and the rule-bound expectations of the tradition in which scholars operate.”

In this essay, I advance a reading of DA-RT that seeks to trouble its purported neutrality. In particular, I briefly sketch two intertwined dimensions that I believe deserve closer attention and discussion prior to an enthusiastic embrace of discipline-wide transparency standards. The first is historical and contextual, a kind of time-line of DA-RT’s development, a sociological account of the key players involved as well as their motivating logics, and a look at the mechanisms of institutionalization, “incentivization,” and enforcement that are currently being deployed to normalize DA-RT across the discipline. The second is ontological and epistemological: the rapid, near-automatic, and all-but-unnoticed collapse of the wonderfully ambiguous categories “research communities” and “research traditions” into the two tired but tenacious proxies of “qualitative research” and “quantitative research,” proxies that do more in practice to suffocate than to nurture the generative plurality of ontological, epistemological, and even stylistic and aesthetic modes that constitutes the core strength of our discipline.  

It is crucial to understand that, on its proponents’ own account, the original motivation for both DA-RT and for the APSA Ethics Guidelines Revisions that authorized the DA-RT committee to do its work derive directly from concerns about replicability in empirical research conducted within positivist logics of inquiry. Specifically, “APSA’s governing council, under the leadership of president Henry E. Brady, began an examination of research transparency. Its initial concerns were focused on the growing concern that scholars could not replicate a significant number of empirical claims that were being made in the discipline’s leading journals.” As the dominant DA-RT narrative has it, this emerging crisis of replicability in positivist political science was soon found to also exist, in different registers, for a range of scholars “from different methodological and substantive subfields.” Thus, while the DA-RT narrative acknowledges its specific and particular origins in concerns over replication of empirical studies conducted within positivist logics of inquiry, it moves quickly from there to claiming a widespread (discipline-wide?) set of shared concerns about similar problems across other methodological and substantive subfields.

DA-RT proponents further assert that, “an unusually diverse set of political scientists identified common concerns and aspirations, both in their reasons for wanting greater openness and in the benefits that new practices could bring.” But the DA-RT statement produced by these political scientists, as well as the list of initial DA-RT journal endorsements, strongly suggests that this purported diversity was almost certainly within-set diversity, diversity of subfields and methodologies deployed within positivist logics of inquiry rather than across logics of inquiry that might include, for example, interpretive logics of inquiry. As Appendices A and B of APSA’s DA-RT statement and the January 2014 PS Symposium’s disaggregation into DA-RT “in the Qualitative Tradition” versus DA-RT “in the Quantitative Tradition” format suggests, we once again witness the ways in which the type of information a researcher works with (numbers vs. text) simultaneously obscures and usurps a potentially generative discussion about the underlying logics of inquiry that researchers work within and across.

The existing language used to justify DA-RT’s universal applicability across the discipline is particularly illuminating here, especially the strongly worded assertion that “[t]he methodologies political scientists use to reach evidence-based conclusions all involve extracting information from the social world, analyzing the resulting data, and reaching a conclusion based on that combination of the evidence and its analysis.” Attention to the specificity of language deployed here signals immediately that we are working within a decidedly positivist conception of the world. Most scholars working within an interpretivist logic of inquiry would not be so quick to characterize their evidence-based work as being about the extraction of information from the social world and the subsequent analy-

10 As of the writing of this essay, <www.dartstatement.org> notes that thus far 25 journal editors have signed on to the DA-RT statement. But there are notable exceptions. Jeff Isaac of Perspectives on Politics wrote a prescient letter that outlines not only why he would not sign the DA-RT statement on behalf of Perspectives but also why its adoption as a discipline-wide standard might prove detrimental rather than constructive. Other top disciplinary journals that are currently not signatories to DA-RT include Polity, World Politics, Comparative Politics, ISQ, and Political Theory.
11 Elman and Kapitsewski 2014.
12 Lupia and Alter 2014.
13 Elman and Kapitsewski 2014, 44, emphasis in the original.
sis of the data byproducts of this extraction, but would instead speak about the co-constitution of intersubjective knowledge in collaboration with the social world. The D in DA-RT stands, of course, for data, and it is this underlying and unexamined assertion that all evidence-based social science is about the extraction of information which is then subsequently processed and analyzed as data in order to produce social science knowledge that most clearly signals that the diversity of disciplinary interests represented by DA-RT is both less sweeping and less compelling than is claimed by the dominant DA-RT narrative. In short, quite apart from how DA-RT might be implemented and enforced at the disciplinary level, the very ontological framework of data extraction that undergirds DA-RT is itself already anything but neutral with regard to other logics of inquiry that have been long-established as valuable approaches to the study of power.

To be fair, some DA-RT proponents did subsequently advance arguments for the benefits of DA-RT in research communities that do not value replication, as well as in research communities that prize context-specific understanding over generalized explanation. But, as justifications for the importance and necessity of DA-RT for these communities in the context of concerns that originated out of a crisis of replication in positivist social science, these arguments seem weak and ad hoc; they sit uncomfortably and awkwardly in the broader frame of data extraction; and they fail to demonstrate that members of those communities themselves have been experiencing any sort of crisis of openness or transparency that might cause them to advocate for and invite a disciplinary wide solution like DA-RT.

Take, for example, the surprising assertion advanced in an article on the value of “Data Access and Research Transparency in the Qualitative Tradition” that “[a]lthough the details differ across research traditions, DA-RT allows qualitative scholars to demonstrate the power of their inquiry, offering an opportunity to address a central paradox: that scholars who value close engagement with the social world and generate rich, thick data rarely discuss the contours of that engagement, detail how they generated and deployed those data, or share the valuable fruits of their rigorous labor.”

For interpretive methods such as interpretive ethnography, the italicized portion of this statement is nonsensical. There is no such central paradox in interpretive ethnography because the very foundations of interpretive ethnography rest on an ontology in which the social world in which the researcher immerses, observes, and participates is already always co-constituted in intersubjective relationship with the researcher. A work of interpretive ethnography that did not seek to centrally discuss the contours of the researcher’s engagement with the social world, that did not aim to detail how the researcher generated and deployed the material that constitutes her ethnography, and that did not strive to share that material in richly specific, extraordinarily lush and detailed language would not just fail to persuade a readership of interpretive ethnographers: it would, literally, cease to be recognizable as a work of interpretive ethnography!

Where other modes of research and writing might prize the construction and presentation of a gleaming and flawless edifice, two key criteria for the persuasiveness of an interpretive ethnography are the degree to which the ethnographer leaves up enough of the scaffolding in her finished ethnography to give a thick sense to the reader of how the building was constructed and the degree to which the finished ethnography includes enough detailed specificity, enough rich lushness, about the social world(s) she is interpreting that the reader can challenge, provoke, and interrogate the ethnographer’s interpretations using the very material she has provided as an inherent part of the ethnographic narrative.

To put it another way, the very elements of transparency and openness—what interpretive ethnographers often refer to as reflexivity and attention to embodiment and positionality—that DA-RT proponents see as lacking in deeply contextual qualitative work constitute the very hallmarks of interpretive ethnography as a mode of research, analysis, and writing. What is more, interpretive ethnography prioritizes dimensions that go beyond what is called for by DA-RT, encouraging its practitioners to ask reflexive questions about positionality and power, including ethnographers’ positionality and power as embodied researchers interacting with and producing politically and socially legitimated “knowledge” about the social world, and the potential impacts and effects of that embodied interaction and knowledge production.

Indeed, the types of reflexivity valued by interpretive approaches would question the adequacy of how DA-RT conceives of openness and transparency and would seek instead to examine the power relations implied by a model of research
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14 There are several sophisticated treatments of this basic point. See, for example, Patrick Jackson’s distinction between dualist and monist ontologies; Dvora Yanow’s (2014) essay on the philosophical underpinnings of interpretive logics of inquiry; Peregrine Schwartz-Shea’s (2014) distinctions between criteria of evaluation for evidence-based research conducted within positivist and interpretivist logics of inquiry; Lisa Wedeen’s (2009) outlining of the key characteristics of interpretivist logics of inquiry; Frederic Schaffer’s (2015) treatment of concepts and language from an interpretivist perspective; and Lee Ann Fujii (Forthcoming).

15 The single paragraph in the pro-DA-RT literature that seems to most directly address interpretive logics of inquiry reads: “Members of other research communities do not validate one another’s claims by repeating the analyses that produced them. In these communities, the justification for transparency is not replication, but understandability and persuasiveness. The more material scholars make available, the more they can accurately relate such claims to a legitimating context. When readers are empowered to make sense of others’ arguments in these ways, the more pathways exist for readers to believe and value knowledge claims” (Lupia and Elman 2014, 22). As I argue below, this paragraph offers a partial description of what interpretive scholars already do, not an argument for why DA-RT is needed.

16 Elman and Kapiszewski 2014, 46, emphasis mine.

17 For further elaboration on the importance of reflexivity to interpretive ethnography, see Pachirat 2009a. For key rhetorical characteristics of a persuasive ethnography, see Yanow 2009.
in which the researcher’s relationship to the research world is extractive in nature and in which transparency and openness are prized primarily in the inter-subjective relationships between researchers and other researchers, but not between the researcher and the research world from which he extracts information which he then processes into data for analysis. For interpretive ethnographers, research is not an extractive industry like mountain top coal mining, deep water oil drilling, or, for that matter, dentistry. Rather, it is an embodied, intersubjective, and inherently relational enterprise in which close attention to the power relations between an embodied researcher and the research world(s) she moves among and within constitutes a key and necessary part of the interpretive analysis.\textsuperscript{18}

In any potential application to interpretive ethnographic research, then, DA-RT seems very much like a solution in search of a problem. Indeed, in its purported neutrality; in its collapsing of “research communities” into the tired but tenacious prefabricated categories of quantitative and qualitative rather than a deeper and much more generative engagement with the diversity of underlying logics of inquiry in the study of power; and in its enforcement through journal policies and discipline-wide ethics guidelines that are insufficiently attentive to ontology and logic-of-inquiry specific diversities, DA-RT risks becoming a solution that generates problems that did not exist before.

Here is one such potential DA-RT generated problem: the claim, already advanced in “Guidelines for Data Access and Research Transparency for Qualitative Research in Political Science,” that ethnographers should—in the absence of countervailing human subjects protections or legal concerns—post to a repository the fieldnotes, diaries, and other personal records written or recorded in the course of their fieldwork.\textsuperscript{19} But, really, why stop with requiring ethnographers to post their fieldnotes, diaries, and personal records? Why not also require the ethnographer to wear 24 hour, 360 degree, Visual and Audio Recording Technology (VA-RT) that will be digitally livestreamed to an online data repository and time-stamped against all fieldwork references in the finished ethnography? Would the time-stamped, 24 hour, 360 degree VA-RT then constitute the raw “data” that transparently verifies both the “data” and the ethnographer’s interpretation and analysis of those data?\textsuperscript{20}

VA-RT dramatizes a mistaken view that the ethnographer’s fieldnotes, diaries, and personal records constitute a form of raw “data” that can then be checked against any “analysis” in the finished ethnography. The fallacy underlying the mistaken proposal that ethnographic fieldnotes, diaries, and other personal records should be posted to an online repository derives from at least three places.

The first is an extractive ontology inherent in a view of the research world as a source of informational raw material rather than as a specifically relational and deeply intersubjective enterprise. Fieldnotes, and even VA-RT, will always already contain within them the intersubjective relations and the explicit and implicit interpretations that shape both the substance and the form of the finished ethnographic work.\textsuperscript{21} Quite simply, there is no prior non-relational, non-interpretive moment of raw information or data to reference back to. What this means is not only that there is no prior raw “data” to reference back to, but that any attempt to de-personalize and remove identifying information from fieldnotes in order to comply with confidentiality and human subjects concerns will render the fieldnotes themselves unintelligible, something akin to a declassified document in which only prepositions and conjunctions are not blacked out.

Second, fieldnotes, far from being foundational truth-objects upon which the “research product” rests, are themselves texts in need of interpretation. Making them “transparent” in an online repository in no way resolves or obviates the very questions of meaning and interpretation that interpretive scholars strive to address.\textsuperscript{22}

And third, neither fieldnotes nor VA-RT offer a safeguard “verification” device regarding the basic veracity of a researcher’s claims. The researcher produces both, in the end, and both, in the end, are dependent on the researcher’s trustworthiness. For it would not be impossible for a researcher to

\textsuperscript{18} For an example of this kind of close attention to power in relation to a specific fieldsite, see my ethnography in Pachirat 2011. For an example of this kind of reflexive analysis of power at the disciplinary level, see Oren 2003.

\textsuperscript{19} See DA-RT Ad Hoc Committee 2014, 26. The specific wording reads: “The document’s contents apply to all qualitative analytic techniques employed to support evidence-based claims, as well as all qualitative source materials [including data from interviews, focus groups, or oral histories; fieldnotes (for instance from participant observation or ethnography); diaries and other personal records . . . .]” I believe concerned ethnographers need to take issue with the underlying logic of this guideline itself and not simply rely on built-in exemptions for human subjects protections to sidestep an attempt to normalize the posting of fieldnotes to repositories. Also note that the main qualitative data repository created in conjunction with DA-RT, the Qualitative Data Repository (QDR), does not contain a single posting of fieldnotes, diaries, or other personal records from ethnographic fieldwork. Where ethnographers have used the QDR, it is to post already publicly available materials such as YouTube clips of public performances. Further, I am not aware of any ethnographic work within political science, anthropology, or sociology for which fieldnotes have been made available in a repository.

\textsuperscript{20} And, in the spirit of discipline-wide neutrality, why not implement the same VA-RT requirements for all field researchers in political science, including interviewers, survey-takers, focus-group leaders, and field experimenters? Indeed, why not require VA-RT for large-N statistical researchers as well, and not only during their analysis of existing datasets but also during the prior construction and coding of those data sets? I hope to write more soon on this thought experiment, which provides a nice inversion of a prior ontology-related thought experiment, the Fieldwork Invisibility Potion (FIP). See Pachirat 2009b.

\textsuperscript{21} On the inherently interpretive enterprise of writing fieldnotes, see Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 2011. In particular, Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw demonstrate how fieldnotes, no matter how descriptive, are already filters through which the ethnographer is attending to certain aspects of the research situation over others.

\textsuperscript{22} My thanks to Richard Payne for his keen articulation of this point.
fabricate fieldnotes, nor to stage performances or otherwise alter a VA-RT recording.

The notion of a “data repository,” either for ethnographic fieldnotes or for VA-RT, is dangerous—at least for interpretive scholarship—both because it elides the interpretive moments that undergird every research interaction with the research world in favor of a non-relational and anonymized conception of “information” and “data,” and because it creates the illusion of a fail-proof safeguard against researcher fabrication where in fact there is none other than the basic trustworthiness of the researcher and her ability to communicate that trustworthiness persuasively to her readers through the scaffolding and specificity of her finished ethnography.

Political scientists do not need VA-RT for DA-RT. Instead, we keenly need—to roughly translate back into the language of my positivist friends—a much better specification of DA-RT’s scope conditions. Something like DA-RT may indeed be appropriate for positivist traditions of social inquiry in the discipline. But it does not therefore follow that DA-RT should be applied, at however general or abstracted a level, to research communities and traditions in the discipline which are already constituted in their very identity by keen and sustained attention to how the positionality of the researcher in the research world constitutes not only what she sees, but also how she sees it and gives it meaning. Indeed, interpretivists have long argued that scholars working within all modes of inquiry, and the discipline as a whole, would benefit enormously from a much higher level of reflexivity concerning the underpinnings of our research and our knowledge claims. If broader calls for transparency signal a movement toward greater reflexivity within non-interpretivist traditions of social inquiry in the discipline, they deserve both cautious applause and reflexivity within non-interpretivist traditions of social inquiry.
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In political science, research using computer-assisted text analysis techniques has exploded in the last fifteen years. This scholarship spans work studying political ideology, congressional speech, representational style, American foreign policy, climate change attitudes, media, Islamic clerics, and treaty making, to name but a few. As these examples illustrate, computer-assisted text analysis—a prime example of mixed-methods research—allows gaining new insights from long-familiar political texts, like parliamentary debates, and altogether enables the analysis to new forms of political communication, such as those happening on social media.

While the new methods greatly facilitate the analysis of many aspects of texts and hence allow for content analysis on an unprecedented scale, they also challenge traditional approaches to research transparency and replication. Specific challenges range from new forms of data pre-processing and cleaning, to terms of service for websites, which may explicitly prohibit the redistribution of their content. The Statement on Data Access and Research Transparency provides only very general guidance regarding the kind of transparency positivist empirical researchers should provide. In this paper, we consider the application of these general guidelines to the specific context of computer-assisted text analysis to suggest what transparency demands of scholars using such methods.

We explore the implications of computer-assisted text analysis for data transparency by tracking the three main stages of a research project involving text as data: (1) acquisition, where the researcher decides what her corpus of texts will consist of; (2) analysis, to obtain inferences about the research question of interest using the texts; and (3) ex post access, where the researcher provides the data and/or other information to allow the verification of her results. To be transparent, we must document and account for decisions made at each stage in the research project. Transparency not only plays an essential role in replication but it also helps to communicate the essential procedures of new methods to the broader research community. Thus transparency also plays a didactic role and makes results more interpretable.

Many transparency issues are not unique to text analysis. There are aspects of acquisition (e.g., random selection), analysis (e.g., outlining model assumptions), and access (e.g., providing replication code) that are important regardless of what is being studied and the method used to study it. These general issues, as well as a discussion of issues specific to traditional qualitative textual analysis, are outside of our purview. Instead, we focus here on those issues that are uniquely important for transparency in the context of computer-assisted text analysis.

1. Where It All Begins: Acquisition

Our first step is to obtain the texts to be analyzed, and even this simple task already poses myriad potential transparency issues. Traditionally, quantitative political science has been dominated by a relatively small number of stable and publicly available datasets, such as the American National Election Survey (ANES) or the World Bank Development Indicators (WDI). However, a key attraction of new text methods is that they open up the possibility of exploring diverse new types of data, not all of which are as stable and publicly available as the ANES or WDI. Websites are taken down and their content can change daily; social media websites suspend users regularly. In rare cases, websites prohibit any scraping at all. Researchers should strive to record the weblinks of the pages they scraped (and when they scraped them), so that the data can be verified via the Wayback Machine if necessary and available. This reflects a common theme throughout this piece: Full transparency is difficult to impossible in many situations, but researchers should strive to achieve as much transparency as possible.
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12. See Grimmer and Stewart (2013) for a review of different text analysis methods.
Sometimes researchers are lucky enough to obtain their data from someone who has put it in a tractable format, usually through the platform of a text analytics company. However, this comes with its own problems—particularly the fact that these data often come with severe restrictions on access to the actual texts themselves and to the models used for analysis, making validation difficult. For this reason, some recommend against using black-box commercial tools that do not provide access to the texts and/or the methods used to analyze them. Nevertheless, commercial platforms can provide a valuable source of data that would be too costly for an individual researcher to collect. For instance, Jamal et al. use Crimson Hexagon, a social media analytics company, to look at historical data from Arabic Twitter that would be difficult and expensive to obtain in other ways. In situations where researchers do obtain their data from such a source, they should clearly outline the restrictions placed on them by their partner as well as document how the text could be obtained by another person. For example, in the supplementary materials to Jamal et al., the authors provide extensive detail on the keywords and date ranges used to create their sample.

A final set of concerns at the acquisition stage is rooted in the fact that, even if texts are taken from a “universe” of cases, that universe is often delimited by a set of keywords that the researcher determined, for example when using Twitter’s Streaming API. Determining an appropriate set of keywords is a significant task. First, there are issues with making sure you are capturing all instances of a given word. In English this is hard enough, but in other languages it can be amazingly complicated—something researchers not fluent in the languages they are collecting should keep in mind. For instance, in languages like Arabic and Hebrew you have to take into account gender; plurality; attached articles, prepositions, conjunctions, and other attached words; and alternative spellings for the same word. More than 250 iterations of the Arabic word for “America” were used by Jamal et al. And this number does not take into account the synonyms (e.g., “The United States”), metonyms (e.g., “Washington”), and other associated words that ought to be selected on as well. Computer-assisted selection of keywords offers one potential solution to this problem. For instance, King, Lam, and Roberts have developed an algorithm to help select keywords and demonstrated that it works on English and Chinese data. Such an approach would help supplement researchers’ efforts to provide a “universe” of texts related to a particular topic, to protect them from making ad hoc keyword selections.

Thus a commitment to transparency at the acquisition stage requires that the researcher either provide the texts they are analyzing, or provide the capacity for the text corpus to be reconstructed. Even when the texts themselves can be made available it is incumbent on the researcher to describe how the collection of texts was defined so that readers understand the universe of texts being considered. When such information is missing it can be difficult for readers and reviewers alike to assess the inferences we can draw from the findings presented.

2. The Rubber Hits the Road: Training and Analysis

Researchers also should be transparent about the decisions made once the data have been collected. We discuss three areas where important decisions are made: text processing, selection of analysis method, and addressing uncertainty.

Processing

All research involves data cleaning, but research with unstructured data involves more than most. The typical text analysis workflow involves several steps at which the texts are filtered and cleaned to prepare them for computer-assisted analysis. This involves a number of seemingly innocuous decisions that can be important. Among the most important questions to ask are: Did you stem (i.e., map words referring to the same concept to a single root)? Which stemmer did you use? If you scraped your data from a website, did you remove all html tags? Did you remove punctuation and common words (i.e. “stop words”), and did you prune off words that only appear in a few texts? Did you include bigrams (word pairs) in your analysis? Although this is a long list of items to consider, each is important. For example, removing common stop words can obscure politically interesting content, such as the role of gendered pronouns like ‘her’ in debates on abortion. Since inferences can be susceptible to these processing decisions, their documentation, in the paper itself or in an appendix, is essential to replication.

Analysis

Once the texts are acquired and processed, the researcher must choose a method of analysis that matches her research objective. A common goal is to assign documents to a set of categories. There are broadly speaking three approaches available: keyword methods, where categories are based on counts of words in a pre-defined dictionary; supervised methods, where humans classify a set of documents by hand (called the training set) to teach the algorithm how to classify the rest; and unsupervised methods, where the model simultaneously estimates a set of categories and assign texts to them. An important part of transparency is justifying the use of a particular approach and clarifying how the method provides leverage to answer the research question. Each method then in turn entails particular transparency considerations.

14 Grimmer and Stewart 2013, 5.
15 Jamal et al. 2015.
16 Jamal et al. 2015. In this case, access to the Crimson Hexagon platform was made possible through the Social Impact Program, which works with academics and non-profits to provide access to the platform. Other work in political science has used this data source, notably King, Pan, and Roberts 2013.
17 Jamal et al. 2015.
18 Jamal et al. 2015.
19 King, Lam, and Roberts 2014.

---

20 See Lucas et al. (2015) for additional discussion.
21 Monroe, Colaresi and Quinn 2008, 378.
22 Grimmer and Stewart 2013, Figure 1.
In supervised learning and dictionary approaches, the best way to promote transparency is to maintain, and subsequently make available, a clear codebook that documents the procedures for how humans classified the set of documents or words. Some useful questions to consider are:

How did the researcher determine the words used to define categories in a dictionary approach?

How are the categories defined and what efforts were taken to ensure inter-coder reliability?

Was your training set selected randomly?

We offer two specific recommendations for supervised and dictionary methods. First, make publicly available a codebook which documents category definitions and the methods used to ensure intercoder reliability. Second, the researcher should report the method used to select the training set of documents—ideally random selection unless there is a compelling reason to select training texts based on certain criteria.

When using unsupervised methods, researchers need to provide justifications for a different set of decisions. For example, such models typically require that the analyst specify the number of topics to be estimated. It is important to note that there is not necessarily a “right” answer here. Having more topics enables a more granular view of the data, but this might not always be appropriate for what the analyst is interested in. The appendix provides one such example using data from political blogs. Furthermore, as discussed by Roberts, Stewart, and Tingley, topic models may have multiple solutions even for a fixed number of topics. These authors discuss a range of stability checks and numerical initialization options that can be employed, which enable greater transparency.

Uncertainty

The final area of concern is transparency in the appropriate incorporation of uncertainty into our analysis. Text analysis is often used as a measurement instrument, with the estimated categorizations used in a separate regression model to, for example, estimate a causal effect. While these two stage models (measure, then regress) are attractive in simplicity, they often come with no straightforward way to incorporate measurement uncertainty. The Structural Topic Model (STM), building on previous work by Treier and Jackman, provides one approach to explicitly building-in estimation uncertainty. But regardless of how estimation uncertainty is modeled, in the spirit of transparency, it is important to acknowledge the concern and specify how it has been incorporated in the analysis.

Another form of uncertainty derives from the research process itself. The decisions discussed in this section—decisions about processing the text, determining dictionary words, or determining categories/the number of categories—are often not the product of a single ex ante decision. In reality, the process is iterative. New processing procedures are incorporated, new dictionary words or categories are discovered, and more (or fewer) unsupervised topics are chosen based on the results of previous iterations of the model. While many research designs involve iterative analysis, using text as data often involves more iterations than other research designs. Iteration is a necessary step in the development of any text analysis model, and we are not advocating that researchers unyieldingly devote themselves to their initial course of action. However, we argue that researchers should clearly state when the process was iterative and which aspects of it were iterative. This documentation of how choices were made, in combination with a codebook clearly documenting those choices, helps to minimize remaining uncertainty.

3. On the Other Side: Presentation and Data Access

It is at the access stage of a project that we run into text analyses’s most common violation of transparency: not providing replication data. A common reason for not providing these data is that doing so would violate the intellectual property rights of the content provider (website, news agency, etc.), although sometimes the legal concerns are more complicated, such as in the case of research on the Wikileaks cables or Jihadist texts. Sometimes other reasons prevent the researcher from providing the data, such as the sensitivity of the texts or ethical concerns for the safety of those who produced them. Researchers who seek to maximize transparency have found a variety of ways around these concerns. Some provide the document term matrix as opposed to the corpus of texts, allowing for a partial replication of the analysis. For example, the replication material for the recent article by Lucas et al provides the document term matrix for fatwas used in their analy-
sis. One reason is that some of these fatwas are potentially under copyright and reproducing them would infringe on the rights of their owners, whereas using them for text analysis falls under standard definitions of "fair use" and is not an infringement on copyright. Another possible problem is that disseminating the complete text of the jihadist fatwas in the Lucas et al. data set may raise ethical concerns or legal concerns under US anti-terrorism law—releasing document-term matrices avoids this issue as well. Others provide code allowing scholars who seek to replicate the analysis to obtain the same dataset (either through licensing or web scraping).33 These are perhaps the best available strategies when providing the raw texts is impossible, but they are each at least partially unsatisfying because they raise the cost of engaging with and replicating the work, which in turn decreases transparency. While intellectual property issues can complicate the creation of replication archives, we should still strive to always provide enough information to replicate a study.

There are also other post-analysis transparency concerns, which are comparatively rarely discussed. We cover two of them here. One of them concerns the presentation of the analysis and results. Greater steps could be taken to allow other researchers, including those less familiar with text analysis or without the computing power to fully replicate the analysis, the opportunity to "replicate" the interpretive aspects of the analysis. As an example, the researcher could set up a browser to let people explore the model and read the documents within the corpus, recreating the classification exercise for those who want to assess the results.34 With a bit of work, this kind of "transparency through visualization" could form a useful transparency tool.

The second presentation issue relates to the unit of analysis at which research conclusions are drawn. Text analysis is, naturally, done at the text level. However, that is not necessarily the level of interest for the project. Those attempting to use Twitter to measure public opinion, for instance, are not interested in the opinions of the Tweets themselves. But when we present category proportions of texts, that is what we are measuring. As a consequence, those who write the most have the loudest "voice" in our results. To address this issue, we recommend that researchers be more transparent about this concern and either come up with a strategy for aggregating up to the level of interest or justify using texts as the level of analysis.

For example, O’Connor, Stewart, and Smith (2013) use a corpus available from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) which licenses large collections of texts. Although the texts cannot themselves be made publicly available, O’Connor, Stewart, and Smith (2013) provide scripts which perform all the necessary operations on the data as provided by the LDC, meaning that any researcher with access to an institutional membership can replicate the analysis.

We used the following specification: stm(poliblog5k.docs, poliblog5k.voc, K=5, prevalence=rating, data=poliblog5k.meta, init.type=“Spectral”) with package version 1.0.8

4. Conclusion

Computer-assisted text analysis is quickly becoming an important part of social scientists’ toolkit. Thus, we need to think carefully about the implications of these methods for research transparency. In many ways the concerns we raise here reflect general concerns about transparent and replicable research.35 However, as we have highlighted, text analysis produces a number of idiosyncratic challenges for replication—from legal restrictions on the dissemination of data to the numerous, seemingly minor, text processing decisions that must be made along the way.

There is no substitute for providing all the necessary data and code to fully replicate a study. However, when full replication is just not possible, we should strive to provide as much information as is feasible given the constraints of the data source. Regardless, we strongly encourage the use of detailed and extensive supplemental appendices, which document the procedures used.

Finally, we do want to emphasize the silver lining for transparency. Text analysis of any type requires an interpretive exercise where meaning is ascribed by the analyst to a text. Through validations of document categories, and new developments in visualization, we are hopeful that the interpretive work can be more fully shared with the reader as well. Providing our readers the ability to not only evaluate our data and models, but also to make their own judgments and interpretations, is the fullest realization of research transparency.

Appendix: An Illustration of Topic Granularity

This table seeks to illustrate the need to be transparent about how researchers choose the number of topics in an unsupervised model, discussed in the paper. It shows how estimating a topic model with different numbers of topics unpacks content at different levels of granularity. The table displays the results of a structural topic model run on the poliblog5k data, a 5,000 document sample of political blogs collected during the 2008 U.S. presidential election season. The dataset is contained in the stm R package (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/stm/). The model was specified separately with 5 (left column), 20 (middle column), and 100 (right column) topics.36 Topics across the different models are aligned according to the correlation in the document-topic loadings—for example, document-topic loadings for “energy” and “financial crisis” in the 20-topic model were most closely matched with that of “economics” in the 5-topic model. With each topic in the left and middle columns, we include words that are highly correlated with those topics. While expanding the number of topics would not necessarily change the substantive conclusions of the researcher, the focus does shift in a way that may or may not be appropriate for a given research question.37
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economics (tax, legis, billion, company, econom)</th>
<th>Energy (oil, energi, tax, economi, price)</th>
<th>Jobs (Off-shore Drilling, Gas)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial Crisis (financi, bailout, mortgag, loan, earmark)</td>
<td>Taxes (Recession/Unemployment)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elections (hillari, poll, campaign, obama, voter)</td>
<td>Recession (Fuel Pricing)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parties (republican, parti, democrat, conserv, Pelosi)</td>
<td>Bailouts (Earmarks)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congressional Races (franken, rep, coleman, smith, Minnesota)</td>
<td>Inflations/Budget (Mortgage Crisis)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biden/Lieberman (biden, joe, debat, lieberman, senat)</td>
<td>Unions (Congressional Leadership)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primaries (poll, pennsylvania, virginia, percent, margin)</td>
<td>Elections (Corruption/Pork)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican General (palin, mccain, sarah, john, Alaska)</td>
<td>Parties (Minnesota Race)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidates (hillari, clinton, deleg, primari, Edward)</td>
<td>Oregen Race (Martin Luther King)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

... document loadings (theta) and choosing the topic pairings that maximize the correlation. Topics are then annotated using the 5 most probable words under the given topic-word distribution. We assigned the labels (in bold) based on manual inspection of the most probable words. The most probable words were omitted from the 100 topic model due to space constraints.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contentious Issues (guy, wright, church, media, man)</th>
<th>Online (linktocommentspostcount, postcounttb, thing, guy, think)</th>
<th>Apologies Liberal/Conservative Think Tanks Media/Press Books Writing Religious Words Internet Sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Issues (abort, school, children, gay, women)</td>
<td>Stem Cell Research Gay Rights Education Abortion (Religious) Abortion (Women’s Rights) Health Care Family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama Controversies (wright, ayer, barack, obama, black)</td>
<td>Obama Controversies Obama Fundraising Ayer Issues Speeches Jewish Community Organization Wright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change/News (warm, publish, global, newspap, stori)</td>
<td>Climate Change Newspapers Pentagon Stories Violence in News Environmental Issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal/Torture (court, investig, tortur, justic, attorney)</td>
<td>Torture (legisl, tortur, court, constitut, law)</td>
<td>Bipartisan Legislation CIA Torture Rule of Law FISA Surveillance Supreme Court Guantnamo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presidency (rove, bush, fox, cheney, white)</td>
<td>Presidency Fox News/ Rove Cheney Vice Presidency Websites Bush Legacy White House</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting Issues (immigr, acorn, illeg, union, fraud)</td>
<td>Voting Issues Voter Fraud California Gun Laws Illegal Immigration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blagojevich and Scandals (investig, blagojevich, attorney, depart, staff)</td>
<td>Blagojevich Steven Jackson Lobbying Attorney Scandal Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Military (israel, iran, iraqi, troop, russia)</td>
<td>Middle East (israel, iran, hama, isra, iranian)</td>
<td>Israel Iran Nuclear Weapons Saddam Bin Laden Link Terrorism in Middle East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq/Afghanistan Wars (iraqi, troop, iraq, afghanistan, pentagon)</td>
<td>Iraq/Afghanistan Wars Iraqis Iraq Fractions Pakistan/Afghanistan Withdrawal from Iraq Surge in Iraq Veterans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Affairs (russia, world, russian, georgia, democracy)</td>
<td>Foreign Affairs Russia and Georgia Nuclear North Korea Rice and Foreign Policy Opposition Governments American Vision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When judging the usefulness of methods, it is not only their technical principles that matter, but also how these principles are then translated into applied practice. No matter how well developed our techniques and methods are, if their usage runs against their spirit, they cannot be what they originally were: transitory condensations of a shared understanding that are valid until improved.

The more popular a specific method becomes, the greater the need for shared understandings among users. This was our motivation for proposing a “code of good standards” for Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA). Due to the transitory nature of any such list, we subsequently provided an update. Transparency is one of the major underlying themes of this list.

QCA is the most formalized and widespread method making use of set-analytic thinking as a fundamental logical basis for qualitative case analysis. The goal consists of the identification of sufficient and necessary conditions for outcomes, and their derivates, namely INUS and SUIN conditions. Of methodological advancement, if such standards are recognized for what they ought to be: transitory condensations of a shared understanding that are valid until improved.

Claudius Wagemann
Goethe University, Frankfurt

Carsten Q. Schneider
Central European University, Budapest

1 Schneider and Wagemann 2010.
2 In Schneider and Wagemann 2012, 275ff.
3 Goertz and Mahoney 2012, 11.
4 INUS stands for “Insufficient but Necessary part of a condition which is itself Unnecessary but Sufficient for the result” (Mackie 1965, 246). SUIN stands for “Sufficient but Unnecessary part of a factor that is Insufficient but Necessary for the result” (Mahoney, Kimball, and Koivu 2009, 126).
different ways than the phenomenon itself). The systematic nature of QCA has resulted in a series of applications from different disciplines.

It is easier to think about transparency issues in QCA when we understand QCA both as a systematic variant of comparative case study methods and as a truth table analysis (which is at the core of the standard QCA algorithm). While regarding QCA as a research approach links the transparency discussion to comparative case-study methods in general, looking at QCA from a technical point of view leads to a discussion of transparency desiderata at specific phases of the analysis. After discussing the transparency criteria that derive from these two perspectives, we will briefly discuss more recent developments in QCA methods and link them to the transparency debate.

**Transparency for QCA as an Approach**

Every QCA should respect a set of general transparency rules, such as making available the raw data matrix, the truth table that is derived from that matrix, the solution formula, and central parameters, such as consistency and coverage measures. If this requires more space than is permitted in a standard article format, then there are numerous ways to render this fundamental information available, either upon request or (better) in online appendices.

Going beyond these obvious requirements for reporting the data and the findings from the analysis, QCA, being a comparative case-oriented method, also has to consider the central elements of any comparative case study method when it comes to transparency issues. For instance, case selection is an important step in comparative research. As with comparative methods in general, in QCA there should always be an explicit and detailed justification for the (non-)selection of cases. QCA is usually about middle-range theories, and it is therefore of central importance to explicitly define the reference population. More often than not, the cases used in a QCA are the entire target population, but this needs to be stated explicitly.

The calibration of sets is crucial for any set-analytic method and needs to be performed in a transparent manner. For each concept involved in the analysis (conditions and outcome), researchers must determine and transparently justify each case’s membership in these sets. This requires both a clear conceptual understanding of the meaning of each set and of the relevant empirical information on each case. All subsequent statements and conclusions about the case and the concept depend on the calibration decisions taken, so transparency regarding calibration decisions is particularly crucial.

The need for transparency with regard to calibration also renders the publication of the raw data matrix from which the calibrated data stem very important. The information contained in such a raw data matrix can consist of anything from standardized off-the-shelf data to in-depth case knowledge, content analysis, archival research, or interviews. Whatever transparency standards are in place for these data collection methods also hold for QCA. Ultimately, transparency on set calibration then culminates in reporting the reasons for choosing the location of the qualitative anchors, especially the 0.5 anchor, as the latter establishes the qualitative difference between cases that are more in a set vs. those that are more out.

The need to be transparent about calibration also raises an issue that is sometimes (erroneously) portrayed as a special feature of QCA—the “back and forth between ideas and evidence.” “Evidence” generated by a truth table analysis (see below) may provoke new “ideas,” which then produce new evidence based on another truth table analysis. This is nothing new for qualitative research. In QCA, “moving back and forth between ideas and evidence” might mean adding and/or dropping conditions or cases, not only as robustness tests, but also prior to that as a result of learning from the data. Initial truth table analysis might reveal that a given condition is not part of any solution formula and thus superfluous, or might suggest aggregating previously separate (but similarly working) conditions in macro-conditions. After initial analyses, scholars might also recalibrate sets. Whether we refer to these as iterative processes or as “serendipity,” there is nothing bad nor unusual about updating beliefs and analytic decisions during the research process—as long, of course, as this is not sold to the reader as a deductive theory-testing story. Indeed, “emphasis on process” is a key characteristic of qualitative research. An important challenge of transparency in QCA research is figuring out how scholars can be explicit about the multi-stage process that led to their results without providing a diary-like account. This also ensures replicability of the results.

**Transparency in the Truth Table Analysis**

At the heart of any QCA is the analysis of a truth table. Such a truth table consists of all the 2^n logically possible combinations (rows) of the n conditions. For each row, researchers test whether the empirical evidence supports the claim that the row is a subset of the outcome. Those rows that pass the test can be considered sufficient for the outcome. The result of this procedure is a truth table in which each row has one outcome value assigned to it: is either sufficient for the outcome (1) or not (0), or belongs to a logical remainder. Assignment to the logical remainder means that the particular combination of conditions only exists in theory, but that there is no empirically existing case that exhibits the particular combination that defines this row of the table. This truth table is then subjected to

---

3. Regarding QCA as an approach, see Berg-Schlosser et al. 2009.
5. On calibration, see Ragin 2008, 71ff; Schneider and Wagemann 2012, 32ff.
6. Regarding interviews as the source of a raw data matrix, see Basuro and Specer 2012.
logical minimization, usually with the help of appropriate software capable of performing the Quine-McCluskey algorithm of logical minimization.

Both the construction of the truth table and its logical minimization require several decisions: most importantly, how consistent the empirical evidence must be for a row to be considered sufficient for the outcome and how logical remainders are treated. Transparency requires that researchers explicitly state what decisions they have taken on these issues and why they have taken them.

**The Treatment of Logical Remainders**

More specifically, with regard to the treatment of logical remainders, it is important to note that virtually all social science research, whether based on observational or experimental data, confronts the problem of limited diversity. In QCA, this omnipresent phenomenon manifests itself in the form of logical remainder rows and is thus clearly visible to researchers and readers. This, in itself, is already an important, built-in transparency feature of QCA, which sets it apart from many, if not most, other data analysis techniques.

When confronted with limited diversity, researchers have to make decisions about how to treat the so-called logical remainders because these decisions shape the solution formulas obtained, often labeled as conservative (no assumptions on remainders), most parsimonious (all simplifying assumptions), and intermediate solution (only easy counterfactuals).\(^{15}\) Researchers need to state explicitly which simplifying assumptions are warranted—and why. Not providing this information makes it difficult, if not impossible, for the reader to gauge whether a row ought to be considered sufficient or not: which of the cases that contradict the statement of sufficiency in a given row, are, in fact, true logically contradictory cases.\(^{18}\) In fuzzy-set QCA, two truth table rows with the same raw consistency scores can differ in the sense that one contains one or more true contradictory cases whereas the other does not. True contradictory cases hold scores in the condition and outcome sets that not only contradict subset relation statements by degree but also by kind. That is, such cases are much stronger evidence against a meaningful subset relation. Hiding such important information behind a (low) consistency score not only contradicts the case-oriented nature of QCA, but is also not in line with transparency criteria.

**Presenting The Solution Formula**

When reporting the solution formula, researchers must report the so-called parameters of fit, consistency and coverage, in order to express how well the solution fits the data and how much of the outcome is explained by it. To this, we add that the transparency and interpretation of QCA results is greatly enhanced if researchers link the formal-logical solution back to cases. This is best done by reporting—for each sufficient term and the overall solution formula—which of the cases are typical and which of them deviate by either contradicting the statement of sufficiency (deviant cases consistency) or by remaining unexplained (deviant cases coverage).\(^{19}\)

With regard to this latter point, Thomann’s recent article provides a good example. Explaining customization of EU policies, she finds four sufficient terms, i.e., combinations of conditions that are sufficient for the outcome of interest. As can be seen in Figure 1, each term explains a different set of cases; some cases are covered, or explained, by more than one term; and some cases contradict the statement of sufficiency, indicated in bold font. Based on this information, it is much easier for the reader to check the plausibility and substantive interpretation of the solution. Transparency would be further increased by indicating the uniquely covered typical cases, the deviant cases coverage, and the individually irrelevant cases.\(^{20}\)

**New Developments**

QCA is rapidly developing.\(^{21}\) This is why standards of good practice need to be updated. While the principal commitment to transparency remains unaltered, the precise content of this general rule needs to be specified as new issues are brought onto the agenda, both by proponents and critics of QCA.

---

15 For details, see Ragin 2008, 147ff; Schneider and Wagemann 2012, 167ff.
16 Ragin 2008, 147ff.
17 Schneider and Wagemann 2012, 198.
18 Schneider and Wagemann 2012, 127. Schneider and Rohlffing (2013) use the terminology of deviant cases consistency in kind vs. in degree.
19 See Schneider and Rohlffing 2013.
20 See Schneider and Rohlffing (2013) for details.
21 For a recent overview, see Marx et al. 2014.
Performing Robustness Tests

In QCA, truth table analysis raises particularly important issues of robustness. Scholars need to demonstrate that equally plausible analytic decisions would not lead to substantively different results. Reporting the findings of meaningful robustness tests is therefore a critical aspect of transparency.

The issue of the robustness of QCA results has been on the agenda for quite a while and is currently receiving increased attention. In order to be meaningful, any robustness tests themselves need to be transparent and “[…] need to stay true to the fundamental principles and nature of set-theoretic methods and thus cannot be a mere copy of robustness tests known to standard quantitative techniques.” Elsewhere, we have proposed two specific dimensions on which robustness can be assessed for QCA, namely the question of (1.) whether “different choices lead to differences in the parameters of fit that are large enough to warrant a meaningfully different interpretation” and (2.) whether results based on different analytical choices are still in a subset relation. Transparency, in our view, requires that users test whether plausible changes in the calibration (e.g., different qualitative anchors or functional forms), in the raw consistency levels, and in the case selection (adding or dropping cases) produce substantively different results. Any publication should contain at least a footnote, or even better, an (online) appendix explicating the effects, if any, of different analytic choices on the results obtained. Such practice is becoming more and more common.

Revealing Model Ambiguity

It has been known for quite a while in the QCA literature that for one and the same truth table, there can be more than one logically equivalent solution formula. Thiem has recently shown that this phenomenon might be more widespread in applied QCA than thought. Most likely, one reason for the underestimation of the extent of the problem is the fact that researchers often do not report model ambiguity. Transparency dictates, though, that researchers report all different logically equivalent solution formulas, especially in light of the fact that there is not (yet) any principled argument based on which one of these solutions should be preferred for substantive interpretation.

Analyzing Necessary Conditions

For a long time, the analysis of necessity has been treated as a dispensable addendum to the analysis of sufficiency, most likely because the latter is the essence of the truth table analysis, while the former can be easily performed on the basis of isolated conditions and their complements. A recently increased focus on the intricacies of analyzing necessary conditions has triggered two desiderata for transparency. First, when assessing the empirical relevance of a necessary condition, researchers should not only check whether the necessary condition is bigger than the outcome set (i.e. is consistent) and how much so (i.e. is trivial). In addition, researchers need to report how much bigger the necessary condition is vis-à-vis its own negation, i.e., how frequently it occurs in the data. Conditions that are found in (almost) all cases are normally trivially necessary. We propose the Relevance of Necessity (RoN) parameter as a straightforward approach to detecting both sources of ambiguity.

---

**Table 1: Sufficient conditions for extensive customization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>RESP<em>SAL</em>coerc</th>
<th>+ RESP<em>SAL</em>RES</th>
<th>+ sal<em>VPL</em>COERC</th>
<th>+ RESP<em>VPO</em>COERC ⇔ CUSTOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single case coverage</td>
<td>AU:d4</td>
<td>AU:d2, 6,7</td>
<td>FR:d6,7,9,12,13,a1,3, d4,8</td>
<td>AU:d1,2,4,6,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UK:d2,6,7,10,12,13, a4</td>
<td>GE:d2,4,7,10,a4</td>
<td>GE:d6,12,13,a1</td>
<td>GE:d1,2,4,6,7,10,12,13, a4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>0.903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw coverage</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>0.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique coverage</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Solution consistency:** 0.805, **solution coverage:** 0.757

**Notes:** **Bold:** contradictory case.

AU = Austria, FR = France, GE = Germany, UK = United Kingdom.

Raw consistency threshold: 0.764. Next highest consistency score: 0.669

1 path omitted due to low empirical relevance (see online appendix B, Table B3).

---

**Figure 1: Solution Formula with Types of Cases**

Thomann 2015, 12. Reproduced with permission of the author.

Seawright 2005; Skaaning 2011.

E.g., Krogsrud et al. 2014.

Schneider and Wagemann 2012, 285.

Schneider and Wagemann 2012, 286.

Schneider and Wagemann 2012, 287ff.

See, for example, Schneider and Makszin 2014 and their online appendix at http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/24456 or Ide, who summarizes his robustness tests in Table 2 (2015, 67.).

Thiem 2014.
trivialness of a necessary condition. Transparency requires that one report this parameter for any condition that is postulated as being a necessary condition. Second, if researchers decide to stipulate two or more single conditions as functionally equivalent, with each of them alone not being necessary but only in their logical union, then all other logical unions of conditions that pass the consistency and RoN test must also be reported. This parallels the above-mentioned need to report model ambiguity during the analysis of sufficiency.

Conclusions

In this brief essay, we have discussed and updated our earlier list of requirements for high-quality QCA with regard to both QCA as a specific technique and QCA as a general research approach. We have then added some reflections on other transparency requirements that follow from recent methodological developments.

Current software developments facilitate many of the transparency requirements. Of most promise here are the R packages specific to QCA and set-theoretic methods more generally. Compared to point-and-click software, script-based software environments facilitate transparency and replicability. Specific robustness test routines can be implemented in the relevant packages; simplifying assumptions can be displayed with a simple command; various forms of graphical representations of solutions can easily produced, etc.

Standards for transparency in QCA research, just as other technical standards, are useful, but only if, or as long as, they do not ossify and turn into unreflected rituals. Researchers cannot be left off the hook when it comes to making decisions on unavoidable trade-offs. Transparency might conflict with other important goals, such as the need to protect information sources, readability, and space constraints. None of this is unique to QCA, though. Even if a full implementation of all best practices is often not feasible, we still deem it important that such standards exist.
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Hermeneutics and the Question of Transparency

Andrew Davison
Vassar College

The call for “evidentiary and logical” data-transparency standards in the APSA’s “Statement on Data Access and Research Transparency (DA-RT)” opens an important conversation about transparency in political inquiry. In what follows, I consider what transparency might mean in the context of the herme-
neutical interpretation of texts, as an empirical and non-posi-
tivist mode of political inquiry.

Hermeneutics is itself a diverse tradition. I write primarily within the tradition of the philosophical hermeneutics of Hans-Georg Gadamer, whose insights I have sought to elaborate and illustrate for political explanation. Gadamerian hermeneutics offers what may be understood as guides for transparency. Yet understanding these guides requires delineating how hermeneutics constitutes the explanatory situation of political inquiry in terms very much at odds with the monolingual, empiri-
cist-positivist, data- and method-driven emphases of the DA-RT Statement’s vision of transparency. A monolanguage “tends...to reduce language to the One, that is, to the hegemony of the homogenous.” Hermeneutics seriously challenges the idea that there can ever be a single, operational language for constituting anything; in the context of the DA-RT Statement, it parts with the idea that the Statement’s empiricist-positivist, social scientific constitutive terms adequately characterize all forms of political inquiry. A brief elaboration of how DA-RT homogenizes all political inquiry in empiricist-positivist terms and thus erases important, alternative empirical and non-
scientistic ways of constituting political inquiry seems helpful to clarifying a different, contrasting vision of transparency available within hermeneutical political inquiry.

Essentially, the DA-RT Statement and its supporting lit-

erature assume that all political inquirers work in a world of inquiry that understands itself as a “science” of “knowledge” “production” and “transfer,” in which researchers “gather,” “extract,” “collect,” and “base conclusions” on “data” (or “evidence”/“information”), “using” different “methods.” Indeed, the promulgation of the guidelines follows concerns in the APSA’s Governing Council about problems of non-replicability and “multiple instances” in which scholars were unwilling or unable to “provide information” on “how they had derived a particular conclusion from a specific set of data or observations.” Making “data” available on which “inference and interpretations are based” (“data access”), explaining the gen-

esis of the data (“production transparency”), and demonstrating the data’s use (“analytical transparency”) are, for the supporters of DA-RT, indispensable for valid, rigorous, accurate, credible, and legitimate knowledge.

The homogenization of political inquiry into data- and method-driven empiricism-positivism is happening in the con-
text of otherwise welcome efforts to open the tent of political inquiry as wide as possible. Lupia and Elman underscore that DA-RT aims for “epistemically neutral” standards that respect the integrity of, apply across, and facilitate communication between diverse Political Science “research traditions” and “communities.”

Political Science is a methodologically diverse discipline, and we are sometimes unable to appreciate how other social scientists generate their conclusions....Higher standards of data access and research transparency will make cross-border understanding more attainable.

But the tent stretches only as far as the terms of data- and method-driven analysis reach. Non-quantitative research is generally categorized as “qualitative” and uniformly character-
ized in empiricist-positivist terms: “Transparency in any re-
search tradition—whether qualitative or quantitative—requires that scholars show they followed the rules of data collection and analysis that guide the specific type of research in which they are engaged.” “[Qualitative] research generally entails … producing thick, rich, and open-ended data;” “Qualitative scholars … gather their own data, rather than rely solely on a shared dataset;” They may not “share a commitment to replication [but] should value greater visibility of data and methods.” For Lupia and Elman, “our prescriptive methodologies”—they mention statistical analysis, mathematical modeling, seeking meaning in texts, ethnographic fieldwork, and laboratory experimentation—“all involve extracting information from the social world, analyzing the resulting data, and reaching a conclusion based on a combination of the evidence and its analysis.”

There are of course non-quantitative researchers who embrace qualitative empiricist-positivist practice—who have, to emphasize the point, “methodologies” that “extract” “information,” “analyze” “resulting data,” and “reach” “conclusion[s] based on a combination of evidence and its analysis”—but not all of us engaged in political analysis do, and those of us who constitute our practices in hermeneutical terms do so from principled commitments other than those of empiricism-positivism, with its foundation in the unity of science, and its consequent commitment to methodologically governed sense-data observation, generalizable theorization, and deductive-nomological explanation. The idea of the unity of science suggests that the differences between the non-human natural (usually

4 DA-RT Ad Hoc Committee 2014, 25.
6 Lupia and Elman 2014, 22.
7 DA-RT Ad Hoc Committee 2014, 27–28; see also Elman and Kapiszewski 2014.
8 Lupia and Elman 2014, 20 and 22.
empiricist-positivist) sciences and the human-social sciences are a matter of degree—not fundamental—such that the governing terms and practices of the former, like “data and method,” may be seamlessly replicated within the latter. The hermeneutic tradition begins elsewhere, viewing the differences between the two domains as fundamental, and, therefore, endorsing different explanatory terms and practices.

While this is not the place for an exhaustive account of Gadamerian hermeneutics, a delineation of its central presuppositions, along with some brief illustrations, may prove helpful for showing what transparency might mean for this research approach. For hermeneutics, social and political explanation presupposes that human beings are meaning-making creatures who constitute their actions, practices, relations, and institutions with purposes that must be accounted for in any compelling explanation. Rather than the scientific theorization of causality through stabilized operational terms, hermeneutics favors the analysis of the multiple and layered, subjective and inter-subjective meanings that constitute texts or text analogues (actions, practices, relations, and institutions). “Constitute” here means to mark the identity of, and distinguish from, other texts or text-analogues that appear similar based on the observation of sense-data alone—such that, where constitutive meanings differ, the text or text-analogues differ as well. Constitutive meanings are, in principle, accessible in and through open-ended actual or metaphorical (as in archival) conversation out of which the interpreter produces accounts or constellations of meanings. These constellations of meanings include both the meaningful horizons of the interpreter that have come to expression through the foregrounding—the bringing to conscious awareness and conversation—of the interpreter’s prejudgments in relation to a perplexing question, and the horizons or meanings of the text or text-analogue that the interpreter receives in conversation.

Gadamer referred to this constellation as a fusion of horizons (often mistaken for uncritical agreement or affirmation).9 The fusion entails coming to understand differently: an alteration of some kind in the content of the interpreter’s fore-horizons or pre-conversational understanding. “It is enough to say that we understand in a different way, if we understand at all.”10 Understanding in a different way can mean many things. The interpreter—and thus those with whom the interpreter is in explanatory exchange—may come to see the perplexing text or text analogue in either a slightly or radically different way, with a new set of critical concerns, or with a new awareness of the even more opaque quality of the initial perplexity (etc.). The key analytical guideline is to make and keep a conversation going in which some alteration in the interpreter’s prior understanding occurs—so that one understands differently (perhaps so differently that while one may disagree with the constitutive meanings of a text, one’s disagreement has become nearly impossible, not because one wishes to agree but because one has come to understand).

There is more to say, but already it is possible to identify aspects of hermeneutical explanation that may be made transparent, that is, that may be made explicit for other interlocutors as part of conversational inquiry: the identification and expression of the initial perplexity or question that prompted the conversational engagement; the horizons of which the interpreter has become conscious and that have been foregrounded in ongoing conversation; the meanings the interpreter has received in conversation in their multiplicity and constitutively layered qualities; and how, having been in conversation, the interpreter has come to understand differently. The hermeneutical approach therefore constitutes the explanatory situation very differently than data and method-driven, empiricism-positivism.

The constitutive terms are not data and method, but constitutive meaning and conversation (or dialogue, or multilogue). There are no initial data; there are questions or perplexing ideas that reach an interpreter and that the interpreter receives because they have engaged curiosities or questions within the interpreter’s fore-horizons. Hermeneutics is empirical (based on the conceptually receptive observation of constitutive meanings) without being empiricist (based on sensory observation, or instrumental sensory enhancement). Meaningfulness—not evidence—arrives, reaches one like a wave; prejudgments occur and reoccur. Hermeneutics envisions foregrounding and putting at play these prejudices as inquiry. Putting at play means foregrounding for conversation the elements of the interpreter’s fore-horizons of which the interpreter becomes, through conversation, conscious. Interpretation involves not collecting or extracting information, but resolute and considerate, conversational receptivity, an openness to receiving meaningfulness from the text—even where the perplexity is surprising or unsettling, and often especially then—and from within the conscious prejudgments that flash and emerge in the reception of the texts. The hermeneutical, conversational interpretation of texts offers access to the concepts meaningfully constitutive of the lives, practices, and relations that inquirers seek to understand or explain.

In conversation, the interpreter aims to let the great variety of happenings of conversation happen: questioning, listening, suggesting, pausing, interrupting, comparing, criticizing, suspending, responding—and additional reflection, suggestion, etc. Conversation does not mean interview or short-lived, harmonious exchange; it entails patient exploration of crucial constitutive meanings. Criticism—to take the most controversial aspect—happens in conversation. (One could say that, in some interlocutive contexts, interlocutors make their strongest assertions in conversation; without such foregrounding there would be no conversation.) But conversation is neither a method nor a strategy; it is a rule of thumb that suggests an interpreter ought to proceed in ways that cannot be anticipated or stipulated in advance, to receive unanticipated, perplexing, novel, or even unsurprising qualities of a text. Not surveying but being led elsewhere in and through actual or metaphorical, reciprocal reflection—receiving/listening, rereceiving/relistening.

---

10 Gadamer 1989, 297.
Hermeneutical engagement is, therefore, less about reaching a conclusion than immersion in the meaningfulness of difficult conversation. It seeks not to dismiss or to affirm a prior theoretical hunch or conceptual framework (though a new dismissal or re-affirmation may constitute a different understanding). Almost without seeking, it seeks a conversational alteration in the interpreter’s fore-horizons, and those with whom the interpreter, as theorist, converses. As such, hermeneutics requires not concluding but losing—not in the sense of not winning, but in the sense of relinquishing or resituating a prior outlook, of allowing something else to happen in one’s understanding. Hermeneutics encourages losing in the sense of altering the constitutive horizons of conversationally engaged practices of social and political theorization.

There is more to say abstractly about transparency within hermeneutics, but two all-too brief examples of what losing might mean in the context of explanatory practice may be helpful. Both are drawn from studies concerning the question of political modernity in Turkey, and both involve hermeneutical engagement with texts that express meanings constitutive of political practice. In this regard, these examples also help illustrate how the hermeneutical interpretation of texts relates to the explanation of political practices and power relations. In my studies of what is commonly described as “the secular state” in Turkey, I have suggested that to explain the constitutive vision and practices associated with “Turkey’s secular state,” inquirers must lose “secularism” for “laicism.”

“Secularism” meaningfully connotes possible structural differentiation and separation of spheres and is a central analytical concept in the forehorizon of non-hermeneutical, aspirationally nomological, comparative-empiricist political analysis. “Laicism,” derived in Turkey from the French laïcisme and brought to expression in Turkish as laiklik, connotes possible structural and interpretive integration. Laicism was, moreover and fundamentally, the expressed aim and meaningfully constitutive principle of the founding Kemalist reconfiguration in the 1920s of the prior Ottoman state-Islam relation—a reconfiguration that entailed aspects of separation within overarching constitutive emphases and practices of structural and interpretive integration, control, and official promotion. Hermeneutically speaking, authoritatively describing the founding power relations between state and religion in Turkey as “secular” (with its non- or sometimes anti-religious connotations) thus misses their definitive, constitutive laicist and laicizing (not secular or secularizing) qualities.

It further leads to unconvincing accounts of recent theopolitics in Turkey as radical departure, as opposed to consistent and serious intensification.12

A second example: In Mehmet Düşemici’s hermeneutical analysis of the mid-twentieth century debate in Turkey over Turkey’s application to the European Economic Community, Düşemici effectively suggests that to explain Turkey-Europe relations, inquirers must lose “Turks as not- or not-yet-European” for “Turks as fully European.”13 Hermeneutically engaging texts of profound existential debate between 1959 (Turkey’s EEC application) and 1980 (when a military coup squelched the debate), Düşemici illuminates something—modernity in Turkey—that defies empiricist social scientific judgment about Turkey-Europe relations: Between 1959 and 1980, “Turks inquired into who they were and where they were going…. To the extent that this active, self-reflexive and self-defining experience of modernity is historically of European origin…Turkey had during these years, become fully European.”14 Just as to explain the power relations constitutive of Turkey’s state, inquirers must lose secularism for laicism, to explain the Turkey-EEC relation as that relation was constituted—made what it was in Turkey—inquirers must lose “not/ not yet modern/European” for “fully modern/European.” Losing as social theoretical alteration—establishing momentarily a new horizon for continuing conversation and thought about secularity, laicité, modernity, Europe, Turkey, Islam, East, West, borders, etc.—happens through hermeneutical engagement with the texts (archives, debates, etc.) expressive of the meanings constitutive of political practice.

In such inquiry, replication of results is not impossible—one may read the texts of the aforementioned analyses and receive the same meaningfulness—but, for credible and legitimate conversation, is also not necessarily desired. There is awareness that any interpreter may see a text (or text-analogue) differently and thus may initiate and make conversation happen from within a different fore-horizon. The range of different interpretations may continually shift; conversation may always begin again and lead somewhere else. There is no final interpretation, not only because others see something entirely new but also because old questions palpitate differently. There is no closing the gates of interpretation around even the most settled question.

The reasons for this open-endedness relate in part to the interplay between subjective and intersubjective meanings, which has implications for transparency. Subjective meanings are purposes constitutive of individual action; intersubjective meanings are shared and contested understandings constitutive of relational endeavors (practices, etc.). For example, a subjective meaning constitutive of my work on laiklik is to understand possibilities for organizing the relationship between power and valued traditions; intersubjectively, this meaningfulness is itself constituted by my participation in inquiry (a practice) concerning the politics of secularism. Intersubjectively, none of the terms of my subjective meaning—“understand,” “power,” “secular,” etc.—are “mine.” They indicate my participation in a shared, and contested, language of inquiry. Subjectivity is always already intersubjectively constituted, and a full awareness of constitutive intersubjective content eludes the grasp of any interlocutor. Indeed, after Wittgenstein, Marx, Freud, Foucault, and Derrida, there is a compelling recognition that the linguistic, material, psychological, discur-

---

12 Parla and Davison 2008.
13 Düşemici 2013, 227.
14 Düşemici 2013, 227.
sive, and différence sources of meaning lie prior to or outside the conscious apprehension of interpreting subjects.

While hermeneutics may therefore be significantly transparent about the happenings of conversation, it is also transparent about the impossibility of complete transparency. Aspects of the subjective and intersubjective meanings of laïklık, for example, may be received in the founding archives, but their constitutedness reaches deep into the lives of the main political actors, Ottoman archives, and those of the French Third Republic. Hermeneutical explanation thus always occurs within unsurpassable limits of subjective and intersubjective human comprehension. Something may always elude, remain ambiguous or opaque, and/or come to conversation for understanding differently—even for understanding hermeneutical understanding differently: My view is that, in favoring constitutive alteration and losing over knowledge accumulation, hermeneutics must be open to losing even its own governing characterization of the hermeneutical situation.

Hermeneutically raising the possibility of losing hermeneutics allows me to underscore what is most compelling about Gadamer’s hermeneutics, namely its philosophical, not methodological, emphasis: it does not prescribe rules for interpretation in order to understand. Rather, it suggests that the interpretation of meaning happens as if it were a conversation—receiving perplexity, ceaselessly foregrounding fore-horizons, letting the meaningfulness of the perplexity come through, losing, understanding differently. In my work, I have tried to adapt this to inquiry with rules of thumb for interpretation, but the disposition needs no rules. The openness of hermeneutics lies in its not being a method. If one views social life as meaningfully constituted, then conversation is what happens when one understands. And in inquiry, this occurs with a variety of methodological (e.g., contextualist, presentist) and political philosophical (e.g., critical theoretical, conservative, etc.) fore-horizons. Rival interpretations of texts in the history of political thought—The Prince teaches evil or a flexible disposition or strategic aesthetic perspectival politics—essentially indicate the putting at play of different pre-judgments in the reception of a perplexing text. Even an imposed, imperial reading may be reconstructed in conversational terms—as the foregrounding of fore-horizons. (Imposition can shut down conversation, but, in some interlocutive contexts, it can also stimulate it.)

From somewhere other than method, one may further say that hermeneutical analysis does not require hermeneutics. Hélène Cixous’ “pirate reading” of The Song of Roland, which she “detested adored,” resembles a conversational engagement. She “abandons” “the idea of fidelity” that she had “inherited from my father” and had “valued above all.” “I loved Roland and suddenly”—while struggling to see the face of her schoolgirl classmate, Zohra Drif—“I no longer saw any way to love him, I left him.” But she could not “give up reading” and loses fidelity for “be[ing] touched on all sides.” Conversation—“The song has no tears except on one side.”—and she “understands” differently:

I drew The Song toward me but who was I, I did several different readings at the same time when I rebelled with the Saracens. ... before the corpse of the one I could understand Roland’s pain I could understand the pain of King Malecud before the other corpse, before each corpse the same pain ... . I could understand the color of the song when I saw that the song sees Count Roland as more and more white the others as more and more black and having only teeth that are white I can do nothing than throw the book across the room it falls under the chair. It’s quite useless. I am touched on all sides ... I can no longer close my eyes I saw the other killed, all kill the others, all the others of the others kill the others all smoother trust and pity, the spine of the gods split without possible recourse, pride and wrongdoing are on all sides. But the very subtle and passionate song pours all portions of tears over the one to whom it has sworn fidelity. All of a sudden I recognize its incense and fusional blandishment. How is evil beautiful, how beautiful evil is, and how seductive is dreadful pride, I am terrified. I have loved evil, pain, hurt, I hate it, all of a sudden I hatedloved it. The song seduced and abandoned me. No, I abandoned myself to the song. There is no greater treachery.

“Rebelled with the Saracens,” “the color of the song,” “useless,” “its incense,” “I am terrified,” “hatedloved,” ... all original contributions to knowing The Song of Roland. Practicing/not practicing hermeneutics, one must be prepared to let, receive, foreground, converse, lose, and understand differently; and, to underscore, to be open to understanding even these terms (conversation, etc.) differently. As noted above, these aspects of conversational inquiry—the identification of the interpretive perplexity; the letting, foregrounding, and reception of constitutive meaningfulness, both within an interpreter’s forehorizons and within texts as they are received conversationally within those horizons; and understanding differently as losing and conceptual alteration—provide the basis for a kind of transparency that may be encouraged in conversation with the aspirations of the DA-RT Statement.

The hermeneutical rejection of the unity of science implies an unfortunate binary between data and meaning, especially insofar as both are situated in a common, and contested, project of social and political explanation. Cross-border work between data- and meaning-governed analyses occurs, and one can be interested in both, in various ways. Yet, within the Gadamerian tradition, among other non-empiricist and non-positivist approaches to political inquiry, the distinction has meaning, and the terms constitutive of one world (e.g., data) are not always meaningful in others. Let’s be transparent: to speak as the DA-RT Statement does, in data and method terms,
is to speak a very particular language. Political inquiry is multilingual. The customary tendency at the disciplinary-administrative level is for the standardizing terms of empiricism-positivism to dominate conversation and for hermeneutics not to be read with the relevance to explanation that it understands itself as having.
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While the aims of APSA’s Data Access and Research Transparency (DA-RT) initiative are incontrovertible, it is not yet clear how to best operationalize the task force’s recommendations in the context of process tracing research. In this essay, I link the question of how to improve analytic transparency to current debates in the methodological literature on how to establish process tracing as a rigorous analytical tool. There are tremendous gaps between recommendations and actual practice when it comes to improving and elucidating causal inferences and facilitating accumulation of knowledge. In order to narrow these gaps, we need to carefully consider the challenges inherent in these recommendations alongside the potential benefits. We must also take into account feasibility constraints so that we do not inadvertently create strong disincentives for conducting process tracing.

Process tracing would certainly benefit from greater analytic transparency. As others have noted, practitioners do not always clearly present the evidence that substantiates their arguments or adequately explain the reasoning through which they reached casual inferences. These shortcomings can make it very difficult for scholars to interpret and evaluate an author’s conclusions. At worst, such narratives may read as little more than potentially plausible hypothetical accounts.

Researchers can make significant strides toward improving analytic transparency and the overall quality of process tracing by (a) showcasing evidence in the main text as much as possible, including quotations from interviews and documents wherever relevant, (b) identifying and discussing background information that plays a central role in how we interpret evidence, (c) illustrating causal mechanisms, (d) assessing salient alternative explanations, and (e) including enough description of context and case details beyond our key pieces of evidence for readers to evaluate additional alternative hypotheses that may not have occurred to the author. Wood’s research on democratization from below is a frequently lauded example that illustrates many of these virtues.2 Wood clearly articulates the causal process through which mobilization by poor and working-class groups led to democratization in El
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Salvador and South Africa, provides extensive and diverse case evidence to establish each step in the causal process, carefully considers alternative explanations, and explains why they are inconsistent with the evidence. Wood’s use of interview evidence is particularly compelling. For example, in the South African case, she provides three extended quotations from business leaders that illustrate the mechanism through which mobilization led economic elites to change their regime preferences in favor of democratization: they came to view democracy as the only way to end the massive economic disruption created by strikes and protests.5

Beyond these sensible if potentially demanding steps, can we do more to improve analytic transparency and causal inference in process tracing? Recent methodological literature has suggested two possible approaches: explicit application of Van Evera’s (1997) process tracing tests, and the use of Bayesian logic to guide inference. As a practitioner who has experimented with both approaches and compared them to traditional narrative-based process tracing, I would like to share some reflections from my own experience that I hope will contribute to the conversation about the extent to which these approaches may or may not enhance analytic transparency.

I became interested in the issue of analytic transparency after submitting an article manuscript on strategies for taxing economic elites in unequal democracies, which included four Latin American case studies. The case narratives employed process tracing to illustrate the causal impact of reform strategies on the fate of proposed tax-reform initiatives. I marshaled key pieces of evidence from in-depth fieldwork, including interviews, congressional records, and newspaper reports to substantiate my arguments. However, several of the reviews that I received upon initial submission questioned the contribution of qualitative evidence to the article’s causal argument. For example, a reviewer who favored large-n, frequentist hypothesis-testing objected that the case evidence was anecdotal and could not establish causality. Another reviewer was skeptical of the hypothesis that presidential appeals invoking widely shared values like equity could create space for reforms that might not otherwise be feasible—a key component of my explanation of how the center-left Lagos administration in Chile was able to eliminate a regressive tax benefit—and felt that the case study did not provide enough evidence to substantiate the argument.

These reviews motivated me to write what I believe is the first published step-by-step account that explicitly illustrates how process-tracing tests underpin inferences drawn in a case narrative.4 I chose one of the four case studies and systematically identified each piece of evidence in the case narrative. I also included several additional pieces of evidence beyond those present in the text to further substantiate my argument. Applying state-of-the-art methods literature, I explained the logical steps that allowed me to draw causal inferences from each piece of evidence and evaluated how strongly each piece of evidence supported my argument with reference to particular types of tests. For example, I explained that specific statements from opposition politicians indicating that President Lagos’ equity appeal compelled the right-party coalition to reluctantly accept the tax reform provide very strong evidence in favor of my explanation, not only because these statements affirm that explanation and illustrate the underlying causal mechanism, but also because it would be extremely surprising to uncover such evidence if the equity appeal had no causal effect.5 Based on these observations, the equity appeal hypothesis can be said to pass “smoking gun” tests: this evidence is not necessary to establish the hypothesis, but it can be taken as sufficient to affirm the hypothesis.6 Stated in slightly different terms, the evidence is not certain—hearing right-wing sources confess that the government’s strategy forced their hand is not an ineluctable prediction of the equity-appeal hypothesis, but it is unique to that hypothesis—these observations would not be predicted if the equity hypothesis were incorrect.7 Other types of tests (hoop, straw-in-the-wind, doubly decisive) entail different combinations of these criteria.

While this exercise was most immediately an effort to convince scholars from diverse research traditions of the soundness of the article’s findings, this type of procedure also advances analytic transparency by helping readers understand and assess the research. Scholars cannot evaluate process tracing if they are not familiar with the method’s logic of causal inference, if they are unable to identify the evidence deployed, or if they cannot assess the probative weight of the evidence with respect to the explanation. While I believe that well-written case narratives can effectively convey all of this information to readers who are familiar with process tracing, explicit pedagogical appendices may help make process tracing more accessible and more intelligible for a broad audience.

However, there are drawbacks inherent in the process-tracing tests approach. For example, evidence rarely falls into the extreme categories of necessity and sufficiency that are generally used to classify the four tests. For that reason, I found it difficult to cast inferences in these terms; the pieces of evidence I discussed in my appendix did not all map clearly onto the process-tracing tests typology. Furthermore, it is not clear how the results of multiple process-tracing tests should be aggregated to assess the strength of the overall inferences in cases where the evidence does not line up neatly in favor of a single explanation.

These problems with process-tracing tests motivated me to redo my appendix using Bayesian analysis. This endeavor is part of a cross-disciplinary collaboration that aims to apply insights from Bayesian analysis in physics to advance the growing methodological literature on the Bayesian underpinnings of process tracing.8 We believe the literature on process-tracing tests has rightly made a major contribution to qualitative methods. Yet Bayesian analysis offers a more pow-
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erful and more fundamental basis for understanding process tracing. Instead of asking whether a single hypothesis passes or fails a series of tests, which is very close to a frequentist approach, Bayesian analysis asks whether our evidence makes a given hypothesis more or less plausible compared to rivals, taking into account our prior degree of belief in each hypothesis and relevant background information that helps us interpret the evidence. While process-tracing tests can be incorporated within a Bayesian framework as special cases, Bayesian analysis allows us to avoid the restrictive language of necessity and sufficiency by focusing on the degree to which a given piece of evidence alters our confidence in a hypothesis relative to rivals. Moreover, Bayesian probability provides clear procedures for aggregating inferences from distinct pieces of evidence.

Literature on informal Bayesianism in process tracing has elucidated various best practices that enhance analytic transparency. One key lesson is that what matters most for inference is not the amount of evidence but rather how decisive the evidence is relative to the hypotheses at hand. In some cases, one or two highly probative pieces of evidence may give us a high level of confidence in an explanation. However, the available evidence does not always allow us to draw definitive conclusions about which hypothesis provides the best explanation, in which case we should openly acknowledge that uncertainty remains, while working hard to obtain more probative evidence where possible.11

Recently, several scholars have taken a step further by advocating that Bayesian analysis in process tracing should be formalized in order to make causal inferences more systematic, more explicit, and more transparent.12 By revising my tax-reform appendix with direct applications of Bayes’ theorem—the first such exercise of its kind—my collaborator and I aim to illustrate what formalization would entail for qualitative research that draws on extensive case evidence and to assess the advantages and disadvantages of this approach. I begin with an overview of the substantial challenges we encountered and then discuss situations in which formalization might nevertheless play a useful role in advancing analytic transparency.

First, formalizing Bayesian analysis requires assigning numerical values to all probabilities of interest, including our prior degree of belief in each rival hypothesis under consideration and the likelihood of observing each piece of evidence if a given hypothesis is correct. This task is problematic when the data are inherently qualitative. We found that our numerical likelihood assignments required multiple rounds of revision before they became reasonably stable, and there is no guarantee that we would have arrived at similar values had we approached the problem from a different yet equally valid starting point.13 We view these issues as fundamental problems for advocates of quantification that cannot easily be resolved either through efforts at standardization of practice or by specifying a range of probabilities rather than a precise value. The latter approach relocates rather than eliminates the arbitrariness of quantification.14

Second, highly formalized and fine-grained analysis ironically may obscure rather than clarify causal inference. Disaggregating the analysis to consider evidence piece-by-piece risks compromising the level on which our intuitions can confidently function. In the tax reform case we examine, it strikes us as intuitively obvious that the total body of evidence overwhelmingly favors a single explanation; however, reasoning about the contribution of each piece of evidence to the overall conclusion is much more difficult, all the more so if we are trying to quantify our reasoning. If we disaggregate the evidence too finely and explicitly unpack our analysis into too many steps, we may become lost in minutiae. As such, calls for authors to “detail the micro-connections between their data and claims… and discuss how evidence was aggregated to support claims,”15 which seem entirely reasonable on their face, could actually lead to less clarity if taken to extremes.

Third, formal Bayesian analysis becomes intractable in practice as we move beyond very simple causal models, which in our view are rarely appropriate for the social sciences. Whereas frequentists consider a single null hypothesis and its negation, applying Bayes’ theorem requires elaborating a complete set of mutually exclusive hypotheses. We need to explicitly state the alternatives before we can reason meaningfully about the likelihood of observing the evidence if the author’s hypothesis does not hold. Ensuring that alternative hypotheses are mutually exclusive is nontrivial and may entail significant simplification. For example, some of the hypotheses we assess against my original explanation in the revised appendix involve causal mechanisms that—in the real world—could potentially operate in interaction with one another. Assessing such possibilities would require carefully elaborating additional, more complex, yet mutually exclusive hypotheses and would aggravate the challenges of assigning likelihoods to the evidence uncovered. By contrast, in the natural sciences, Bayesian analysis is most often applied to very simple hypothesis spaces (even if the underlying theory and experiments are highly complex); for example: \( H_1 \) = the mass of the Higgs boson is between 124 and 126 GeV/c\(^2\), \( H_2 \) = the mass falls between 126 and 128 GeV/c\(^2\), and so forth.

Regardless of the order in which we incorporate each piece of evidence into our analysis, literature in the subjective Bayesian tradition has sometimes maintained that the order in which the evidence is incorporated does matter, but we view that approach as misguided and that particular conclusion as contrary to the laws of probability. These points are further elaborated in Fairfield and Charman 2015.16 In their work on critical junctures, Capoccia and Kelemen (2007, 362) likewise note: “While historical arguments relied on assessments of the likelihood of various outcomes, it is obviously problematic to assign precise probabilities to predictions in historical explanations.”17

9 Humphreys and Jacobs forthcoming.
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13 Bayes’ theorem implies that we must reach the same conclusions regardless of the order in which we incorporate each piece of evidence.
14 In their work on critical junctures, Capoccia and Kelemen (2007, 362) likewise note: “While historical arguments relied on assessments of the likelihood of various outcomes, it is obviously problematic to assign precise probabilities to predictions in historical explanations.”
15 DA-RT Ad Hoc Committee 2014, 33.
Numerous other practical considerations make formal Bayesian analysis infeasible beyond very simple cases. The Chilean tax reform example I chose for the original appendix is a particularly clear-cut case in which a small number of key pieces of evidence establish the causal importance of the reform strategy employed. The original case narrative was 583 words; the more extensive case narrative in my book, *Private Wealth and Public Revenue in Latin America: Business Power and Tax Politics*, is 1,255 words. By comparison, the original process-tracing tests appendix was 1,324 words; our Bayesian version is presently roughly 10,000 words. My book includes 33 additional case studies of tax reform initiatives. If scholars were expected to explicitly disaggregate and elaborate process tracing to the extent that we have done in our Bayesian appendix, it would be a death knell for qualitative research. Hardly anyone would undertake the task; the timeline for producing publishable research—which is already long for case-based qualitative work—would become prohibitive.

To be sure, no one has suggested such stringent standards. Advocates of Bayesian process tracing have been clear that they do not recommend full quantification in all cases. Yet we fear that there may be little productive middle ground between qualitative process tracing underpinned by informal Bayesian reasoning and full quantification in order to apply Bayes’ theorem. Attempts to find a middle ground risk disrupting clear and cogent narratives without providing added rigor, since they would not be able to employ the mathematical apparatus of Bayesian probability. We are therefore skeptical of even “minimal” recommendations for scholars to identify their priors and likelihood ratios for the most probative pieces of evidence. The question of how to make process tracing more analytically explicit without risking false precision is an important problem for methodologists and practitioners to grapple with moving forward.

Given these caveats, when might formal Bayesian analysis contribute to improving causal inference and analytic transparency in qualitative research? First and foremost, we see an important pedagogical role. Reading examples and trying one’s own hand at such exercises could help to familiarize students and established practitioners with the inferential logic that underpins process tracing. These exercises might also help train our intuition to follow the logic of Bayesian probability more systematically. Bayesianism is much closer than frequentism to how we intuitively reason in the face of uncertainty, but we need to learn to avoid biases and pitfalls that have been well documented by cognitive psychologists. As Bennett notes, “Further research is warranted on whether scholars … reach different conclusions when they use Bayesian mathematics explicitly rather than implicitly, and whether explicit use of Bayesianism helps to counteract the cognitive biases identified in lab experiments.”17 We explore these questions with regard to our own reasoning about the Chilean tax reform case. On the one hand, we have not identified any inferential differences between the original case narrative and the formalization exercise. This consistency could indicate that informal Bayesian reasoning functioned very well in this instance, or that the intuition underpinning that informal analysis also strongly shaped the (necessarily somewhat ad-hoc) quantification process. On the other hand, we do note several differences between our Bayesian analysis and the process-tracing tests approach regarding the inferential weights assigned to distinct pieces of evidence. The lesson is that explicitly elaborating alternative hypotheses, rather than attempting to assess a single hypothesis (the equity appeal had an effect) against its negation (it had no effect), can help us better assess the probative value of our evidence.18

Second, these exercises could play a role in elucidating the precise locus of contention when scholars disagree on causal inferences drawn in a particular case study. We explore how this process might work in our revised appendix. We first assign three sets of priors corresponding to different initial probabilities for my equity-appeal hypothesis and three rival hypotheses. For each set of priors, we then calculate posterior probabilities across three scenarios in which we assign relatively larger or smaller likelihood ratios for the evidence. We find that in order to remain unconvinced by my explanation, a skeptical reader would need to have extremely strong priors against the equity-appeal hypothesis and/or contend that the evidence is far less discriminating (in terms of likelihood ratios) than we have argued. While identifying the precise points of disagreement could be inherently valuable for the knowledge accumulation process, formal Bayesian analysis may be less effective for resolving disputes in cases that are less clear-cut than the one we have examined. Scholars may well continue to disagree not only on prior probabilities for hypotheses, but more importantly on the probative weight of key pieces of evidence. Such disagreements may arise from differences in personal judgments as well as decisions about how to translate those judgments into numbers.

Third, elaborating a formal Bayesian appendix for an illustrative case from a scholar’s own research might help establish the scholar’s process tracing “credentials” and build trust among the academic community in the quality of the scholar’s analytical judgments. As much as we try to make our analysis transparent, multiple analytical steps will inevitably remain implicit. Scholars who conduct qualitative research draw on vast amounts of data, often accumulated over multiple years of fieldwork. Scholars often conduct hundreds of interviews, to mention just one type of qualitative data. There is simply too much evidence and too much background information that informs how we evaluate the evidence to fully articulate or catalog. At some level, we must trust that the scholar has made sound judgments along the way; qualitative research is simply not replicable as per a laboratory science desideratum. But of
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16 See Bennett and Checkel 2015b, 267. We would further argue that the most probative pieces of evidence are precisely those for which quantification is least likely to provide added value. The author can explain why the evidence is highly decisive without need to invent numbers, and if the evidence is indeed highly decisive, readers should be able to recognize it as such on its face.

17 Bennett 2015, 297.

18 For a detailed discussion, see Fairfield and Charman 2015, 17f.
course trust in analytical judgment must be earned by demonstrating competence. Scholars might use a formalized illustration to demonstrate their care in reasoning about the evidence and the plausibility of the assumptions underlying their inferences. Again, however, further research is needed to ascertain whether the ability to formalize improves our skill at informal analysis, and to a significant extent, moreover, the quality of informal process tracing can be assessed without need for quantifying propositions.

To conclude, my experiments with explicit application of process-tracing tests and formal Bayesian analysis have been fascinating learning experiences, and I believe these approaches provide critical methodological grounding for process tracing. Yet I have become aware of limitations that restrict the utility and feasibility of formalization and fine-grained disaggregation of inferences in substantive process tracing. There is certainly plenty of scope to improve analytic transparency in process-tracing narratives—e.g. by highlighting the evidence and explaining the rationale behind nuanced inferences. Future methodological research may also provide more insights on how to make informal Bayesian reasoning more systematic and rigorous without recourse to quantification. Increasing analytic transparency in process tracing, in ways that are feasible for complex hypotheses and extensive qualitative evidence, will surely be a key focus of methodological development in years to come. In the meantime, further discussion about the practical implications of the DA-RT analytic transparency recommendations for qualitative research is merited.
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The contributors to this symposium offer important reflections and insights on what research transparency can and should mean for political scientists. In offering these insights, they have drawn on their experience and expertise in a broad range of research traditions that prominently involve one or more “qualitative” methods for gathering or analyzing empirical information. The issues discussed in this symposium, however, are just as important for scholars in research traditions that use primarily or exclusively “quantitative” analytical methods and pre-existing datasets, as we will discuss below.

Rather than simply summarize the many important points that each contributor has made, we seek in this concluding essay to map out the conversation that has unfolded in these pages—in particular, to identify important areas of agreement about the meaning of transparency and to illuminate the structure and sources of key disagreements. We also reflect on broader implications of the symposium discussion for the transparency agenda in Political Science.

To organize the first part of our discussion, we largely employ the APSA Ethics Guide’s distinction among production transparency (defined as providing an “account of the procedures used to collect or generate data”), analytic transparency (defined as “clearly explicating the links connecting data to conclusion”), and data access.

These categories are closely related to matters of empirical evidence, and this will also be our primary focus below. We wish to emphasize at the outset, however, that openness in the context of her conversations with rural residents are central. For example, Cramer explains why detailed depictions of context and sources of key disagreements. We also reflect on broader implications of the symposium discussion for the transparency agenda in Political Science.
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tral to making sense of her claims. And Pachirat highlights interpretive ethnographers’ rich accounts of the contours of their immersion, including attention to positionality and embodiment. Likewise, Davison discusses hermeneutical explanation as an enterprise in which the researcher brings to the surface for the reader her initial understandings and how those understandings shifted in the course of conversation with the material.

We also, however, observe important differences across the essays in how production transparency is conceptualized and operationalized. One divergence concerns the very category of “data production.” For most positivist researchers, it is quite natural to conceptualize a process of collecting evidence that unfolds prior to—or, at least, can be understood as separate from—the analysis of that evidence. From the perspective of interpretive work, however, a strict distinction between production and analytic transparency is less meaningful. To the extent that interpretivists reject the dualist-positivist ontological position that there is an empirical reality that is independent of the observer, “data” about the social and political world is not something that exists a priori and can be “collected” by the analyst. In understanding observation and analysis as inextricably linked, the interpretive view also implies a broader understanding of transparency than that encompassed by the current DA-RT agenda. As Pachirat and Davison argue, interpretivism by its very nature involves forms of transparency—e.g., about the researcher’s own prior understandings and social position, and how they may have influenced her engagement with the social world—that are not normally expected of positivist work.

Even where they are in broad agreement on principles, contributors give production transparency differing operational meanings, resulting from differences in the practical and ethical constraints under which different forms of research operate. All of the contributors who are writing from a positivist perspective, for instance, agree that information about sampling—i.e., selecting interview subjects, fieldwork locales, texts, or cases more generally—is important for assessing the representativeness of empirical observations and the potential for generalization. Yet, only for Bleich and Pekkanen (interview-based research), Romney, Stewart, and Tingley (computer-assisted textual analysis), and Wagemann and Schneider (QCA), is maximal explicitness about sampling/selection treated as an unconditional good. We see a quite different emphasis in those essays addressing field research outside stable, democratic settings. Parkinson and Wood (focused on ethnographic fieldwork in violent contexts) and Shih (focused on research in authoritarian regimes) point to important trade-offs between, on the one hand, providing a full account of how one’s interviewees and informants were selected and, on the other hand, ethical obligations to research subjects and practical constraints arising from the need for access. In some situations, ethical duties may place very stringent limits on transparency about sources, precluding even an abstract characterization of the individuals from whom information was received. As a colleague with extensive field research experience in non-democratic regimes pointed out to us: “If I attribute information, which only a limited number of people have, to a ‘senior government official’ in one of the countries where I work, their intelligence services can probably readily figure out my source, since they surely know with whom I’ve spoken.”

Also, as Cramer’s discussion makes clear, forms of political analysis vary in the degree to which they aim to generate portable findings. For research traditions that seek to understand meanings embedded in particular contexts, the criteria governing transparency about case-selection will naturally be very different from the criteria that should operate for studies that seek to generalize from a sample to a broader population.

Our contributors also differ over how exactly they would like to see the details of data-production conveyed. Whereas many would like to see information about the evidence-generating process front and center, Trachtenberg argues that a finished write-up should generally not provide a blow-by-blow account of the reasoning and research processes that gave rise to the argument. A detailed account of how the empirical foundation was laid, he argues, would impede the author’s ability to present the most tightly argued empirical case for her argument (and the reader’s ability to benefit from it); it would also distract from the substantive issues being examined. An easy compromise, as we see it, would be the use of a methods appendix, much like the “Interview Methods Appendix” that Bleich and Pekkanen discuss in their contribution, which can provide detailed production-transparency information without disturbing the flow of the text.

**Qualitative Production Transparency for Quantitative Research**

While our contributors have discussed matters of production transparency in the context of qualitative evidence, many of these same issues also logically arise for quantitative researchers using pre-existing datasets. The construction of a “quantitative” dataset always hinges on what are fundamentally qualitative judgments about measurement, categorization, and coding. Counting civilian casualties means deciding who counts as a “civilian”; counting civil wars means deciding not just what qualifies as “war” but also what qualifies as an internal war; and measuring foreign direct investment means deciding what counts as “foreign” and “direct” as well as what
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6 Throughout this concluding essay, we use “positivism” or “positivist[s]” broadly, to refer not just to pre-Popperian positivism but also the neopositivist tradition in the philosophy of science.

7 See, e.g., Jackson 2008.

8 We might add the consideration of the researcher’s own safety, though none of our contributors emphasizes this point.

9 Interview with Edmund Malesky, Duke University, 21 July 2015.

10 For an example, see Büthe and Mattli 2011, 238–248.

11 See, e.g., Lauterbach 2007; Finnemore 2013.

counts as an “investment.” Such judgments involve the interpretation and operationalization of concepts as well as possibly the use of detailed case knowledge. Qualitative judgments also enter into processes of adjustment, interpolation, and imputation typically involved in the creation of large datasets. And, naturally, the choices that enter into the construction of quantitative datasets—whether those choices are made by other scholars, by research assistants, or by employees of commercial data providers or government statistical offices—will be just as assumption- or value-laden, subjective, or error-prone as those made by qualitative researchers collecting and coding their own data.

Current transparency guidelines for research using pre-existing datasets focus almost entirely on the disclosure of the source of the data (and on data access). But the information contained in a pre-existing dataset may not be rendered interpretable—that is, meaningful production transparency is not necessarily assured—simply by reference to the third party that collected, encoded/quantified, or compiled that information from primary or secondary texts, interviews, surveys, or other sources. Thus, in highlighting elements of the research process about which QMMR scholars need to be transparent, the contributors to this symposium also identify key questions that every scholar should ask—and seek to answer for her readers—about the generation of her data. And if the original source of a pre-existing dataset does not make the pertinent “qualitative” information available, transparency in quantitative research should at a minimum entail disclosing that source’s lack of transparency.

Analytic Transparency

The contributors to our symposium agree on the desirability of seeing researchers clearly map out the linkages between their observations of, or engagement with, the social world, on the one hand, and their findings and interpretations, on the other. Unsurprisingly, however, the operationalization of analytic transparency looks vastly different across analytical approaches.

The essays on QCA and on automated textual analysis itemize a number of discrete analytical decisions that, for each method, can be quite precisely identified in the abstract and in advance. Since all researchers employing QCA need to make a similar set of choices, Wagemann and Schneider are able to itemize with great specificity what researchers using this method need to report about the steps they took in moving from data to case-categorization to “truth tables” to conclusions. Romney, Stewart, and Tingley similarly specify with great precision the key analytical choices in computer-assisted text analysis about which transparency is needed. And Fairfield, in her discussion of Bayesianism, suggests several discrete inputs into the analysis (priors, likelihoods), which scholars who are using process-tracing can succinctly convey to the reader to achieve greater clarity about how they have drawn causal inferences from pieces of process-related evidence. In these approaches, it is not hard to imagine a reasonably standardized set of analytic-transparency requirements for each method that might be enforced by journal editors and reviewers.

Writing from an interpretive perspective, Pachirat endorses the general principle of analytic transparency in that he considers “leav[ing] up enough of the scaffolding in [a] finished ethnography to give a thick sense to the reader of how the building was constructed” as a key criterion of persuasive ethnography. Cramer likewise points to the importance of analytic transparency in her work, especially transparency about epistemological underpinnings. As an interpretive scholar traversing substantive terrain typically occupied by positivists—the study of public opinion—making her work clear and compelling requires her to lay out in unusual detail what precisely her knowledge-generating goals are and how she seeks to reach them. In contrast to authors working in positivist traditions, however, contributors writing on interpretive and hermeneutic approaches discuss general principles and logics of transparency, rather than precise rules. They do not seek to specify, and would likely reject, a “checklist” of analytical premises or choices that all scholars should disclose. Davison, in fact, argues that one of the defining characteristics of the hermeneutic approach is transparency regarding scholars’ inherent inability to be fully aware of the intersubjective content of the conversation in which they are engaged.

Taking Analytic Transparency Further

Our authors also emphasize three aspects of analytic transparency that go beyond the current DA-RT agenda. First is transparency about uncertainty, a form of openness that does not frequently feature in any explicit way in qualitative research. In her discussion of process tracing, Fairfield examines the promise of Bayesian approaches, which are intrinsically probabilistic and thus provide a natural way to arrive at and express varying levels of certainty about propositions. Romney, Stewart, and Tingley, in their essay on automated textual analysis, highlight the importance of carrying over into our inferences any uncertainty in our measures. And Bleich and Pekkanen argue that scholars should disclose information about their interview-based research that allows the reader to arrive at an assessment of the confidence that she can have in the results. Researchers should routinely report, for instance, whether the interview process achieved “saturation” for a given category of actors and, when deriving a claim from interview responses, what proportion of the relevant interviewees agreed on the point. This kind of information is rarely provided in interview-based research at present, but it would be straightforward for scholars to do so.

If uncertainty in positivist work can be conceived of as a distribution or confidence interval around a point estimate, a more radical form of uncertainty—a rejection of fixed truth
claims—is often central to the interpretive enterprise. As Davison writes of the hermeneutic approach: “There is no closing the gates of interpretation around even the most settled question.”

The interpretivist’s attention to researcher subjectivity and positionality implies a fundamental epistemological modesty that, as we see it, constitutes an important form of research openness.18

Second, transparency about the sequence of analytic steps is often lacking in both qualitative and quantitative research. In positivist studies, a concern with analytic sequence typically derives from an interest in distinguishing the empirical testing of claims from the induction of claims through exploratory analysis.19 Scholars frequently default to the language of “testing” even though qualitative and multi-method research (and, we might add, quantitative research) frequently involves alternation between induction and deduction. In computer-assisted text analysis, for instance, processing procedures and dictionary terms are often adjusted after initial runs of a model. In QCA, conditions or cases might be added or dropped in light of early truth table analyses. As Romney, Stewart, and Tingley as well as Wagemann and Schneider emphasize, such a “back-and-forth between ideas and evidence”20 is not merely permissible; it is often essential. Yet, they also argue, if readers are to be able to distinguish between empirically grounded hypotheses and empirically tested findings, then scholars must be more forthright about when their claims or analytical choices have been induced from the data and when they have been applied to or tested against fresh observations. The current push (largely among experimentalists) for pre-registration of studies and analysis plans21 is an especially ambitious effort to generate such transparency by making it harder for researchers to disguise inductively generated insights as test results. Yet one can also readily imagine greater explicitness from researchers about analytic sequence, even in the absence of institutional devices like registration.22

Third, the contributors to this symposium highlight (and differ on) the level of granularity at which the links between observations of the social world and conclusions must be spelled out. At the limit, analytic transparency with maximum granularity implies clarity about how each individual piece of evidence has shaped the researcher’s claims. A maximally precise account of how findings were arrived at allows the reader to reason counterfactually about the results, asking how findings would differ if a given observation were excluded from (or included in) the analysis or if a given analytic premise were altered. In general, analytical approaches that rely more on mechanical algorithms for the aggregation and processing of observations tend to allow for—and their practitioners tend to seek—for example,4 methodological for the aggregation and processing of observations tend to allow for—and their practitioners tend to seek—for example,4 methodological testing even though qualitative and multi-method research (and, we might add, quantitative research) frequently involves alternation between induction and deduction. In computer-assisted text analysis, for instance, processing procedures and dictionary terms are often adjusted after initial runs of a model. In QCA, conditions or cases might be added or dropped in light of early truth table analyses. As Romney, Stewart, and Tingley as well as Wagemann and Schneider emphasize, such a “back-and-forth between ideas and evidence”20 is not merely permissible; it is often essential. Yet, they also argue, if readers are to be able to distinguish between empirically grounded hypotheses and empirically tested findings, then scholars must be more forthright about when their claims or analytical choices have been induced from the data and when they have been applied to or tested against fresh observations. The current push (largely among experimentalists) for pre-registration of studies and analysis plans is an especially ambitious effort to generate such transparency by making it harder for researchers to disguise inductively generated insights as test results. Yet one can also readily imagine greater explicitness from researchers about analytic sequence, even in the absence of institutional devices like registration.

Data Access

There is wide agreement on the virtues of undergirding findings and interpretations with rich empirical detail in written research outputs.25 However, we see great divergence of views among symposium contributors concerning the meaning and operationalization of data access. It is perhaps unsurprising

18 Davison 2015, 45.
19 See also Pachirat’s (2015) discussion of these issues.
19 King, Keohane, and Verba 1994, 21–23, 46f. We focus here on positivist research traditions, but note that sequence is also important for non-positivists. Davison points to the importance, in hermeneutic work, of identifying the initial questions or perplexities that motivated the research, prior understandings revealed through conversation, and the new meanings received from this engagement. In this context, the sequence—the interpretive journey—in some sense is the finding.
20 Ragin as quoted by Wagemann and Schneider 2015, 39.
21 While this push has been particularly prominent among experimentalists (see Humphreys et al. 2013), it also has been advocated for other research approaches in which hypothesis-generation and data-analysis can be temporally separated. See, for instance, the 2014 call for proposals for a special issue of Comparative Political Studies (to be edited by Findley, Jensen, Maleksy, and Pepinsky), for which review and publication commitments are to be made solely on the basis of research designs and pre-analysis plans. See http://www.ipdutexas.org/cps-transparency-special-issue.html.
22 One distinct value of the time-stamped registration of a pre-analysis plan is that it makes claims about sequence more credible.
23 See, e.g., Bennett 2015; Humphreys and Jacobs forthcoming.
24 See also Büthe’s (2002, 488f) discussion of the problem of reducing the complex sequence of events that make up a macro-historical phenomenon to a series of separable observations.
25 The essays by Cramer, Fairfield, Pachirat, and Trachtenberg, for instance, discuss (variously) the importance of providing careful descriptions of case or fieldwork context and extensive quotations from observed dialogue, interviews, or documents.
that data access might be a particular focus of controversy; it is, in a sense, the most demanding feature of the DA-RT initiative. Whereas production and analytic transparency admit of widely varying interpretations, the principle of data access asks all empirical researchers to do something quite specific: to provide access to a full and unprocessed record of “raw” empirical observations, such as original source documents, full interview transcripts, or field notes.

Several of the symposium contributors—including Bleich and Pekkanen (interviews), Romney, Stuart, and Tingley (computer-assisted text analysis), Wagemann and Schneider (QCA), and Trachtenberg (documentary evidence)—call for researchers to archive and link to, or otherwise make available, as much of their raw data as feasible. These scholars have good reasons for wanting to see this level of data access: most importantly, that it enhances the credibility and interpretability of conclusions. And where data access involves access to the full empirical record (as in some examples provided by Romney, Stuart, and Tingley or when it entails access to complete online archives), it can help identify and correct the common problem of confirmation bias by allowing readers to inspect pieces of evidence that may not have featured in the researcher’s account or analysis. In addition, data access promises to reduce the frequency with which suspicions of misbehavior or questionable practices cannot be dispelled because the referenced sources or data can be neither found nor reproduced. Broad data access could also facilitate the kind of scholarly adversarialism called for by Trachtenberg, where researchers to archive and link to, or otherwise make available, as much of their raw data as feasible. These scholars have good reasons for wanting to see this level of data access: most importantly, that it enhances the credibility and interpretability of conclusions. And where data access involves access to the full empirical record (as in some examples provided by Romney, Stuart, and Tingley or when it entails access to complete online archives), it can help identify and correct the common problem of confirmation bias by allowing readers to inspect pieces of evidence that may not have featured in the researcher’s account or analysis. In addition, data access promises to reduce the frequency with which suspicions of misbehavior or questionable practices cannot be dispelled because the referenced sources or data can be neither found nor reproduced. Broad data access could also facilitate the kind of scholarly adversarialism called for by Trachtenberg, where researchers test one another’s arguments at least as frequently as their own. In sum, although they acknowledge that legal restrictions and ethical obligations may sometimes make full data disclosure impossible or unwise, these authors express a default preference for maximally feasible data-sharing.

Several other contributors, however, raise two important and distinct objections—one intellectual and one ethical—to data access as the presumptive disciplinary norm. The critique of data access on intellectual grounds—prominent in Pachirat’s and Cramer’s contributions—takes issue with the very concept of “raw data.” These authors argue, on the one hand, that from an interpretive-ethnographic standpoint, there is no such thing as pre-analytic observations. Field notes, for example, are more than “raw data” because, as Pachirat argues, they already reflect both “the intersubjective relations and the implicit and explicit interpretations” that will inform the finished work. At the same time, ethnographic transcripts and field notes are less than “raw data” because they are torn from context. Cramer points to the many features of conversations and contexts that are not recorded in her transcripts or notes, but are critical to the meaning of what is recorded. As she puts it, her raw data do not consist of “my transcripts and fieldnotes....The raw data exists in the act of spending time with and listening to people.”

The second, ethical critique of data access figures most prominently in the essays by Parkinson and Wood on intensive field research in contexts of political violence, Shih on research in non-democratic regimes, and Cramer on the ethnographic, interpretive study of public opinion. In such contexts, these authors argue, ethical problems with full data access are not the exception; they are the norm. And, importantly, these are not challenges that can always be overcome by “informed consent.” For Cramer, the idea of posting full transcripts of her conversations with rural residents would fundamentally undermine the ethical basis of those interactions. “I am able to do the kind of work I do,” Cramer writes, “because I am willing to put myself out there and connect with people on a human level.... If the people I studied knew that in fact they were not just connecting with me, but with thousands of anonymous others, I would feel like a phony, and frankly would not be able to justify doing this work.”

The type of immersive inquiry in which Cramer engages is, in a critical sense, predicated on respect for the privacy of the social situation on which she is intruding. Even where subjects might agree to full data-sharing, moreover, informed consent may be an illusory notion in some research situations. As Parkinson and Wood point out, a pervasive feature of research in contexts of political violence is the difficulty of fully forecasting the risks that subjects might face if their words or identities were made public. We discuss the implications of these ethical challenges further below.

**Replication, Reproducibility, and the Goals of Research Transparency**

As noted in our introduction to the symposium, calls for greater research transparency in Political Science have been motivated by a wide range of goals. Lupia and Elman in their essay in the January 2014 DA-RT symposium in *PS*—like the contributors to our symposium—elaborate a diverse list of potential benefits of transparency. These include facilitating diverse forms of evaluation of scholarly claims, easing the sharing of knowledge across research communities unfamiliar with one another’s methods or assumptions, enhancing the usefulness of research for teaching and for non-academic audiences, and making data available for secondary analysis.

Enabling replication, as a particular form of evaluation, is among the many declared objectives of the push for research openness. Replication has attracted considerable controversy.

---

26 Confirmation bias refers to the tendency to disproportionately search for information that confirms one’s prior beliefs and to interpret information in ways favorable to those beliefs. It has long been emphasized by political psychologists as a trait of decisionmakers (see, e.g., Jervis 1976, esp. 128ff, 143ff, 382ff; Tetlock 2005) but is equally applicable to researchers.

27 Trachtenberg 2015, 16. For a similar argument about the benefits of science as a collective and somewhat adversarial undertaking, from a very different tradition, see Fiorina 1995, 92. Note that vibrant adversarialism of this kind requires journals to be willing to publish null results.

28 Pachirat 2015, 30.


33 Interestingly, King (1995: esp. 444f) motivated his early call for more replication in quantitative political science by reference to nearly
and attention, not least since the 2012 revision of the APSA Ethics Guide includes an obligation to enable one’s work to be “tested or replicated.”34 Arguments made by our contributors have interesting implications for how we might conceive of the relationship between transparency and forms of research evaluation.

Replication so far has not featured nearly as prominently in discussions of transparency for qualitative as for quantitative research.35 Among the articles in this symposium, only Romney, Stuart, and Tingley explicitly advocate replicability as a standard by which to judge the transparency of scholarship. Notably, their essay addresses a research tradition—the computer-assisted analysis of texts—in which the literal reproduction of results is often readily achievable and appropriate, given the nature of the data and the analytic methods. (The same could perhaps be said of QCA.) At the other end of the spectrum, authors writing on immersive forms of research explicitly reject replication as a relevant goal,36 and for research like Davison’s (hermeneutics), it is clearly not an appropriate evaluative standard.37

Many of the essays in our symposium, however, seem to endorse a standard that we might call enabling “replication-in-thought”: the provision of sufficient information to allow readers to trace the reasoning and analytic steps leading from observation to conclusions, and think through the processes of observation or engagement. Replication-in-thought involves the reader asking questions such as: Could I in principle imagine employing the same procedures and getting the same results? If I looked at the evidence as presented by the author, could I reason my way to the same conclusions? Replication-in-thought also allows a reader to assess how the researcher’s choices or starting assumptions might have shaped her conclusions.

This approach seems to undergird, at least implicitly, much of the discussions by Fairfield, Parkinson and Wood, Shih, and Trachtenberg; it is central to what Bleich and Pekkanen call “credibility.” This kind of engagement by the audience, moreover, is not unique to positivist scholarship. Pachirat writes of the importance of interpretive ethnographies providing enough information about how the research was conducted and enough empirical detail so that the reader can interrogate and challenge the researcher’s interpretations. The transparency and data demands for meaningful replication-in-thought might also be somewhat lower than what is required for literal replication.

We also think that there may be great value—at least for positivist qualitative scholars—in putting more emphasis on a related evaluative concept that is common in the natural sciences: the reproducibility of findings.38 Replication, especially in the context of quantitative political science, is often understood as generating the same results by issuing the same commands and using the same data as did the original researcher. Replication in political science sometimes also extends to the application of new analytical procedures, such as robustness tests, to the original data. Replication in the natural sciences, by contrast, virtually always means re-generating the data as well as re-doing the analysis. This more ambitious approach tests for problems not just in the execution of commands or analytic choices but also in the data-generation process.

Of course, re-generating an author’s “raw data” with precision may be impossible in the context of much social research, especially for small-n qualitative approaches that rely on intensive fieldwork and interactions with human subjects. Yet the problem of precisely replicating a study protocol is not limited to the social sciences. Much medical research, for instance, is also highly susceptible to a broad range of contextual factors, which can make exact replication of the original data terribly difficult.39

Some researchers in the natural sciences have thus turned from the replication of study protocols to the alternative concept of the reproducibility of findings.40 Reproducibility entails focusing on the question: Do we see an overall consistency of results when the same research question is examined using different analytical methods, a sample of research subjects recruited elsewhere or under somewhat different conditions, or even using an altogether different research design?

A focus on reproducibility—which begins with gathering fresh the empirical information under comparable but not identical conditions—may solve several problems at once. It mitigates problems of data access in that sensitive information about research subjects or informants in the original study need not be publicly disclosed, or even shared at all, to achieve an empirically grounded re-assessment of the original results. As Parkinson and Wood put it with respect to fieldwork, scholars “expect that the over-arching findings derived from good fieldwork in similar settings on the same topic should converge significantly.”41 A reproducibility standard can also cope with the problem that precise repetition of procedures and observations will often be impossible for qualitative research.

34 APSA 2012, 9.
35 See, e.g., Elman and Kapiszewski 2014. Moravcsik (e.g., 2010) is rather unusual in promoting partial qualitative data access through hyperlinking (see also Trachtenberg 2015) explicitly as a means to encourage replication analyses in qualitative research.
36 See, in particular, Pachirat, Parkinson and Wood, and Cramer.
37 Lupia and Elman similarly note that members of research communities that do not assume inferential procedures to be readily repeatable “do not [and should not be expected to] validate one another’s claims by repeating the analyses that produced them” (2014, 22).
38 Saey 2015, 23. Unfortunately, the terms “replication” and “reproducibility” do not have universally shared meanings and are sometimes used inconsistently. We have therefore tried to define each term clearly (below) in a manner that is common in the social sciences and consistent with the predominant usage in the natural sciences, as well as with the definition advocated by Saey.
39 Djulbegovic and Hazo 2014. See also Bissell 2013.
40 Saey 2015, 23.
41 Parkinson and Wood also draw out this point. Similar arguments for the evaluation of prior findings via new data-collection and analyses rather than through narrow, analytic replication are made by Sniderman (1995, 464) and Carsey (2014, 73) for quantitative research.
A focus on reproducing findings in multiple contexts and with somewhat differing designs can, further, help us learn about the contextual conditions on which the original findings might have depended, thus uncovering scope conditions or causal interactions of which we were not previously aware.\footnote{Parkinson and Wood 2015, 25. See also Saey 2015, 23.} Further, if we conceive of the characteristics of the researcher as one of the pertinent contextual conditions, then shifting the focus to reproducibility might even allow for common ground between positivist researchers, on the one hand, and on the other hand interpretivist scholars attentive to researcher positionality and subjectivity: When different researchers arrive at different results or interpretations, as Parkinson and Wood point out, this divergence “should not necessarily be dismissed as a ‘problem,’ but should be evaluated instead as potentially raising important questions to be theorized.”\footnote{Parkinson and Wood 2015, 25.}

**Broader Implications: Achieving Research Transparency and Maximizing Its Benefits**

The issues raised in this symposium, and in the larger literature on research transparency and research ethics, have a number of implications for the drive for openness in Political Science. In this section, we draw out some of these implications by considering several ways in which scholarly integrity, intellectual pluralism, and research ethics might be jointly advanced in our discipline. We discuss here four directions in which we think the transparency agenda might usefully develop: toward the elaboration of differentiated transparency concepts and standards; a more explicit prioritization of human-subject protections; a realignment of publication incentives; and more robust training in research ethics. We also draw attention to transparency’s considerable costs to scholars and their programs of research—a price that may well be worth paying, but that nonetheless merits careful consideration.

**Differentiated Transparency Concepts and Standards**

When the APSA’s Ad Hoc Committee on Data Access and Research Transparency and its subcommittees drew up their August 2013 Draft Guidelines, they differentiated between a quantitative and a qualitative “tradition.”\footnote{The Draft Guidelines were published as appendices A and B to Lupia and Elman 2014.} The elaborate and thoughtful Guidelines for Qualitative Research and the accompanying article about DA-RT “in the Qualitative Tradition”\footnote{Elman and Kapiszewski 2014.} went to great lengths to be inclusive by largely operating at a high level of abstraction. Elman and Kapiszewski further recognized the need to distinguish both between broad approaches (at a minimum between positivist and non-positivist inquiry) and between the plethora of specific non-statistical methods that had been subsumed under the “qualitative” label. The actual October 2014 “DA-RT Statement” similarly acknowledges diversity when it notes that “data and analysis take diverse forms in different traditions of social inquiry” and that therefore “data access and research transparency pose different challenges for [the many different research] traditions” and that “the means for satisfying the obligations will vary correspondingly.”\footnote{DA-RT 2014, 1.} The DA-RT Statement, however, does not itself work out this differentiation. The editorial commitments in the Statement are formulated in quite general terms that are “intended to be inclusive of specific instantiations.”

The discussion that has unfolded in these pages underscores the critical importance of following through on the promise of differentiation: of developing transparency concepts and standards that are appropriate to the particular research traditions encompassed by the discipline. Computer-assisted content analysis, for instance, requires a series of very particular analytical decisions that can be highly consequential for what a scholar may find and the inferences she might draw. Understanding, assessment, and replication alike require scholars using such methods to provide all of the particular pieces of information specified by Romney, Stewart and Tingley in their contribution to the symposium. Yet, requests for that same information would make no sense for an article based on qualitative interviews where the analysis does not involve a systematic coding and counting of words and phrases but a contextualized interpretation of the meaning and implications of what interview subjects said. If journals aim to implement the DA-RT principles in a way that can truly be applied broadly to forms of political inquiry, they will need to develop or adopt a set of differentiated “applied” standards for research transparency.

One danger of retaining uniform, general language is that it will simply remain unclear—to authors, reviewers, readers—what kind of openness is expected of researchers in different traditions. What information about production or analysis are those doing interviews, archival research, or ethnography expected to provide? To achieve high transparency standards, moreover, researchers will need to know these approach-specific rules well in advance of submitting their work for publication—often, before beginning data-collection. A second risk of seemingly universal guidelines for contributors is the potential privileging of research approaches that readily lend themselves to making all cited evidence available in digital form (and to precisely specifying analytic procedures) over those approaches that do not. We do not think that DA-RT was intended to tilt the scholarly playing field in favor of some scholarly traditions at the expense of others. But uniform language applied to all empirical work may tend to do just that.

Perhaps most significantly, journals may need to articulate a separate set of transparency concepts and expectations for positivist and interpretivist research traditions. As the contributions by Cramer, Davison, and Pachirat make clear, scholars in the interpretivist tradition are strongly committed to research transparency but do not subscribe to certain epistemological assumptions underlying DA-RT. The differences between positivist and interpretivist conceptions of research transparency thus are not just about the details of implementation: they get to fundamental questions of principle, such as...
whether data access should be required. Without taking this diversity into account, undifferentiated standards might de facto sharply reduce the publication prospects of some forms of interpretive scholarship at journals applying DA-RT principles.47

We find it hard to see how a single, complete set of openness principles—in particular, when it comes to data access—could apply across positivist and interpretivist traditions in a manner that respects the knowledge-generating goals and epistemological premises underlying each. We thus think it would be sensible for publication outlets to develop distinct, if partially overlapping, transparency standards for these two broad forms of scholarships. Most simply, authors could be asked to self-declare their knowledge-generating goals at the time of submission to a journal and in the text of their work: Do they seek to draw observer-independent descriptive or causal inferences? If so, then the data-generating process is indeed an extractive one, and—with ethical, legal, and practical constraints—access to the full set of unprocessed evidence should be expected. By contrast, if scholars seek interpretations and understandings that they view as tied to the particularities of their subjective experience in a given research context, then transparency about the constitutive processes of empirical engagement and interpretation would seem far more meaningful than “data access.” At the same time, even ethnographic scholars might still be expected to make available evidence of certain “brute facts” about their research setting that play a role in their findings or interpretations. As compared to a uniform set of requirements, such an arrangement would, we think, match the scholar’s obligations to be transparent about her research process more closely to the knowledge claims that she seeks to make on the basis of that process.

The Primacy of Research Ethics

Parkinson and Wood as well as Shih emphasize the dire risks that local collaborators, informants, and research subjects of scholars working in non-democratic or violent contexts might face if field notes or interview transcripts were made public. These risks, Parkinson and Wood argue further, are often very difficult to assess in advance, rendering “informed” consent problematic. We concur. In such situations, researchers’ ethical obligations to protect their subjects will necessarily clash with certain principles of transparency. And it should be uncontroversial that, when in conflict, the latter must give way to the former.

In the 2012 Revision of the APSA Ethics Guide, which elevated data access to an ethical obligation, human subjects protections clearly retained priority. But as Parkinson and Wood point out, the October 2014 DA-RT Statement does not appear to place ethical above transparency obligations, as scholars who withhold data in order to protect their research subjects must ask for editorial exemption before having their papers reviewed. In its framing, the DA-RT language appears to place at a presumptive disadvantage any research constrained from full disclosure by ethical or legal obligations to human subjects. The DA-RT formulation also places a difficult moral judgment in the hands of a less-informed party (the editor) rather than a more informed one (the researcher). And it creates a worrying tension between the professional interests of the researcher and the interests of her subjects.

We want to emphasize that we do not believe that DA-RT advocates intend to see data access trump the ethical treatment of human subjects, nor that they expected the October 2014 DA-RT Statement to have such an effect. As Colin Elman put it in an interview with us: “I would be truly astonished if, as a result of DA-RT, journals that now publish qualitative and multi-methods research begin to refuse to review manuscripts because they employ data that are genuinely under constraint due to human subjects concerns.”48 At the same time, we see concerns such as those articulated by Parkinson and Wood as reasonable, given that the DA-RT language to which journals have committed themselves does not explicitly defer (nor even make reference) to the APSA Ethics Guide’s prioritization of human subject protection, and that most of the signatory journals have no formal relationship to the APSA or to any other structure of governance that could be relied upon to resolve a conflict of norms.

We believe that a few, simple changes in the wording of the DA-RT Statement might go a substantial way toward mitigating the concerns of scholars conducting research in high-risk contexts. The DA-RT Statement could be amended to state clearly that ethical and legal constraints on data access take priority and that editors have an obligation to respect these constraints without prejudice to the work being considered. In other words, editors should be expected to require maximal data access conditional on the intrinsic shareability of the data involved. The goal here should be maximizing the useful sharing of data from research that merits publication—rather than favoring for publication forms of social research with intrinsically more shareable data.

Of course, one clear consequence of exempting some forms of scholarship from certain transparency requirements would be to elevate the role of trust in the assessment and interpretation of such research. It would require readers to defer somewhat more to authors in assessing whether, e.g., an authoritarian regime might be manipulating the information to which the researcher has access; whether the sources of her information are disinterested and reliable; whether self-censorship or concern for local collaborators and informants is seriously affecting the questions asked and hypotheses examined; and whether the evidence presented is representative of the full set of observations gathered.

At the same time, a focus on reproducible findings—as we have advocated above—may soften this tradeoff. Full data access and production transparency are critically important if

47 And even if a journal sees itself as an outlet for positivist work only, it is surely better that it be at least, well, transparent about it, so that expectations can be suitably adjusted and so that scholars, especially junior scholars, do not waste their time on submissions that stand no chance of success.

48 Phone interview with Colin Elman, Syracuse University, 6 July 2015.
evaluation rests on the re-analysis of existing data. It matters considerably less if researchers are willing to probe prior findings through new empirical studies carried out in the same or comparable settings. Fresh empirical work is, of course, more costly than analytic replication with old data. But it surely offers a more robust form of evaluation and, as argued above, broader opportunities for learning.

**Realigning Publication Incentives to Achieve the Full Benefits of Openness**

To date, DA-RT proponents have asked journal editors to help advance the cause of research openness by creating a set of transparency and data access requirements for submitted or published manuscripts. We think there are at least two additional roles—going beyond the use of requirements or negative sanctions—that journals can play in advancing the broader aim of research integrity, especially in the context of positivist research.\(^{50}\)

First, journals could do more to reward efforts to directly evaluate the findings of previous studies. Research transparency is not an end in itself. Rather, it is a means to (among other things) the evaluation of research. At the moment, however, outside the graduate methods classroom, replication, reproduction, robustness tests, and other evaluative efforts are not in themselves highly valued in our discipline. Journals rarely publish the results of such evaluative efforts—part of a general tendency (also noted by Trachtenberg) to discount work that “merely” tests an existing theory or argument without making its own novel theoretical contribution.\(^{51}\) We believe journals should complement requirements for greater transparency with a commitment to publish well-executed efforts to replicate or otherwise evaluate significant, prior results, especially high-quality efforts to reproduce prior findings with new data (including when those efforts succeed).

Relatedly, journals (and other publication outlets) could advance the cause of research integrity by taking more seriously findings that call previously published research into doubt. For instance, journals (and other publication outlets) could advance the cause of research integrity by taking more seriously findings that call previously published research into doubt. Journals might therefore want to follow the lead of medical journals, many of which ask authors to explicitly grant editors the right to issue statements of concern or to retract an article when serious problems are uncovered (and to do so without the authors’ consent).

Second, journals can advance the cause of transparency by reorienting some currently misaligned incentives. Specifically, journals could directly reduce the temptation to disguise exploratory research as “testing” by demonstrating greater willingness to publish openly inductive work—a form of scholarship that is widely understood to play a critical role in advancing research agendas.\(^{52}\) Similarly, editors could mitigate pressures to selectively report evidence or cherry-pick model specifications through greater openness to publishing mixed and null results of serious tests of plausible theories.

In sum, many of the unwelcome scholarly tendencies that transparency rules seek to restrain are a product of our own disciplinary institutions. Transparency advocates will thus be swimming against strong current until we better align professional rewards with our discipline’s basic knowledge-generating goals.

**Ethics Training and Professional Norms**

Beyond rules and incentives, we might also look to professional norms. In ongoing research, Trisha Phillips and Franchesca Nestor find that training in research ethics is much less commonly included among formal program requirements or mentioned in course descriptions for Political Science graduate programs than in other social sciences.\(^{53}\) As we have discussed, certain operational tensions can arise between a researcher’s ethical (and legal) obligations to human subjects and transparency requirements. At the level of professional training, however, the two goals could be mutually reinforcing and jointly conducive to scholarly integrity.

First, better training in research ethics could advance the cause of transparency by allowing political researchers to make

---

\(^{49}\) Note that this is common practice in, for instance, the life sciences, where any “replication” is understood to mean repeating all stages of the research, including generating the data. As a consequence, human subject protections are generally not considered a significant impediment, even for “replication,” even though the human subjects protections required by medical IRBs are often much stricter than for non-medical research, as research subjects in the life science might be exposed to serious material, psychological, or physical risks if identified.

\(^{50}\) As Baldwin (1989 (1971)) pointed out, positive and negative sanctions have different normative appeal and differ in how they work and how well they are likely to work as ways to exert influence.

\(^{51}\) This tendency is arguably weaker in the world of quantitative causal inference, where novel research designs for testing existing claims are sometimes valued in themselves, than in qualitative work.

\(^{52}\) Resnik, Wager, and Kisling 2015.

\(^{53}\) For quantitative work, the inability or failure to replicate is reported all too frequently, suggesting strongly that the lack of notices of concern and the lack of retractions in Political Science is not indicative of the absence of a problem. As we note in our Introduction, qualitative work might be less susceptible to some problems, but overall is surely not free of important errors.

\(^{54}\) Wager 2015.

\(^{55}\) See also Fenno 1986; Rogowski 1995.

\(^{56}\) Phone interview with Trisha Phillips, West Virginia University, 16 July 2015, and Phillips and Nestor 2015.
more informed and confident decisions about ethical considerations. As Shih and Parkinson and Wood note, while human subject protections and related ethical obligations must be taken very seriously, we need not categorically consider all aspects of our field research confidential and all of our interviews non-attributable. Better training in research ethics should allow political scientists to avoid overly sweeping non-disclosure commitments simply as a default position that eases IRB approval. Nor should we see IRB requirements as the maximum required of us ethically. Scholars-in-training need guidance and a conceptual apparatus for thinking through (and explaining to editors!) the ethical dilemmas that they face.

Second, better training in research ethics, broadly conceived, could readily complement transparency initiatives in their efforts to mitigate research misconduct and enhance the value of scholarly findings. Transparency rules are designed to reduce the incentives for scholars to engage in fabrication, falsification, plagiarism, and “questionable research practices”57 such as the selective reporting of supportive empirical findings or the biased interpretation of sources. They do so by increasing the likelihood that such actions will be disclosed. Yet, we are more likely as a profession to achieve the ultimate ends of broadly reliable research findings if we underwrite rules and sanctions with norms of research integrity. We presume that nearly all graduate students know that making up your data is plain wrong. But we wonder whether they are currently encouraged to think carefully about what counts as the unethical manipulation of results. To be sure, neither transparency nor training in research ethics will safeguard against intentional misconduct by committed fraudsters.58 But, particularly in an environment in which Ph.D. students are counseled to aggressively pursue publication, more robust ethics training could help dispel any notion that it is acceptable to selectively present or omit relevant empirical information in the service of dramatic findings. Meanwhile, greater transparency could produce a growing body of published research that demonstrates such behavior not to be the norm.

Costs and Power in the Drive for Greater Transparency

Beyond the important practical and ethical issues highlighted in the contributions to our symposium, demands for research transparency also need to consider issues of cost and power. As research on technology governance shows, raising standards can have protectionist effects, creating barriers to entry that reinforce existing power- and market-structures, protecting the established and well-resourced to the detriment of new researchers. These are of course also the stages at which scholars are typically most resource-strapped and facing the most intense time-pressure to advance projects to publication. We submit that such concerns deserve to be taken very seriously (even if any “protectionist” effects are wholly unintended).

Qualitative scholars need to be especially attentive to this issue, because of the kinds of analytic reasoning and data that their work typically entails. One challenge arises from the diversity of types of evidence and, hence, the multiple distinct lines of inferential reasoning upon which a single case study often relies. In our symposium, Fairfield discusses the challenge in the context of trying to meticulously document the process-tracing in her work. As she recounts, outlining the analytic steps for a single case study in explicit, Bayesian terms required 10,000 words; doing so for all cases reported in her original World Development article59 would have required nearly a book-length treatment.60 As valuable as such explicitness may be, publishing an article based on case study research should not require a supporting manuscript several times the length of the article itself.

Qualitative data access can be similarly costly. Consider Snyder’s recent effort to retrofit chapter 7 of his Ideology of the Offensive62 with hyperlinks to copies of the source documents from the Soviet-Russian archives that had provided much of the empirical support regarding the “cult of the offensive” in the Russia case.63 His notes from his visit more than 30 years ago to the Moscow archives—none of which allowed taking copies of materials with him at the time—were so good (and preserved!) that he was able to provide a virtually complete set of the cited source documents. But as he himself points out, this was “a major enterprise” that involved hiring a researcher in Moscow and a graduate research assistant for several months.64

Some of the costs of transparency can be greatly reduced by anticipating the need for greater openness from the start of a research project. This makes it all the more important to expose our PhD students to, and involve them in, debates over changing scholarly norms and practices early on. Technological innovations—e.g., software such as NVivo, which greatly facilitates documenting the analysis of texts, and the free tools developed for the new Qualitative Data Repository65—can also reduce transparency costs, and they might even increase the efficiency of some forms of qualitative inquiry.
Yet, the time and expense required to meet the new transparency demands will inevitably remain very high for many forms of research. The implementation of more ambitious openness standards will thus require careful consideration of transparency’s price. Put differently, research transparency is a high-value but costly intellectual good in a world of scarcity. Scholars’ transparency strategies should, like all research-design choices, be weighed in light of real resource constraints. Researchers should not be expected to achieve perfect transparency where doing so would impose prohibitive burdens on worthwhile research undertakings, stifle the dissemination of significant findings, or yield modest additional gains in interpretability. Rather, as with other matters of research design, scholars should be expected to do all that they reasonably can to establish the bases of their claims and to address potential objections, doubts, and ambiguities. We agree with DA-RT proponents that most of us can reasonably do a lot more to be transparent than we have been doing so far, and that standards have a critical role to play in generating greater openness. We will need to be careful, however, to apply transparency standards in ways that promote the ultimate goal of Political Science scholarship: advancing our understanding of substantively important issues.66

An Ongoing Conversation

The contributors to this symposium have sought to advance our understanding of research transparency in qualitative and multi-method research. They have done so by discussing the goals of transparency, exploring possibilities for achieving greater transparency, and probing the associated risks and limitations for a broad range of specific research traditions in Political Science.

Our contributors have approached the transparency agenda in a constructive spirit, even when voicing strong concerns and objections. Several of the articles have put forth detailed, specific proposals for how to achieve greater transparency at reasonable cost and with minimal drawbacks. Some have elaborated understandings of transparency in the context of their research traditions and epistemological and ontological commitments. Other authors have identified particular research contexts in which research transparency entails especially steep trade-offs and must be balanced against other, ethical and practical considerations. And in this concluding essay, we have sought to sketch out a few proposals that might address some of the issues identified by our contributors and more broadly advance the goals of scholarly integrity.

The symposium’s goal has been to open and invite a broader conversation about research transparency in Political Science, rather than to close such a conversation by providing definitive answers. On one level, this is a conversation marked by starkly divergent perspectives on the nature of social inquiry, framed by uneasy disciplinary politics. On another level, however, we see wide agreement on important “meta-standards” and on the core scholarly and ethical values at stake. And while trade-offs abound, we see no fundamental conflict between the pursuit of more transparent political analysis and the defense of intellectual pluralism in the discipline. We are thus cautiously optimistic about the prospects for progress through collective deliberation on the challenges highlighted by this collection of essays. We encourage members of the QMMR community, whatever their view of the issues discussed here, to fully engage in that conversation.
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Qualitative and Multi-Method Research Journal Scan: January 2014 – April 2015

In this Journal Scan, we provide citations and (where available) abstracts of articles that have appeared in political science and related journals from January 2014 through April 2015 and which address some facet of qualitative methodology or multimethod research. The Journal Scan’s focus is on articles that develop an explicitly methodological argument or insight; it does not seek to encompass applications of qualitative or multiple methods. A list of all journals consulted is provided at the end of this section.†

Analysis of Text


Due in large part to the proliferation of digitized text, much of it available for little or no cost from the Internet, political science research has experienced a substantial increase in the number of data sets and large-n research initiatives. As the ability to collect detailed information on events of interest expands, so does the need to efficiently sort through the volumes of available information. Automated document classification presents a particularly attractive methodology for accomplishing this task. It is efficient, widely applicable to a variety of data collection efforts, and considerably flexible in tailoring its application for specific research needs. This article offers a holistic review of the application of automated document classification for data collection in political science research by discussing the process in its entirety. We argue that the application of a two-stage support vector machine (SVM) classification process offers advantages over other well-known alternatives, due to the nature of SVMs being a discriminative classifier and having the ability to effectively address two primary attributes of textual data: high dimensionality and extreme sparseness. Evidence for this claim is presented through a discussion of the efficiency gains derived from using automated document classification on the Militarized Interstate Dispute 4 (MID4) data collection project.


Item response theory models for roll-call voting data provide political scientists with parsimonious descriptions of political actors’ relative preferences. However, models using only voting data tend to obscure variation in preferences across different issues due to identification and labeling problems that arise in multidimensional scaling models. We propose a new approach to using sources of metadata about votes to estimate the degree to which those votes are about common issues. We demonstrate our approach with votes and opinion texts from the U.S. Supreme Court, using latent Dirichlet allocation to discover the extent to which different issues were at stake in different cases and estimating justice preferences within each of those issues. This approach can be applied using a variety of unsupervised and supervised topic models for text, community detection models for networks, or any other tool capable of generating discrete or mixture categorization of subject matter from relevant vote-specific metadata.


Spatial models are ubiquitous within political science. Whenever we confront spatial models with data, we need valid and reliable ways to measure policy positions in political space. I first review a range of general issues that must be resolved before thinking about how to measure policy positions, including cognitive metrics, a priori and a posteriori scale interpretation, dimensionality, common spaces, and comparability across settings. I then briefly review different types of data we can use to do this and measurement techniques associated with each type, focusing on headline issues with each type of data and pointing to comprehensive surveys of relevant literatures—including expert, elite, and mass surveys; text analysis; and legislative voting behavior.


Recent advances in research tools for the systematic analysis of textual data are enabling exciting new research throughout the social sciences. For comparative politics, scholars who are often interested in non-English and possibly multilingual textual datasets, these advances may be difficult to access. This article discusses practical issues that arise in the processing, management, translation, and analysis of textual data with a particular focus on how procedures differ across languages.

† We are grateful to Alex Hemingway for outstanding assistance in compiling this Journal Scan and to Andrew Davison for very helpful input.
These procedures are combined in two applied examples of automated text analysis using the recently introduced Structural Topic Model. We also show how the model can be used to analyze data that have been translated into a single language via machine translation tools. All the methods we describe here are implemented in open-source software packages available from the authors.


Collection and especially analysis of open-ended survey responses are relatively rare in the discipline and when conducted are almost exclusively done through human coding. We present an alternative, semiautomated approach, the structural topic model (STM) (Roberts, Stewart, and Airoldi 2013; Roberts et al. 2013), that draws on recent developments in machine learning based analysis of textual data. A crucial contribution of the method is that it incorporates information about the document, such as the author’s gender, political affiliation, and treatment assignment (if an experimental study). This article focuses on how the STM is helpful for survey researchers and experimentalists. The STM makes analyzing open-ended responses easier, more revealing, and capable of being used to estimate treatment effects. We illustrate these innovations with analysis of text from surveys and experiments.

**Case Selection and Sampling**


This article highlights the contribution of randomized, quantitative sampling techniques to answering qualitative questions posed by the study. In short it asks: what qualitative insights do we derive from quantitative sampling processes? Rather than simply being a means to an end, I argue the sampling process itself generated data. More specifically, seeking out more than 220 geographically dispersed individuals, selected though a randomized cluster sample, resulted in the identification of relationship patterns, highlighted extant resistance-era hierarchies and patronage networks, as well as necessitated deeper, critical engagement with the sampling framework. While this discussion is focused on the study of former resistance members in Timor-Leste, these methodological insights are broadly relevant to researchers using mixed methods to study former combatants or other networked social movements.

**Case Studies and Comparative Method**


In recent years, a widespread consensus has emerged about the necessity of establishing bridges between quantitative and qualitative approaches to empirical research in political science. In this article, we discuss the use of the synthetic control method as a way to bridge the quantitative/qualitative divide in comparative politics. The synthetic control method provides a systematic way to choose comparison units in comparative case studies. This systematization opens the door to precise quantitative inference in small-sample comparative studies, without precluding the application of qualitative approaches. Borrowing the expression from Sidney Tarrow, the synthetic control method allows researchers to put “qualitative flesh on quantitative bones.” We illustrate the main ideas behind the synthetic control method by estimating the economic impact of the 1990 German reunification on West Germany.


Drozdova and Gaubatz (2014) represent a welcome addition to the growing literature on quantitative methods designed to complement qualitative case studies. Partly due to its cross-over nature, however, the article balances delicately—and ultimately untenably—between within-sample and out-of-sample inference. Moreover, isomorphisms with existing techniques, while validating the methodology, simultaneously raise questions regarding its comparative advantage.


The increasing integration of qualitative and quantitative analysis has largely focused on the benefits of in-depth case studies for enhancing our understanding of statistical results. This article goes in the other direction to show how some very straightforward quantitative methods drawn from information theory can strengthen comparative case studies. Using several prominent “structured, focused comparison” studies, we apply the information-theoretic approach to further advance these studies’ findings by providing systematic, comparable, and replicable measures of uncertainty and influence for the factors they identified. The proposed analytic tools are simple enough to be used by a wide range of scholars to enhance comparative case study findings and ensure the maximum leverage for discerning between alternative explanations as well as cumulating knowledge from multiple studies. Our approach especially serves qualitative policy-relevant case comparisons in international studies, which have typically avoided more complex or less applicable quantitative tools.

Despite the widespread use of paired comparisons, we lack clear guidance about how to use this research strategy in practice, particularly in case selection. The literature tends to assume that cases are systematically selected from a known population, a major assumption for many topics of interest to political scientists. This article speaks to this gap. It describes three distinct logics of paired comparison relevant to theory development, presents a simple way of considering and comparing them, and explores how this approach can inform more intentional research design, with particular attention to low information settings where substantial research is needed to ascertain the values of independent or dependent variables. The discussion underscores inter alia the need to be aware and explicit about the implications of case selection for the ability to test and build theory, and the need to reconsider the well-cited “rule” of not selecting on the dependent variable.


Causality in social science is hard to establish even through the finest comparative research. To ease the task of extracting causes from comparisons, we present the benefits of tracing particularities in any phenomenon under investigation. We introduce three real-world examples from 2011: British riots, worldwide anticapitalist protests, and the highway crash near Taunton in southwestern England. Whereas all of these three examples have broad causes, we embark on the quest after specific factors. The Taunton accident can send a powerful message to social scientists, which is about the danger of making general statements in their explanations. Instead of saying much but explaining little, the merit of singling out the specific is substantial. As social scientists, when we are faced with “smoke” but no “fire,” let us then focus on the part that is distinct.


Causal inference via process tracing has received increasing attention during recent years. A 2 × 2 typology of hypothesis tests takes a central place in this debate. A discussion of the typology demonstrates that its role for causal inference can be improved further in three respects. First, the aim of this article is to formulate case selection principles for each of the four tests. Second, in focusing on the dimension of uniqueness of the 2 × 2 typology, I show that it is important to distinguish between theoretical and empirical uniqueness when choosing cases and generating inferences via process tracing. Third, I demonstrate that the standard reading of the so-called doubly decisive test is misleading. It conflates unique implications of a hypothesis with contradictory implications between one hypothesis and another. In order to remedy the current ambiguity of the dimension of uniqueness, I propose an expanded typology of hypothesis tests that is constituted by three dimensions.


Crisp-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis, fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (fsQCA), and multi-value Qualitative Comparative Analysis (mvQCA) have emerged as distinct variants of QCA, with the latter still being regarded as a technique of doubtful set-theoretic status. Textbooks on configurational comparative methods have emphasized differences rather than commonalities between these variants. This article has two consecutive objectives, both of which focus on commonalities. First, but secondary in importance, it demonstrates that all set types associated with each variant can be combined within the same analysis by introducing a standardized notational system. By implication, any doubts about the set-theoretic status of mvQCA vis-à-vis its two sister variants are removed. Second, but primary in importance and dependent on the first objective, this article introduces the concept of the multivalent fuzzy set variable. This variable type forms the basis of generalized-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (gsQCA), an approach that integrates the features peculiar to mvQCA and fsQCA into a single framework while retaining routine truth table construction and minimization procedures. Under the concept of the multivalent fuzzy set variable, all existing QCA variants become special cases of gsQCA.

Causality and Causal Inference


Law and science share many perspectives, but they also differ in important ways. While much of science is concerned with the effects of causes (EoC), relying upon evidence accumulated from randomized controlled experiments and observational studies, the problem of inferring the causes of effects (CoE) requires its own framing and possibly different data. Philosophers have written about the need to distinguish between the “EoC” and “the CoE” for hundreds of years, but their advice remains murky even today. The statistical literature is only of limited help here as well, focusing largely on the traditional problem of the “EoC.” Through a series of examples, we
review the two concepts, how they are related, and how they differ. We provide an alternative framing of the “CoE” that differs substantially from that found in the bulk of the scientific literature, and in legal cases and commentary on them. Although in these few pages we cannot fully resolve this issue, we hope to begin to sketch a blueprint for a solution. In so doing, we consider how causation is framed by courts and thought about by philosophers and scientists. We also endeavor to examine how law and science might better align their approaches to causation so that, in particular, courts can take better advantage of scientific expertise.


In commenting on Dawid, Faigman, and Fienberg, the author contrasts the proposed parameter, the probability of causation, to other parameters in the causal inference literature, specifically the probability of necessity discussed by Pearl, and Robins and Greenland, and Pearl’s probability of sufficiency. This article closes with a few comments about the difficulties of estimation of parameters related to individual causation.


Sociology is pluralist in subject matter, theory, and method, and thus a good place to entertain ideas about causation associated with their use under the law. I focus on two themes: (1) the legal lens on causation that “considers populations in order to make statements about individuals” and (2) the importance of distinguishing between effects of causes and causes of effects.


We welcome Professor Pearl’s comment on our original article, Dawid et al. Our focus there on the distinction between the “Effects of Causes” (EoC) and the “Causes of Effects” (CoE) concerned two fundamental problems, one a theoretical challenge in statistics and the other a practical challenge for trial courts. In this response, we seek to accomplish several things. First, using Pearl’s own notation, we attempt to clarify the similarities and differences between his technical approach and that in Dawid et al. Second, we consider the more practical challenges for CoE in the trial court setting, and explain why we believe Pearl’s analyses, as described via his example, fail to address these. Finally, we offer some concluding remarks.


This article summarizes a conceptual framework and simple mathematical methods of estimating the probability that one event was a necessary cause of another, as interpreted by lawmakers. We show that the fusion of observational and experimental data can yield informative bounds that, under certain circumstances, meet legal criteria of causation. We further investigate the circumstances under which such bounds can emerge, and the philosophical dilemma associated with determining individual cases from statistical data.

Communication of Research and Results


Storytelling has long been recognized as central to human cognition and communication. Here we explore a more active role of stories in social science research, not merely to illustrate concepts but also to develop new ideas and evaluate hypotheses, for example, in deciding that a research method is effective. We see stories as central to engagement with the development and evaluation of theories, and we argue that for a story to be useful in this way, it should be anomalous (representing aspects of life that are not well explained by existing models) and immutable (with details that are well-enough established that they have the potential to indicate problems with a new model). We develop these ideas through considering two well-known examples from the work of Karl Weick and Robert Axelrod, and we discuss why transparent sourcing (in the case of Axelrod) makes a story a more effective research tool, whereas improper sourcing (in the case of Weick) interferes with the key useful roles of stories in the scientific process.
Political scientists have developed important new ideas for using spatial diagrams to enhance quantitative research. Yet the potential uses of diagrams for qualitative research have not been explored systematically. We begin to correct this omission by showing how set diagrams can facilitate the application of qualitative methods and improve the presentation of qualitative findings. Set diagrams can be used in conjunction with a wide range of qualitative methodologies, including process tracing, concept formation, counterfactual analysis, sequence elaboration, and qualitative comparative analysis. We illustrate the utility of set diagrams by drawing on substantive examples of qualitative research in the fields of international relations and comparative politics.

**Critical Theory as Empirical Methodology**


In *The Crisis of the European Union* Jürgen Habermas claims that the constituent power in the EU is shared between the community of EU citizens and the political communities of the member states. By his own account, Habermas arrives at this concept of a dual constituent subject through a rational reconstruction of the genesis of the European constitution. This explanation, however, is not particularly illuminating since it is controversial what the term ‘rational reconstruction’ stands for. This article critically discusses the current state of research on rational reconstruction, develops a new reading of Habermas’ method and invokes this account for an explanation and evaluation of the notion of a European pouvoir constituant mixte.

**Ethnography**

Scholarly Exchange: “Ethnography and the Attitudinal Fallacy.”


This article examines the methodological implications of the fact that what people say is often a poor predictor of what they do. We argue that many interview and survey researchers routinely conflate self-reports with behavior and assume a consistency between attitudes and action. We call this erroneous inference of situated behavior from verbal accounts the attitudinal fallacy. Though interviewing and ethnography are often lumped together as “qualitative methods,” by juxtaposing studies of “culture in action” based on verbal accounts with ethnographic investigations, we show that the latter routinely attempts to explain the “attitude–behavior problem” while the former regularly ignores it. Because meaning and action are collectively negotiated and context-dependent, we contend that self-reports of attitudes and behaviors are of limited value in explaining what people actually do because they are overly individualistic and abstracted from lived experience.


This is a comment suggesting that Jerolmack and Khan’s article in this issue embodies news from “somewhere,” in arguing that ethnography can emphasize interaction in concrete situations and what people do rather than what they say about what they do. However, their article also provides news from “nowhere,” in that ethnography often claims to prioritize in situ organization while dipping into an unconstrained reservoir of distant structures that analytically can subsume and potentially eviscerate the local order. I elaborate on each of these somewhere/nowhere ideas. I also briefly point to the considerable ethnomethodological and conversation analytic research of the last several decades that addresses the structural issue. Such research, along with other traditions in ethnography, suggest that investigators can relate social or political contexts to concrete situations provided that there is, in the first place, preservation of the parameters of everyday life and the exactitude of the local order.


This article offers reflections on Jerolmack and Khan’s article “Talk is Cheap: Ethnography and the Attitudinal Fallacy.” Specifically, I offer three suggestions aimed at moderating the authors’ critique. Since the sociology of culture and cognition is my area of expertise, I, like Jerolmack and Khan, use this literature to mine supporting examples.


There is unexamined potential for developing and testing rival causal explanations in the type of data that participant observation is best suited to create: descriptions of in situ social interaction crafted from the participants’ perspectives. By intensively examining a single ethnography, we can see how multiple predictions can be derived from and tested with field notes, how numerous strategies are available for demonstrating the patterns of nonoccurrence which causal propositions imply, how qualitative data can be analyzed to negate researcher behavior as an alternative causal explanation, and how folk counterfactuals can add to the evidentiary strength of an ethnographic study. Explicating the potential of field notes for causal explanation may be of interest to methodologists who seek a common logic for guiding and evaluating quantitative and qualitative research, to ethnographic fieldworkers who aim at connecting micro- to macro-social processes, to researchers who use an analogous logic of explanation when working with other forms of qualitative data, and to comparative-analytic sociologists who wish to form concepts and develop theory in conformity with an understanding that social life consists of social interaction processes that may be captured most directly by ethnographic fieldwork.

Field Research

Symposium: “Fieldwork in Political Science: Encountering Challenges and Crafting Solutions.”


Whether the aim is to build theory or test hypotheses, junior and senior political scientists alike face problems collecting data in the field. Most field researchers have expectations of the challenges they will face, and also some training and preparation for addressing these challenges. Yet, in hindsight many wish they had been better prepared—both psychologically and logistically—for the difficulties they encountered. The central theme of this symposium is precisely these data collection problems political scientists face in the field and how to deal with them. The separate perspectives presented here contextualize particular challenges of data collection in different world regions within the trajectory of single research projects. The articles trace the challenges that analysts faced in field sites as varied as China, Germany, India, Kazakhstan, and Mexico. Describing the realities of fieldwork and resourceful strategies for dealing with them, this symposium sheds new light on several practical aspects of fieldwork in political science. The symposium also brings together scholars who used multiple research methods, thereby illuminating the difficulties encountered in political science fieldwork from diverse angles. For this reason, these vignettes are relevant to researchers focusing on both qualitative and quantitative research methods.


Interpretive and Hermeneutic Approaches


Invited by the editors to respond to Professor Neumann’s inaugural lecture, in this article I take issue with his core, unquestioned assumption, namely, whether IR should be considered as a science. I use it as a starting point to re-open the question of how the stuff that humans are made of should be studied in IR today. Beyond Neumann’s piece, I critically engage with two emerging trends in the discipline, the so-called new materialisms and the interest in the neurosciences, and articulate my concern that these trends have not addressed the deterministic fallacy that threatens to undermine their relevance for the study of a world made by humans. To the latent anxiety as to whether the discipline has finally achieved recognition of its epistemological status as a science, I respond by recalling that other grand tradition in IR, interpretive methods.

The study of meaning from within, without reducing it to countable ‘things’ or to neuronal traces, is, I suggest, better attuned to capturing the contingency, indeterminacy and freedom which constitute key characteristics of the constructed, social world that we study in IR.
This article develops the thesis that normative social orders are always fore-structured by horizons of possibilities. The thesis is spelled out against the background of a criticism of ethnomethodology for its hermeneutic deficiency in coping with radical reflexivity. The article contributes to the debates concerning the status of normativity problematic in the cultural disciplines. The concept of hermeneutic pre-normativity is introduced to connote the interpretative fore-structuring of normative inter-subjectivity. Radical reflexivity is reformulated in terms of hermeneutic phenomenology.

Measurement and Concept Formation


The challenge of finding appropriate tools for measurement validation is an abiding concern in political science. This article considers four traditions of validation, using examples from cross-national research on democracy: the levels-of-measurement approach, structural-equation modeling with latent variables, the pragmatic tradition, and the case-based method. Methodologists have sharply disputed the merits of alternative traditions. We encourage scholars—and certainly analysts of democracy—to pay more attention to these disputes and to consider strengths and weaknesses in the validation tools they adopt. An online appendix summarizes the evaluation of six democracy data sets from the perspective of alternative approaches to validation. The overall goal is to open a new discussion of alternative validation strategies.

Wilson, Matthew C. 2014. “A Discreet Critique of Discrete Regime Type Data.” Comparative Political Studies vol. 47, no. 5: 689–714. DOI: 10.1177/0010414013488546

To understand the limitations of discrete regime type data for studying authoritarianism, I scrutinize three regime type data sets provided by Cheibub, Gandhi, and Vreeland, Hadenius and Teorell, and Geddes. The political narratives of Nicaragua, Colombia, and Brazil show that the different data sets on regime type lend themselves to concept stretching and misuse, which threatens measurement validity. In an extension of Fjelde’s analysis of civil conflict onset, I demonstrate that inter-changeably using the data sets leads to divergent predictions, it is sensitive to outliers, and the data ignore certain institutions. The critique expounds on special issues with discrete data on regime type so that scholars make more informed choices and are better able to compare results. The mixed-methods assessment of discrete data on regime type demonstrates the importance of proper concept formation in theory testing. Maximizing the impact of such data requires the scholar to make more theoretically informed choices.

Yom, Sean. 2015. “From Methodology to Practice: Inductive Iteration in Comparative Research.” Comparative Political Studies vol. 48, no. 5: 616–644. DOI: 10.1177/0010414014536432

Most methods in comparative politics prescribe a deductive template of research practices that begins with proposing hypotheses, proceeds into analyzing data, and finally concludes with confirmatory tests. In reality, many scholars move back and forth between theory and data in creating causal explanations, beginning not with hypotheses but hunches and constantly revising their propositions in response to unexpected discoveries. Used transparently, such inductive iteration has contributed to causal knowledge in comparative-historical analysis, analytic narratives, and statistical approaches. Encouraging such practices across methodologies not only adds to the toolbox of comparative analysis but also casts light on how much existing work often lacks transparency. Because successful hypothesis testing facilitates publication, yet as registration schemes and mandatory replication do not exist, abusive practices such as data mining and selective reporting find easy cover behind the language of deductive proceduralism. Productive digressions from the deductive paradigm, such as inductive iteration, should not have the stigma associated with such impropriety.

Multi-Method Research


Seeking to advance historical studies of political institutions and behavior, we argue for an expansion of the standard methodological toolkit with a set of innovative approaches that privilege parameter heterogeneity to capture nuances missed by more commonly used approaches. We address critiques by prominent historians and historically oriented political scientists who have underscored the shortcomings of mainstream quantitative approaches for studying the past. They are concerned that the statistical models ordinarily employed by political scientists are inadequate for addressing temporality, periodicity, specificity, and context—issues that are central to good historical analysis. The innovations that we advocate are particularly well suited for incorporating these issues in empirical models, which we demonstrate with replications of extant research that focuses on locating structural breaks relating to realignments and split-party Senate delegations and on the temporal evolution in congressional roll-call behavior connected to labor policy during the New Deal and Fair Deal.
Other Advances in QMMR


New digital video technologies are transforming how people everywhere document, publish, and consume information. As knowledge production becomes increasingly oriented towards digital/visual modes of expression, scholars will need new approaches for conducting and publishing research. The purpose of this article is to advance a systematic approach to scholarship called analytic filmmaking. I argue that when filming and editing are guided by rigorous social scientific standards, digital video can be a compelling medium for illustrating causal processes, communicating theory-driven explanations, and presenting new empirical findings. I furthermore argue that analytic films offer policymakers and the public an effective way to glean insights from and engage with scholarly research. Throughout the article I draw on examples from my work to demonstrate the principles of analytic filmmaking in practice and to point out how analytic films complement written scholarship.

Qualitative Comparative Analysis


Scholars have increasingly turned to fuzzy set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (fsQCA) to conduct small- and medium-N studies, arguing that it combines the most desired elements of variable-oriented and case-oriented research. This article demonstrates, however, that fsQCA is an extraordinarily sensitive method whose results are worryingly susceptible to minor parametric and model specification changes. We make two specific claims. First, the causal conditions identified by fsQCA as being sufficient for an outcome to occur are highly contingent upon the values of several key parameters selected by the user. Second, fsQCA results are subject to marked confirmation bias. Given its tendency toward finding complex connections between variables, the method is highly likely to identify as sufficient for an outcome causal combinations containing even randomly generated variables. To support these arguments, we replicate three articles utilizing fsQCA and conduct sensitivity analyses and Monte Carlo simulations to assess the impact of small changes in parameter values and the method’s built-in confirmation bias on the overall conclusions about sufficient conditions.

Questionnaire Design


This article presents an analysis of interviewer effects on the process leading to cooperation or refusal in face-to-face surveys. The focus is on the interaction between the householder and the interviewer on the doorstep, including initial reactions from the householder, and interviewer characteristics, behaviors, and skills. In contrast to most previous research on interviewer effects, which analyzed final response behavior, the focus here is on the analysis of the process that leads to cooperation or refusal. Multilevel multinomial discrete-time event history modeling is used to examine jointly the different outcomes at each call, taking account of the influence of interviewer characteristics, call histories, and sample member characteristics. The study benefits from a rich data set comprising call record data (paradata) from several face-to-face surveys linked to interviewer observations, detailed interviewer information, and census records. The models have implications for survey practice and may be used in responsive survey designs to inform effective interviewer calling strategies.
Self-reported measures of media exposure are plagued with error and questions about validity. Since they are essential to studying media effects, a substantial literature has explored the shortcomings of these measures, tested proxies, and proposed refinements. But lacking an objective baseline, such investigations can only make relative comparisons. By focusing specifically on recent Internet activity stored by Web browsers, this article’s methodology captures individuals’ actual consumption of political media. Using experiments embedded within an online survey, I test three different measures of media exposure and compare them to the actual exposure. I find that open-ended survey prompts reduce overreporting and generate an accurate picture of the overall audience for online news. I also show that they predict news recall at least as well as general knowledge. Together, these results demonstrate that some ways of asking questions about media use are better than others. I conclude with a discussion of survey-based exposure measures for online political information and the applicability of this article’s direct method of exposure measurement for future studies.

Readability formulas, such as the Flesch Reading Ease formula, the Flesch–Kincaid Grade Level Index, the Gunning Fog Index, and the Dale–Chall formula are often considered to be objective measures of language complexity. Not surprisingly, survey researchers have frequently used readability scores as indicators of question difficulty and it has been repeatedly suggested that the formulas be applied during the questionnaire design phase, to identify problematic items and to assist survey designers in revising flawed questions. At the same time, the formulas have faced severe criticism among reading researchers, particularly because they are predominantly based on only two variables (word length/frequency and sentence length) that may not be appropriate predictors of language difficulty. The present study examines whether the four readability formulas named above correctly identify problematic survey questions. Readability scores were calculated for 71 question pairs, each of which included a problematic (e.g., syntactically complex, vague, etc.) and an improved version of the question. The question pairs came from two sources: (1) existing literature on questionnaire design and (2) the Q-BANK database. The analyses revealed that the readability formulas often favored the problematic over the improved version. On average, the success rate of the formulas in identifying the difficult questions was below 50 percent and agreement between the various formulas varied considerably. Reasons for this poor performance, as well as implications for the use of readability formulas during questionnaire design and testing, are discussed.

Research Transparency

Symposium: “Research Transparency in Security Studies”


Qualitative analysis is the most important empirical method in the field of international relations (IR). More than 70 percent of all IR scholars conduct primarily qualitative research (including narrative case studies, traditional history, small-n comparison, counterfactual analysis, process-tracing, analytic narrative, ethnography and thick description, discourse), compared to only 20 percent whose work is primarily quantitative. Total use is even more pervasive with more than 85 percent of IR scholars conducting some qualitative analysis. Qualitative analysis is also unmatched in its flexibility and applicability: a textual record exists for almost every major international event in modern world history. Qualitative research also delivers impressive explanatory insight, rigor, and reliability. Of the twenty scholars judged by their colleagues to have “produced the best work in the field of IR in the past 20 years,” seventeen conduct almost exclusively qualitative research.*

Research transparency is an idea that is easy to love in principle. If one accepts the logic behind emerging transparency and replication standards in qualitative search, it is hard not to agree that such standards should also govern qualitative research. Yet the challenges to transparency in qualitative research, particularly on security studies topics, are formidable. This article argues that there are significant individual and collective benefits to making qualitative security studies research more transparent but that reaping these benefits requires minimizing the real and expected costs borne by individual scholars. I focus on how scholars can meet emerging standards for transparency without incurring prohibitive costs in time or resources, and important consideration if transparency is to become a norm in qualitative security studies. In short, it is possible to achieve transparency without tears, but only if perfection is not the enemy of the good.*


Discussion about greater openness in the policymaking and academic communities is emerging all around us. In February 2013, for example, the White House issued a broad statement calling on federal agencies to submit concrete proposals for ‘increasing access to the results of federally funded scientific research.’ The Digital Accountability and Transparency Act passed the US House of Representatives in 18 November 2013 (it has not yet been voted on in the Senate). In academia, multiple questions are arising about how to preserve and make accessible to the ‘Deluge of (digital) data’ scientific research produces and how to make research more transparent. For instance, on 13-14 June 2013, a meeting to address ‘Data Citation and Research Transparency Standards for the Social Sciences’ was convened by the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) and attended by opinion leaders from across the social science disciplines. In November 2014, ICPSR hosted ‘Integrating Domain Repositories into the National Data Infrastructure,’ a follow-up workshop that gathered together representatives from emerging national infrastructures for data and publications.*

Snyder, Jack. 2014. “Active Citation: In Search of Smoking Guns or Meaningful Context?” *Security Studies* vol. 23, no. 4: 708–714. DOI: 10.1080/09636412.2014.970409

Andrew Moravcsik makes a persuasive case that rigorously executed qualitative methods have distinctive and indispensable role to play in research on international relations. Qualitative case studies facilitate the tracing of causal processes, provide insight into actors’ understanding of their own motives and assumptions, and establish an interpretive or systemic context that makes unified sense of discrete events. Teamed up with quantitative methods, qualitative methods can check on the presence of hypothesized causal mechanisms that might be difficult to measure in numerical shorthand.*

**Symposium: “Openness in Political Science”**


In 2012, the American Political Science Association (APSA) Council adopted new policies guiding data access and research transparency in political science. The policies appear as a revision to APSA’s Guide to Professional Ethics in Political Science. The revisions were the product of an extended and broad consultation with a variety of APSA committees and the association’s membership. After adding these changes to the ethics guide, APSA asked an Ad Hoc Committee of scholars actively discussing data access and research transparency (DA-RT) to provide guidance for instantiating these general principles in different research traditions. Although the changes in the ethics guide articulate a single set of general principles that apply across the research traditions, it was understood that different research communities would apply the principles in different ways. Accordingly, the DA-RT Ad Hoc Committee formed sub-committees to draft more fine-grained guidelines for scholars, journal editors, and program managers at funding agencies who work with one or more of these communities. This article is the lead entry of a PS: Political Science and Politics symposium on the ethics guide changes described above, the continuing DA-RT project, and what these endeavors mean for individual political scientists and the discipline.


As an abstract idea, openness is difficult to oppose. Social scientists from every research tradition agree that scholars cannot just assert their conclusions, but must also share their evidentiary basis and explain how they were reached. Yet practice has not always followed this principle. Most forms of qualitative empirical inquiry have taken a minimalist approach to openness, providing only limited information about the research process, and little or no access to the data underpinning findings. What scholars do when conducting research, how they generate data, and how they make interpretations or draw inferences on the basis of those data, are rarely addressed at length in their published research. Even in book-length monographs which have an extended preface and footnotes, it can sometimes take considerable detective work to piece together a picture of how authors arrived at their conclusions.
Scientific Realism/Critical Realism


This article identifies philosophical tensions and limitations within contemporary intersectionality theory which, it will be argued, have hindered its ability to explain how positioning in multiple social categories can affect life chances and influence the reproduction of inequality. We draw upon critical realism to propose an augmented conceptual framework and novel methodological approach that offers the potential to move beyond these debates, so as to better enable intersectionality to provide causal explanatory accounts of the ‘lived experiences’ of social privilege and disadvantage.


In this review essay I offer a critical assessment of the work of David Byrne, an applied social scientist who is one of the leading advocates of the use of complexity theory in the social sciences and who has drawn on the principles of critical realism in developing an ontological position of ‘complex realism’. The key arguments of his latest book, *Applying Social Science: The Role of Social Research in Politics, Policy and Practice* constitute the frame of the review; however, since these overlap with those of his previous books, *Interpreting Quantitative Data and Complexity Theory and the Social Sciences*, I consider all three books together. I identify aspects of Byrne’s ontological position that are in tune with the principles of original and dialectical critical realism and aspects that are not. I argue that these inconsistencies, which Byrne must resolve if he is to take his understanding of complexity further, stem from the residual influence of various forms of irrealism in his thinking.

Teaching QMMR


In this brief article, we argue that undergraduate methods training acquired through coursework is a critical prerequisite for effective research and is beneficial in other ways. We consider what courses on qualitative research methods, which are rarely taught in undergraduate political science programs, might look like. We propose that instruction initially should involve specialized texts with standardized exercises that use stylized data, allowing students to focus on the methods they seek to master. Later in the sequence, research questions can be brought to the fore, and students can undertake increasingly complex research tasks using more authentic data. To be clear, students following the path we suggest are still learning methods by using them. However, they are beginning to do so by executing research tasks in a more controlled context. Teaching methods in this way provides students with a suite of techniques they can use to effectively and meaningfully engage in their own or a faculty member’s research. We also raise some challenges to using qualitative data to teach methods, and conclude by repriming our argument.


* Starred abstracts are from ProQuest ®Worldwide Political Science Abstracts database and are provided with permission of ProQuest LLC (www.proquest.com). Further reproduction is prohibited.*
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